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Three-run homer lifts
Lakers in district tournament

Lady Lakers take second
after defeating Marshall

Top students at Murray High
to be guests at annual event
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Clear
Tonight: Clear. Low in the
lower to mid 40s. North wind
around 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High in
the lower 70s.
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Hoes being
replaced by
plastics in
some fields
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NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Those summer days spent soaking up the rays
to create a glorious tan may come back to haunt sun worshippers with
cancer and aged, wrinkled skin, a panel of experts said.
BOSTON — Some doctors are warning that long-term, daily use of
a common aspirin substitute may triple the usual risk of kidney damage, but the maker of Tylenol disputed the finding.
WICHITA, Kan. — The Drought of '88 is now the Drought of '89
in parts of the Central Plains, and farmers and stockmen are worried as
dry conditions worsen and Congress fails to provide help this year.
WASHINGTON — Spiegel, Land's End and L.L. Bean addicts
beware — the nation's governors want you to begin paying sales taxes
on your mail-order shopping sprees.
WASHINGTON — The government's major jobs program that
Vice President Dan Quayle helped create while a senator would be
overhauled under a Bush administration proposal that calls for spending more on the poor and teen-agers.
_
•

STATE

LOUISVILLE — Despite protests from a pro-life group and others,
Spalding University will award an honorary degree to U.S. Supreme
Court Justice William J. Brennan Jr. during Sunday's commencement.
FRANKFORT— A program of prison construction that will almost
certainly be required in the coming years means the state should act
now to explore innovative methods of building and financing, a legislator says.
.
LOUISVILLE — Many rural hospitals might have to be converted
into other kinds of health centers to survive financial woes brought on
by fewer patients, soaring costs and other economic pressures, officials
said.
WASHINGTON — Walter "Dee" Huddleston knows it will be
tough fending off some of the anti-tobacco bills filed in the 101st
Congress.

SPORTS
CINCINNATI — The special investigator who prepared a report on
the gambling activities of Pete Rose acknowleges his investigation
took a long time but said it was necessary for baseball and for Rose.
SEArru— Jim Lefebvre had one request when he became manager of the downtrodden Seattle Mariners after last season. He went to
General Manager Woody Woodward and asked him to sign Jeffrey
Leonard as a free agent.
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — The Detroit Pistons, like a champion
prize fighter, soften you up with round after round of body blows and
then punch your lights out.

The hoc — the once famous garden tool of produce growers — is
being replaced this year in fields in
Calloway and Logan Counties by
something less harmful to the
hands: plastic.
Using a newly-developed bidegradeable plastic mulch along with
a drip irrigation system, producers
should be able to grow crops more
cheaply and efficiently, according
to Tom Roscoe, general manager of
Meadows Produce.
The product has been in use in
south Florida for a number of years
and is being tested in Kentucky this
year by the College of Agriculture
at UK's sttb stations at Princeton
and Quicksand, Ky.
The plastic mulch eliminates the
need for herbacides, Roscoe said.
In the past, the most difficult part
of use of plastic mulch has been
the removal and disposal of same.
With this product, the ultra violet
ray of the sun activate it's destruction after a pre-determined period
of time. The product can be order
to have different life usage before
disintegration.
"Over half of out growers are
involved in the test . as 04 are
striving to bring their crop to market with the least amount of chemicals used," Roscoe said.
Meadows Produce will make
(Cont'd on page 2)

Town may be
new, but it
won't be the
same as before
The name may almost be the
same, but the souvenirs people take
home from Little Golden Pond will
be different from those of its namesake, a famous moonshinMg area
of Trigg County during prohibition.
When the Tennessee Valley
Authority opened Land Between
the Lakes in the 1960s, the residents of the Trigg County community of Golden Pond were
forced to find other homes, and
many of them settled in a community on Ky. 94 about 12 miles east
of Murray. Today, travelers heading toward Kentucky Lake can see
the new highway signs that mark
Little Golden Pond.
Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks said a
group of residents brought a petition to the county fiscal court, asking for the naming of the town.
Weaks said there were 179 signa(Cont'd on page 3)

Sue Evans makes some adjustments to the borrowed Unilersity of
Kentucky's plastic mulch machine on her farm east of Murray Monday as her husband, Gary, and a neighbor look on. The Evans' are
using their land as a test plot for the new mulch.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

West Germany, and stopped in
London before heading to New
York.
The General Command organization is headed by Ahmed Jabril,
and the Post reported that Jabril
and senior aides met at least once
last fall with Iranian officials in
Tehran.
Other published reports previously have linked Jabril's organization to the bombing.
The Post reported that the FBI is
investigating the possibility that the
bomb was unwittingly carried onto
the plane by one of two female
American college students who had
Arab boyfriends.
Jabril has denied that his organi-

Backers of
Noriega beat
opposition:
one said dead

zation had any role in the attack.
While denying any connection
with the bombing, Jabril acknowledged that his group routinely
used the same kind of bomb investigators say was used to blow up
the Pan Am jumbo jet.
In an interview broadcast Friday,
Jabril told ABC News that his first
lieutenant, Hafez Dalkamoni, commonly built and used the type of
explosive device that downed the
Pan Am flight.
Dalkamoni is in jail in Germany
after a police raid last October that
netted weapons and three bomb
devices like the one used to blow

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP)
— Supporters of Gen. Manuel
Nntonio Noriega beat opposition
presidential candidate Guillermo
Endara with iron bars Wednesday
as he led protesters accusing the
government of stealing the elections, witnesses and victims said.
Officials said one of Endara's
bodyguards was killed and four
soldiers were wounded in an ensuing exchange of gunfire.
Endara's two vice-presidential
candidates, Guillermo Ford and
Ricardo Arias Calderon, also were
beaten and injured, but not seriously, and Ford was arrested.
The three candidates were leading a motorcade through the capital
when they were attacked by civilians wearing "Dignity Battalion"
T-shirts, witnesses and victims
said.
Armed civilian Noriega supporters, often members of paramilitary
"Dignity Battalions," have frc-

(ConI'd on page 1)

(Cont'd on page 2)

CIA: Iran behind 103 bombing
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
CIA has concluded that Iran hired a
Syrian-based Palestinian organization to set up last year's bombing
of Pan Am Flight 103 over Scotland, The Washington Post
reported in Thursday's editions.
But while the CIA is confident
of its conclusions, the FBI doesn't
believe there is sufficient evidence
to seek indictments against the
Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine-General Command, the
newspaper said.
The Dec. 21 explosion over
Lockerbie, Scotland, killed all 259
people on the Boeing 747 and
another 11 on the ground. The
flight had originated in Frankfurt,
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Did MSU's Dr. Stroup get a fair deal on her contract vote?

LONDON — The dollar rose
in active European trading this
morning. Gold firmed in stagnant trading.
Traders said demand for the
dollar •resumed after a pause
Wednesday. "Demand for the
dollar is quite sustained," said a
trader in Milan, Italy.
In Tokyo, where trading ends
before Europe's business day
begins, the dollar rose 0.11 yen
to a closing 134.55. Later, in
London, it was quoted at 134.80
yen.
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Gary James, MSU student
"I 'don't think she did.
"I don't know everything about
it because I haven't been on campus long but my friends have said
they believe some of the Regents
who voted against her were
appointed just to get her oui
"I think she's been doing a good
job here from what I can see.
"It sounds like a raw deal to
me."

Jean Lynch, MSU secretary
biology department
"I don't really know.
"Too often politics plays too big
a role in administration. If that was
the case here, yes, she was treated
unfairly.
"Things on campus were going
pretty good and I think she was
moving in the right direction, but I
don't know if she pleased all the
faculty and staff in her
administration."

Jeff Zarrecki, MSU student
"Yeah, definitely.
"They're trying to get her out, to
replace her. There probably going
to get some holy roller to come in
— someone who's anti-Greek, antialcobOl
to keep things here the
way they are.
"Wilkinson knows that half his
voters (here) want it to stay a dry
county. If he gets who he wants in
here, he'll keep his voters happy
and he'll stay in office."

Ronald Boyce, MSU student
"Not really.
"It doesn't really matter who
comes in or who goes out, times
change. Demands change.
"Overall, Stroup's performance
on campus has been pretty good
considering she had limited tools to
work with.
"I don't think it was a political
move at all. I just feel the Regents
believed it was time for her to go."
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The incident took place at a
Defense Forces blockade, and
opposition bodyguards shot four
(Cont'd from page 1)
soldiers, said Defense Forces
quently taken pan in breaking up spokesman Capt. Eduardo Lim
opposition demonstrations.
Yueng. He said a second lieutenant
"They beat me in the head with
was critically injured.
an iron bar," said Endara in a brief
U.S. Ambassador Arthur Davis
hospital interview. "I saw Arias on, said one of Endara's bodyguards
the ground with me," he said, was killed. He condemned the
referring to his first vice presiden- attack and said U.S. Embassy
tial candidate.
dependents will be moving on to
Arias Calderon told The Asso- military bases Thursday.
ciated Press Ford had been arrested
"By this action Noriega has
and taken to an undetermined loca- demonstrated his contempt for
the
uon. He said earlier that Ford was Panamanian people," Davis said in
safe.
a statement.
Witnesses said some of the canIt was the first time soldiers sufdidates' bodyguards leaped out of fered gunshot wounds since Noriecars and fired at the attackers.
ga took over as head of Defense

Backers...
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Forces and became the nation's de
facto leader in 1983.
Endara, sitting in a wheelchair,
displayed the eight stitches doctors
put in the top of his head. Behind
him, supporters held up a bloody
shirt.
"I blame Noriega for everything
bad that has happened in the
Republic of Panama. I hope he
leaves soon," said Endara, who
was released from Paitilla Hospital.
Angry crowds broke windows
and burned at least six cars in the
downtown area. Police broke up
scattered groups of demonstrators
with tear gas and gunshots fired in
the air.
Several people were arrested
during the melee, which lasted for
more than an hour in the early
afternoon.
The motorcade was part of an
opposition campaign to gain international support and prevent an
official victory proclamation in
favor of Noriega's hand-picked
candidate, Carlos Duque.
Duque was ahead by a 2-1 ratio
in the secretive and slow official
count of the estimated 800,000 votes cast in Sunday's election.
International observers,„ including Europeans and U.S. congressmen as well as former President
Jimmy Carter, called the election
fraudulent and said Endara actually
won by a 3-to-1 margin.
In the late afternoon, Duque visited the Roman Catholic papal nun-

cio. He told reporters tie was the
legitimate winner and that he asked
the church to talk to the opposition
and try to calm the populace.
"The opposition is trying to create the conditions demanded by the
United States as an excuse for
invervemion as it did in the Dominican Republic in 1965," the
government-controlled television
said in a brief announcement.
President Lyndon Johnson dispatched U.S. troops to the Dominican Republic when civil unrest
broke out there in 1965.
The TV announcer repeated government accusations that the opposition is trying to help the United
States abrogate the Panama Canal
treaties, under which Panama gains
control of the canal on Dec. 31,
1999.
Soldiers were accused of stealing
thousands of vote tallies in nationwide raids early Monday morning.
Government television began
issuing calls for members of the
Dignity Battalions to go to their
mobilization centers for Operation
Sovereignty. It was not clear
immediately what that might be.
Endara, Arias Calderon and Ford
were riding in the back of a pickup
truck which police stopped and
held for half an hour at a blockade,
said Guillermo Quijano, an opposition party leader.
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for your next

Magistrate, District 1

I pledge to all the people of District 1 to perform the
duties of office to the best of my ability. I will also
represent each individual need with an honest open
mind and complete fairness.
If I am unable to see each of you in person before
the election, I ask you for your vote of confidence in
me - it will be greatly appreciated.

TERRY'S PAINT

Southside Shopping Center

Terry Bogard

VOTE TERRY BOGARD - MAY 23R°

753-3321

Paid for by Tommy and Lorne Bogard
e
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(Coard from page 1)
up Flight 103:
Jabril insisted that his group did
not plant the bomb on the airliner.
Jabril also denied that his group
receives money from Iran but said
he shared Iran's outrage at how the
United States last year shot down
an Iran civilian passenger plane.
"I see now that the incident of
the Pan Am is neither worse nor
uglier than the destruction of the
Iranian airbus," Jabril told ABC.
"Both of them are crimes against
civilians, whether by the U.S.
administration or by terrorist
groups who may have blown up the
Pan Am. They are equally
barbaric."
While denying his group's
involvement, Jabril issued a warning should the United States or
Israel strike his camps in Syria.
"We shall not remain still. Our
response shall be equal if not more
violent," he said.
Despite Jabril's denials, investigators suspect that his group
planted the bomb at the behest of
Iran.

David Roselle
UK president

Stroup, Roselle
to speak to MHS
seniors at event
for top students
Thirteen Murray High School
seniors with a 94-or-higher average
during their four years of high
school will be honored with a banquet Thursday, May 18.
Murray State University President Dr. Kala Stroup and University of Kentucky President Dr. David
Roselle will be the guest speakers,
according to Principal Bill Wells.
A native of Pennsylvania, Roselle was named the ninth president of
the University of Kentucky in
March, 1987. He came to Kentucky
from Virginia Tech in Blacksburg,
Va., where he served as provost
four years. The position of provost
at Virginia Tech is the second
ranking administrative position at
that university. He also was a professor of mathematics while at Virginia Tech.
The banquet will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the Murray High cafeteria.
Hors d'oeuvres will be served at 6
p.m.

ELECT

For A Working

Sheriff
Democratic Primary
May 23, 1989

Plastic...

Your Vote & Influence
Is Greatly Appreciated

(Cont'd from page 1)
their products known, this year,
through the use of a distinctive
white and green pricing label outlining the state and stating "Grown
at Home." Look for it on salad bars
and in grocery stores and you will
buying locally grown produce,
Roscoe said.
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New methods of building,
fmancing prisons needed,
state legislator reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
program of pnson construction that
will almost certainly be required in
the coming years means the state
should act now to explore innovative methods of building and
financing, a legislator says.
State Rep. Bill Lear, DLexington, chairman of the Subcommittee on Corrections Operations, said alternatives to conventional construction methods and
perhaps even private financing of
the projects should be explored.
"It is my gut feeling that the
conventional method both of
design and construction and of
financing is not as good a way to
go as some of the more innovative
methods," Lear said.
The Corrections Cabinet currently is reviewing its own prison projections, but estimates made a few
years ago of a net increase of about
600 inmates each year have proven
to be generally on target.
"We're going to have to build a
prison every other year equal to the
largest prison in our system just to
keep pace," said Lear.
Kentucky has essentially
expanded its prison space by about
600 beds each of the last few years.
This has been done through expansion of existing prisons, contracts
with a private prison and construction of the 1,050-bed Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex in
Morgan County. The first 500 beds
of the new prison are expected to
be ready for occupancy this fall.

English graduating
from Murray State
with 4.0 standing
Gregory J. English of Marion is
one of five seniors at Murray State
University graduating with a perfect 4.0 standing.
English's name was not listed in
the story that was published in
Wednesday's paper about the top
seniors, according to a spokesperson for Murray State University.

THURSDAY, MAY 11, 19/19

Town...

After a meeting of the subcommittee Wednesday, Lear said
expansion of existing space is
preferrable.
"To the extent that you can add
to existing prisons rather than build
new ones, it's more cost effective," Lear said.
The second phase of the Morgan
County prison should open in two
years, but Lear said even more new
construction will have to begin and
plans should be made soon.
"The problem is we don't have
anything on the drawing boards for
the year after and the year after and
the year after," Lear said.
Officials from the Corrections
and Finance cabinets offered evidence from other states that construction with modular units or precast sections can be cheaper and
faster than conventional prison
construction, which Kentucky has
used.
Commissioner of facilities management Danny Shearer also said
state law would allow for the construction of a prison by a private
company, which the state could
lease.

(Cont'd from page 1)
tures on the list, compiled by Little
Golden Pond grocery store owner
Eddie Brown.
"A big bunch of the residents of
the old Golden Pond area settled in
Calloway County," Weaks said.
"but they didn't want to go. TVA
had to bring in federal marshals to
get them out."
Weaks said the group asked the fiscal court to apply for state highway
signs as a remembrance of their old
homes.
"It's a state road, so the county
couldn't put up the signs," Weaks
said. "I called the district highway
engineer (John Puryear of Reidland) and he said he'd install the
signs. If it gives them a sense of
home, then the court is glad to
help."
Brown said 75-80 percent of the
residents around his store moved
from Golden Pond when LBL was
formed, and that tourists who have
seen the signs are already asking
for souvenirs, a request he can
oblige ..with some new hats proclaiming the new home of Little
Golden Pond.
He also ran a store in the old
Golden Pond, where still-runners
earned a reputation for making
high-grade whiskey during prohibition days.
"We just thought we needed a
community over here," Brown said.
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"Family Style"

Charbroiled Chicken
Dinner $4.99
(includes 3 vegetables)
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All Day Sunda',

Limited
Time
Only

Eddie Brown stands next to a newly-installed _sign marking Little Golden Pond, a settlement
about 12
miles east of Murray on Ky. 94.

Staff photo by David Tuck
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Thank You, Pat Cherry - Teacher & Business Woman
A NINE MILLION DOLLAR BUDGET DEMANDS A
FULL TIME MAYOR
Paid for by Mike Outland, Treasurer.
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PERSPECTIVE
Does the West fear
a united Germany?
Soviet leader who holds the key to
what Germans think of always and
speak of never: National reunification, the dream of a United Germany taking her place as dominant
power in Central Europe.
Do the Germans ever discuss this
ith you, I asked a veteran American diplomat the other night. Only
when drinking late at night, he
"U.S. ANGER RISING
said, "then, that's all they talk
AGAINST GERMANS OVER about."
NATO STAND," ran the headline;
We Americans are rightfully
it sat atop a New York Times story proud of the NATO alliance; it was
about Washington's disgust with an historic achievement of AmeriChancellor Kohl's call for negotia- can diplomacy and American arms.
tions with Moscow on removal of We rescued, and defended, Europe
all nuclear weapons from German from Stalinism. But, NATO was
soil.
never an end in itself; it was
American anger is understand- always a means to an end: defense
able. Those weapons are not only of Europe. The challenge for U.S.
NATO's deterrent, they are diplomacy today is to lead the
NATO's defense. Absent nuclear alliance that withstood the Soviet
weapons, 200,000 American troops Empire during the Cold War —
in Germany become hostage to the into negotiations to end that Cold
20 Soviet divisions across the Iron War. The German crisis is forcing
Curtain.
NATO to debate the terms of its
But we had best recognize there own dissolution.
is something deeper here than GerNor can we long avoid the final
man arbitrariness; rather than dis- question: Do we support Germa
n
missing German sentiments as reunification; or do we share the
pacifist, naive, America should try hidden agenda of many Europeans,
to see the German point of view. East and West, to keep Germa
ny
Ask ourselves. If the United divided?
States were divided for half a cenAmerica has nothing to fear from
tury along the Mississippi River, a United Germany. But if we secwith Soviets on the west bank, and retly seek permanent Ameri
can
British and French occupying the presence in a divided Germany that
east, would we be enthusiastic to will become clear; and we may
learn that new, more accurate, expect, soon, from our German allnuclear missiles, that could hit ies a long goodbye, as they seek
Kansas City and Denver, would be their new destiny in the East.
deployed in Illinois?
Gorbachev's failures at home
The hard truth is that NATO has have been matched by striking sucvery probably deployed its last cesses on the world stage.
West
nuclear weapon. Left and Right. Germany is persuaded he
wants a
Germans believe that bringing in new Europe, demilitarized and
at
new Lance missiles would polarize peace, that he harbors no hidden
their country, enrage Moscow, dream of dominating a divide
d
undermine Gorbachev, and make Germany from which NATO has
Germany more, not less, likely to been expelled. We have no alternaserve one day as theater for a tive now, but to call his bluff.
NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict that
On his trip to NATO for its 40th
would mean national destruction.
anniversary, Mr. Bush should say
Given massive Soviet superiority out loud what Germans whisper;
in tanks, artillery and attack air- that reunification is right and just,
craft, Washington and London an idea whose time has come
argue, the only way Germany can again, that we are prepared to
be defended is with nuclear wea- negotiate total withdrawal of U.S.
pons. But to German ears, that troops from German soil, if Gorbasounds like the "Anglo-Saxon" chev will take his Red Army back
being prepared to destroy Germany home to the Soviet Union.
in order to save her. Every shortIf Moscow balks, Gorbachev's
range weapon fired, American or hand will have been exposed; if he
Russian, would land on German accepts, the Cold War could end on
soil. For West Germany, the only terms some of us never dreamed
thing worse than conventional war possible. Then, it will indeed be
would be NATO's escalation to time to come home, time to let 320
win. As they say in the ale houses, million rich Europeans decide
the shorter the range, the deader themselves how to cope wit 270
the Germans. If no American Presi- million impoverished Soviets.
dent would trade Boston for Berlin, NATO is the most succes
why would a German patriot want alliance in modern history sful
; but,
to trade Dresden for Hamburg?
there comes a time when nations
Forty-four years after Hitler's must stand on their own, when
the
suicide, West Germany is a new children have to leave
home.
nation. Prosperous and free, West
There is another course we
Germans are fed up having their pursue: Denounce Kohl and can
his
noses rubbed in the half-century- spineless party, rule out
talks,
old horrors of a dead dictator, by insist Germany accept new
misallies who never rub Russian noses siles. And we will end up with
no
in the atrocities of J.V. Stalin.
missiles, with "Reds and Greens"
They want an end to foreign running Bonn, with Ameri
ca leavtroop presence on German soil, and ing Germany enraged and
end to the Cold War. Not sharing Teutonic ingratitude, whilebitter at
MosAmerica's fear of Soviet invasion, cow, with the weaker
hand, rakes
Germans, rightly or wrongly, see in in all the chips in the
great poker
Mr. Gorbachev a new, different game the Americans
almost won.
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Who needs June Cleaver?
When I was growing up, I was
sure I'd been assigned to the wrong
mother. My real mother was perfect. She wore pearls and high
heels to the grocery store and never
expected her children to perform
household chores. Moreover, when
they misbehaved — my fantasy did
include some realism — my mythical mom rebuked her children in
French.
The mother I had was different
in ways that did not meet with my
approval. First of all, she didn't
drive. While other mothers mastered.huge station wagons that lumbered across town like prehistoric
pack animals, mine took taxis
everywhere.
She didn't sew either, and that
made Holloween a major catastrophe every year. We tried gypsies,
devils, angels, and witches to no
avail. At the last minute, I always
ended up a ghost because the best
we could manage was hacking two
eye holes in an old sheet. That
wouldn't have been so bad except
for Kay Williamson, a girl who
was in my class from kindergarden
to grade eight.
Kay was beautiful and smart.
Her skin was soft as magnolia pet-

als and her black curly hair framed
a Botticelli face. Her mother, of
course, could sew. None of this
would have mattered except for the
Halloween parties every year at
school. While I was tripping over
my unweildy percale disguise, Kay
was afloat in the ruffled skirts of
Little Bo Peep, or the fairest of all
as Snow White.
By the time I got to fifth grade,
I'd outgrown my envy for Kay
because I realized that she may
have been delegated to the perfect
mother because she was the perfect
daughter, a gift I knew I could not
offer.
Imperfect as she was, my mother
helped me acquire unusual tastes
and unique talents. Throughout my
childhood, she read at least a book
a day, and got me a library card as

soon as I was tall enough to see
over the librarian's desk, even
though, technically, I was too
young for such a privilege.
Mother took me to plays and
movies from the time I was old
enough to skip an afternoon nap. I
acquired a love of language
because of those early experiences,
yet I cannot match my mother's
vocabulary. At 81, she can still
muster up just the right word with
the deadeye aim of a knife thrower.
When I was 11, she taught me
how to play bridge, because occasionally her group needed a fourth.
She schooled me thoroughly in
social niceties; coached me in how
to compute a proper tip, how to
negotiate a finger bowl. Not essential skills for a pre-adolescent, but
handy for most adults.
My mother taught me to value
education, to stand up for what I
believe, and to be self-reliant. She
did not teach me how to crochet,
how to bake bread, or how to be
docile.
Of course, I am inspired to such
thoughts because Sunday is
Mother's Day, the one 24-hour
stretch out of 365 days in a year to
honor mom. On this day, some
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grateful husbands and children will
prepare a favorite meal, or take the
whole family out to a restaurant so
there won't be any mess to clean
up afterward. Others will offer
carefully wrapped presents and
mass produced greeting cards.
There will be toasts and corsages,
and the long distance telephone
lines will hum with messages of
love that span thousands of miles.
I won't be spending the day with
my mother, since she lives far
away in New Jersey. But I thought
I'd take some space here to record
some of my sentiments about the
woman who has made all the difference in my life.
Here's to my mother — who did
the best she could with what she
had. A woman who'll be the first
to tell you she isn't perfect. A
woman who doesn't want gifts —
she has enough pairs of earrings,
enough lace-trimmed handkerchiefs, enough unworn pairs of
gloves — to accessorize the entire
female population of Guatemala.
Thanks, Mom, for being yourself
and for allowing me to be myself.
In an imperfect world, that is the
most perfect gift a mother can ever
give.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
of Murray Woman's Club.
Pvt. William L. Hale, son of Mr.
Twenty years ago
and Mrs. Jerry W. Hale, is staMrs. Marjorie Barnett has been
tioned at Fort Benning, Ga.
chosen as "Outstanding Citizen of
A page feature on a mock disas- Murray and
Calloway County for
ter of a railroad tank car derailment 1968" by
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
containing liquid chlorine held yes- of Woodm
en of the World.
terday is published. The phOtoRichard D. Hurt, son of Mr. and
graphs are by Matt Sanders.
Mrs. Buford Hurt, has received an
New officers of Murray State appoin
tment to a Student TraineeUniversity Women's Society are ship in
Surgical Pathology at Mayo
Lois Sparks, Janet Ward, Betty Graduate
School of Medicine,
Hornsby and Rhanda Hagood.
Rochester, Minn., for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Atkins of He is a junior
at the University
Princeton, formerly of Murray, will Louisville
School of Medicine.
be married for 50 years on May 18.
Births report
Ann Uddberg, Jean Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. ed include a girl to
Max Manning, May
Wanda Dick and Becky Jones are 1; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Don
new officers of Music Department Davis, May
5; a, Air! to _Mr. and

Today In History

Mrs. Steven Lynch and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young, May
6; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Cross, May 7.
Thirty years ago
Marine Acting Sgt. Harry L.
Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hughes, is with the 10th Marine
Regiment at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Pvt. David S. Adams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Exie Adams, is now taking basic training with the U.S.
Army at Fort Jackson, S.C.
Dr. Louis Ryan and Dr. James
M. Byrn, optometrists of Murray,
are attending a special seminar of
Tennessee State Optometric Association at Jackson, Tenn.
Rogenna Ann Ray was honored

at a party in celebration of her second birthday on May 4 given by
her mother, Mrs. Ronald Ray.
Forty years ago
Herman Futrell, Iverson Owen,
Jack Colson and Bub Maupin are
the committee in charge of the
upkeep of the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bonnie Houston of Los
Angeles, Calif., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Ruby Farmer, and her
brother, Marvin Fulton and family.
Hugh McGee, baritone, and Elizabeth Davis, violin, presented a
recital on May 10 in the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building, Murray
State College.

Business Mirror

This list is different

Today is Thursday, May 11, the 131st day of 1989. There
are 234 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
By JOHN CUNNiPF
On May 11, 1888, songwriter Irving Berlin was born Israel
Baline
in
AP Business Analyst
Temun, Russia. Berlin has written some 1,500 songs,
includ
Christmas," "Easter Parade," "God Bless America," "There ing "White
NEW YORK (AP) — On most
ness Like Show Business," "Alexander's Ragtime Band, 's No Busi" and "Puttin' lists you might be inclin
on the Ritz."
ed to
choose from the top. Here's one
On this date:
where you'd have been much better
In 1647, Peter Stuyvesant arrived in New Amsterdam,
later to become off choosing from the bottom
New York, to become governor.
.
It's the Fortune 500 list of the
In 1858, Minnesota became the 32nd state of the
Union.
largest industrial companies.
In 1910, Glacier National Park in Montana was establ
ished.
Had you invested in the 15 smalIn 1943, during World War II, American forces landed
on Japanese- lest companies on that list
held Attu island in the Aleutians. (The territory was
in the
retaken in three period 1975 through
1988 you'd
weeks.)
have increased your investment
In 1947, the B.F. Goodrich Co. of Arkon, Ohio, announ
ced the deve- more than 14 times. Had
lopment of a tubeless tire.
you chosen the 15 biggest your return
In 1949, Israel was admitted to the United Nations as its
59th member. would have been 8.5 times.
In 1949, Siam changed its named to Thailand.
The test was condutted by GerIn 1973, charges ainst Daniel Ellsberg for his role in
the Pentagon ald Perritt, former mathem
Papers case were ismissed by a judge who cited gover
nment misconduct. professor and now chairm atics
an
In 1981, reggae artist Bob Marley died at age 36 in
a Miami hospital. Chicago-based Investment of the
InformaIn 1982, advice columnist Abigail Van Buren admitt
ed
without informing h& readers, following a similar admiss re-using letters tion Services and publisher or
ion by her twin Investment Horizons, a newsle
sister. advice columnist Ann Landers.
tter.
For years, even before he
In 1985, 56 people died when a flash fire swept a jam-pa
cked soccer became an investment adviser,
stadium in Bradford, England.
Perritt has been perhaps the leading
In 1987, in a medical first, doctors in Baltimore transp
and lungs of an auto accident victim to a patient who lanted the heart supporter of the thesis that investgave up his own ments in smaller
stocks may conheart to a second recipient.
tain a premium over the returns
Ten years ago: President Carter reacted angrily
to the defeat of his available from their
bigger cousins.
standby gasoline rationing plan in the House of Representati
ves the day
Various explanations have been
before and challenged Congress to come up with a plan
of its own. offered. Well-managed
smaller
Five years ago: Eight teen-agers were killed when fire
broke
out inside companies are likely to be
the Haunted Castle attraction at the Six Flags Great
entreAdventure Park in preneurial, sometimes
even being
Jackson Township, N.J.
run by the founders. Their size
One year ago: Fans of Irving Berlin paid tribute
songwr
to
the
iter
on
alone
offers greater potential for
his 100th birthday with celebrations that includ
ed a gala at New York's percentage increases.
Carnegie Hall.
But one of Perritt's key findin
Birthdays: Irving Berlin is 101. Modern dance pioneer Martha
Graham was that smaller companies tend gs
is 95. Actor-comedian Foster Brooks is 77.
to
Actor Denver Pyle is 69. be undervalued
because they aren't
Comedian Mort Sahl is 62.
closely followed by analysts and do
Thotrght for Today: "The toughest thing about succes
got to keep on being a success." — Irving Berlin. s is that you've not receive equal publicity.
However, as they grow and
— By The Associated Press
become more visible, that situation
becomes rectified. More brokerage
house and other analysts follow the
company, and institutional investments begin, thus changing the valuation of the shares.
WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
Continuing his research, Perritt a
TED DELANEY, General Manager
few years ago matched investments
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
of stocks at the top and at the botJANET WALKER, Classified Manager
tom of the Fortune list and found
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
the smaller companies out-returned
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
the giants by more than two to one.
Th. Ninny, Ladle, a Terse CUSPS Ka 700)
With that study more than three
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published every
afi•unoon except Sundays,/ally 4, Omni-nes Day, New
years
old he decided to update his
Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc.. 1001 Whatnell Dr „Murray,Ky 42071
research with a hypothetical portfoSecond Class Postage PIM at Murray,
Ky. 42071.
ho of the 15 largest and 15 smalSUBSCR1FTION RATES In areas served by
camera 14 50 per merth,payable in advance By Trail n
lest companies on each Fortune list
Calloway County and to 8011.011. Hardin. Mayfield
, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Pans. Buchanan
and Puryear. I.
from 1975 through 1988.
, $5400 per year By mail to eMer destinati
ons $5950 per year
To raseh all departments of the newspaper phone
751-1916
Each year he revised the two
The Array ledger & Tines is a member of
the Aseoctateel Prep, Kentucky Press A.ssocinaon and
portfolios according to changes in
Southend Newspaper Publishers Assoeisuan.
The Associsted Prams w sachisively anodad to news
the list, selling those that disaporiginated by The Murray ledger A Timea
peared and adding the newcomers.
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He rebalanced each portfolio so
that an equal dollar amount was
committed to each stock.
Results: Capital and dividends
for the 15 smallest totaled 1,338
percent in 14 years; the total return
for the 15 largest was 752 percent.
Both portfolios beat the 491 percent return of the Standard &
Poor's 500-stock index.
Assume a total investment of
$10,000. At the end of 14 years
you would have had $59,100 in the
S&P 500 index, $85,200 in the 15
largest companies and $143,800 in
the 15 smaller companies.
Perritt concedes that none of the
companies involved was small. In
this test, the median equity of the
15 biggest was $24.5 billion and
that of the smallest $306 million —
a figure that still is quite large. To
Perritt, a small company has less
than $90 million in equity
capitalization.
Nevertheless, the smaller companies in his test did fit the large versus small thesis. That is, companies
at the top of the list had a large
percentage of shares held by institutions and a small share held by
management, while the reverse was
true for the smaller companies at
the bottom of the list.
The implication, he states, is that
when you are assembling a portfolio of large-firm stocks you should
select the common stocks of relatively .smaller and less visible
companies.
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of millions of dollars, the lifeblood
for large and small farmers," said
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning, R-Ky.
"Tobacco makes or breaks it for
them.
"There is a massive amount of
legislation being introduced," he
added. "But it just seems to be
tobacco bashing."
No less than 15 anti-tobacco
bills have been introduced in the
new Congress, including one by
Rep. Tom Luken, D-Ohio, that
would prohibit all tobacco product
advertising that can be seen or
heard by anyone under 18.
In addition, an anti-smoking caucus has been formed within the

congressional ranks.
As the battle ensues, the two
point men in the Kentucky delegation will be Sen. Wendell Ford, DOwensboro, and Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington. Ford has seniority on the Senate Commerce
Committee; Hopkins is a senior
Republican on the Agriculture
Committee and the ranking Republican on a tobacco subcommittee.
Tobacco's friends in Congress
have generally succeeded in holding their own and their clout
reflects tobacco's economic importance. The industry pays $10 billion in federal, state and local taxes
each year for cigarettes alone,

Owensboro man winner
of $10,000 in new game
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OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)- An
Owensboro man who couldn't
resist his 8-year-old daughter's
plea to buy another lottery ticket
and a piece of bubble gum is the
first $10,000 winner in Kentucky's
newest instant lottery game.
David A. Rhoades, 29, manager
of Gipe Automotive, bought the
ticket Monday night at a convenient store in Owensboro where his
wife works as a clerk.
When his daughter, Ashley,
opened her bubble gum, the fortune
on the comic read: "A sum of
money will be found soon."
Rhoades hurriedly rubbed off
one side of his Two For the Money
ticket to reveal three matching
$5,000 amounts. It wasn't until his
daughter rubbed off the other side
to reveal the same thing that he
realized he had won $10,000.
"I just didn't know what to
say," Rhoades said.
Vicki Dennis, a spokeswoman
for the Kentucky Lottery Corp.,
said Rhoades was the first winner
of the $10,000 top instant prize in
Two For the Money.
The odds of his winning the
money were one in 300,000, Ms.
Dennis said.
If all 25,200,000 tickets are sold,
there will be 84 $10,000 winners,
she said.
Rhoades is not eligible for a preliminary drawing for the game's $1
million grand prize. To qualify for
that, the ticket holder must uncover
three "Entry" symbols, but the
ticket holder doesn't win instant
cash.
Rhoades said he has spent about
$50 on lottery tickets. His first
ticket Monday night produced a $2
win. He traded that in for another
ticket, which was a $5 winner.
He spent $2 of his return for a
third ticket, a loser. Then, at his
daughter's urging, he spent another
$2 for the winning ticket.
"He was shaking like a leaf,"
said Barbara West, manager of the
store. "He was a wreck."
Rhoades' wife, Sandy, said

40*

another clerk sold the ticket, but
she was watching when he rubbed
it off.
"It was more or less a shock,"
she said. "I guess we still haven't
come down to earth. It's like winning a million dollars to us."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's General Fund receipts
grew by only 0.9 percent in April,
in part because of delays in collecting some taxes, the Finance
Cabinet reported Wednesday.
The General Fund took in $317.9
million in April, compared to
$315.2 million in the same month a
year ago. For the 10 months of the
fiscal year, the General Fund has
grown by 8.4 percent.
A growth rate of 8.1 percent is
needed to meet revenue requirements for the year. The fiscal year
ends June 30.
In a news release accompanying
the revenue report, Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells Jr. said about
$20 million in additional sales and
use tax receipts and $7 million in
additional individual income
receipts can be expected in May.
The Road Fund took in $62.2
million in April, an increase of
11.4 percent over April 1988. For
the year, the Road Fund has grown
by 15.8 percent, well above the 9.4
percent increase estimated for the
year.

Read the
want ads daily

A one-car accident on Ky. 94
ton, was traveling on 94 about 1
West early this morning sent a Far1/2 miles west of Lynn Grove
mington man to the hospital,
when
according to a report from the Calhe ran off the road and
loway County Sheriff's flipped his vehicle, throwing him
from the unit. He was taken to
Department.
The accident report stated Glenn Murray-Calloway County Hospital
E. Coltharp, 28, Route 1, Farming- and remains under observation.

employs about 2 million people
and contributes $82 billion to the
economy.
The legislation introduced in the
new Congress is wide-ranging,
some of it even seeking to change
tax laws, apparently to hinder
tobacco companies.
But tobacco's protectors aren't
cowered in fear. The Tobacco
Institute says public sentiment
against tobacco has peaked.
" "The public is finally getting
tired of the whole issue," said
Gary Miller, an institute spokesman. "People feel that there are
certainly more important concerns
this country needs to address."
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Aurora Kentucky * Kentucky Lake

Hand Painted

Open at 5PM Wed-Sun

Tennis Shoes
Mothers' Day open 11AM - 2 PM

ao- 3

with a special menu

Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00

Call 502-474-2773 for reservations

4

Don't Forget Mom on Mother's Day, May 14
Shop Radio Shack for Exclusive Gift Ideas
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rTandy®
1000 SL
..

AND SPECIAL PURCHASE

Easy-to-Use PC-Compatible

7

6

Reg.
898.00

Low As $35 Per Month•

as
sees,

100-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver
STA-2380 By Realistic'

Save
*200

Save *150

249

per eksent minimum ruts into El ohms
20-29,1111
ne more than 0 090, THO
High-power stereo for less! Digital tuner,
12 station presets. #31-3007
100 watts

Low As $15 Per Month.

With CM-5 Color Monitor Only $998.95

With On-Screen
Programming & HQ

VCR

Reg. Separate Items 1198.95 #25-1401/1043

Versatile Dot-Matrix Printer
All Computer
DMP 132 By Tandy
Printer Paper
.ar-.T.
i
-.,
_--_- _-i
M
,
Save $160
33%
21095 Reg.

Model 25 By Realistic

Month.

Off

IBM® graphics printer and Tandy emulations.
Built-in tractor feed. Prints up to 120 characters
per second. #26-2814
18M/Reg TM IBM Corp

Quicken® Software
By Intuit

Reg. 399.95
Program the 1-year/6-event
timer using remote. VHS.
#16-513 Remote batteries extra

Cut 40% Cut $6995

7995

0 *Low

799

Save $30
6995
:
91
1
Replaces up to 8 IR
remotes #15-1901
Banermos extra

Handsome LCD Watch
By Microntag

988

14.5
Rog.

Stopwatch, 24-hour
alarm, backlight,
chime. 063-5057

Remote batteries extra

Low As $15

Portable Stereo

Save
$80

Per Month •

CD Stereo Portable

Modulaire*-850 By Realistic

Save
anth.385

Per Mo

CD-3301 By
Realistic

Save
$70

MA

j9

Synchro high- 11995
speed dubbing,
Dolby* B NR,
EQ. #14-770
Reg. 189.95
settenee extra
Low As $15 Per Month•
•TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Save
$180

CD, synchr
high - speec
dubbing,

239
95
Low As $15
Per Month •

Reg.
419.95

Dolby B N
#14-526
Batteries extra

Radar Detector Value
Road Patrol X10 By Micronta

Mini Cassette Recorder

Save
*50

Minisette*-20 By Realistic
Cut

12995
Reg

179.95

Detector hides
behind grille.
#22-1614

Low As $15 Per

3788

Dual-Powered Calculator

Radio

Cut

Reg.
59.95

Voice actuation. Uses
standard cassettes.
#14-1055 Banenes extra

Month •

AM/FM Clock

Chronomatic* -252 By Realistic

37%

24"

LED display, battery
backup #12-1560
Backup battery extra

118

Reg
24.95

EC-416 By Radio Shack

Micro LCD Travel Alarm
Cut 34"

MTS stereo hi-fi sound!
Wireless remote. 016-252

Enjoy

Dual cassette copies personal tapes, autoplays two tapes in sequence Turntable,
matching 271/8"-high speakers. #13-1228

Complete! With portable iiismce v. sriu require 90 Ilar
AMAMI" MAY acheatice eel Redo Snack
adapter, batteries.
came,ISM ravel actrtateei See
#17-1005/203/23-181
eon to, dews the ends 6/19.19
By Realistic

Reg. 499.95
$20 Per Month •

139
95

Reg. Separate Items 1138.85

3110:1

Low As

Reg.
219.95

Complete Portable Cellular Telephone
As0.,,,,Erl

399

System 100 By Realistic

Reg. Separate
Items 149.90
Buy DeskMate on sale,
get Quicken at no extra charge.
#25-1250/1246

CT-201 By Radio Shack

20"

AM/FM Stereo Rack System

MONINYINI.1•10.10.000•161.1111110
,

Universal Remote

TC-1002 By
Radio Shack'

Low As $15 Per Month •

DeskMate & Quicken

Reg.
49.95
Takes the hassle out
IIE of budgeting, paying
bills, more. #25-1246

Color TV/Monitor
With Stereo Sound

Save
Save 07995 $100
920 &I
95

379.95
lir Low As $15 Per

in a.omp et

from

MS-DOS licensed from Microsoft Corp

Advanced Speech and
Sound Capabilities

MI
MI

0 0 0

Great for home or school because MS-DOS®
and the DeskMate® Graphical User Interface are built in! Includes ready-to-run software to write letters, keep a budget, file and
much more. #25-1401

on TV

2995

State's general
receipts grew
only 0.9 percent
in April: report
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Local one-car accident reported

Huddleston: fending off anti-tobacco forces will be tough
WASHINGTON (AP)- Walter
"Dee" Huddleston knows it will
be tough fending off some of the
anti-tobacco bills filed in the 101st
Congress.
"We know that tobacco is under
siege. It will be a difficult year,"
said Huddleston, a former senator
from Kentucky who lobbies for
tobacco interests.
Any legislation directed against
the tobacco industry would have a
significant impact on the Bluegrass
State, where the burley crop last
year was valued at $500 million.
Two of every three farms in Kentucky grow tobacco.
"We're talking about hundreds
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30% Off
595R.
Solar/battery LCD
065-561

Check Your Phone Book for the
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Cut 46%

13% Off
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clock packs
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Lighted Keypad Phone
Trim-Fone" By Radio Shack
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Most Major Credit
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MURRAY TODAY
1 love spring.
I love spring-lavenders
Spring things
wild violets and trillons
dresses of lilac and purple
I love spring. 4.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, May 13, at Calloway County
Public Library.
Gladys Jarrett, director, said all
interested writers are invited to
attend. She has released some of
the poems written by the participants as follows:
MOUNTAIN SPRINGTIME
By Frank McCallum
The hills are slowly waking
From their long winter sleep,
There is still snow on
The highest mountain peak.
The Dogwood is blooming,
The Redbud a bouquet.
Mountain rivers are bulging
From melted snow of mid day.

NEW
SALESMAN
HOURS
Mon.-Frl. 7:00 AM-8:00 PM
Sat. 8:00 AM-5:00 PM

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVEROLET, INC.
641 South, Murray 753-2617

The Woodpecker is hammering,
Building a new home.
The Deer is searching
Green meadows to roam.
The early morning chill
Makes the air very clean.
The smell of wood smoke
Hear the trickle of a stream.
The green budding trees,
Swelled Rhododendron pod,
Announces Nature's pure beauty
With the majesty of God.
SPRING THINGS
By Marie Jarrett
I love spring-greens
Spring things
budding limbs and grasses
lemonade in glasses
I love spring.
I love spring-blue
Spring things
silk umbrellas and skies
Irises on tall stems
I love spring.
I love spring-yellows
Spring things
forthyias, tulips and jonquils
New dresses, hats, shoes
I love spring.
I love spring-whites
Spring things
sprieas, azeleas, dogwoods
That dresses the countryside

VOTE
FOR

Joe Edd Boyd
Magistrate
District 2
Paid for By Candidate

MOTHER'S
DAY
MAY 14th

THE SONG
By Mary Frances
The music called The Rose.
The organ beats the sound
that reaches the soul.
It touches the nerve
of memory as a toll,
in life the agony
that a song unfolds.
TO MY GRADUATE
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Reach for the stars,
My darling daughter,
But first get your
Priorities in order.
The world is a place,
Of vanity and pride,
So you must to the Lord,
Your dreams confide.
Follow His will,
For your life today,
Take not one step,
'Til you kneel and pray.
Make your life rich,
In mind and heart,
By giving the Lord,
The better part.
The things of the world,
Are fleeting illusions,
And the wide have come,
To these conclusions.

.lo Btarkcyfi

So make life a challenge,
To do your best,
Then let the Lord,
Do the rest.
What's in your mind,
Can't be taken away,
And will still be there,
On "Judgment Day."
And what's in your mind,
Must be good and right,
So when you've finished,
This life's fight,
And go to kneel,
At Jesus' feet,
You'll need less mercy,
At the "Mercy Seat."
MIRACLES OF LIFE
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Miracles only happen
To those who believeThose who are open
Their joy to receive
The pink of the sunrise
That pleases the eye.
Lillies following the sun
As it crosses the sky
The changing of seasons
The unfurling of a budEven wiggling toes
In summers warm mud.
The birth of a babyLove shown by mothers
The love of the fathers
Then sisters and brothers
The miracle of living
To serve our dear Lord
Every miracle of loving
Has joy for reward.

'Walk Against Drugs'
planned here Saturday
North Calloway Elementary
"Just Say No" Club will sponsor
the third annual Walk Against
Drugs on Saturday, May 13, at the
parking lot of Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Registration will begin at 9:30
a.m. The group will walk around
the stadium on the PAR Course if
weather permits. In the event of
rain, the group will march in the
parking lot.
"Drug Free Youth — America's
Hope" is the theme of this year's
walk.
Students will be joined in the
walk by their Just Say No Club
adult leaders, parents and citizens
concerned about the youth. The
public is invited to attend, according to Cindy Shaw, sponsor of
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Cathey speaks to Tlwtas

Brittany
and Jen
April 27.
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rents, RI
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Jo Cathey, standing, presented a special program of slides and discussion about "The Cayman Islands" at the April meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Cathey's daughter,
Phyllis, teaches and works on the island. The speaker showed slides of
the island and told about the adventures of her and her daughter scuba diving of the islands, located south of Cuba and northwest of
Jamaica. A retired teacher, Mrs. Cathey hasf'made eight trips to the
islands since her daughter went there to live. Pictured with Mrs.
Cathey is Anna Mae Thurman, Theta chairman, who was elected to
serve again for 1989-90, along with Wilma Beatty, secretary, and Ann
Page, treasurer. Gayle McGregor will be vice chairman replacing
Mary Ann Russell. Hostesses for the social hour were Mrs. McGregor, Mrs. Beatty and Jo Burkeen. The department will have a brunch
on Saturday, May 13, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Opal Giltner will install the new officers. Martha Guier and Maxine
Scott will be hostesses.

North "Just Say No" Club.
Local businesses have donated
door prizes and refreshments.
Prizes will include a 20 inch bicycle from Wal-Mart.
An estimated 10 million people
in all 50 states took part in the
1988 Walk. The National Walk is
coordinated by Just Say No International. Nancy Reagan is honorary
chairman of 'the organization. Aft
All students walking must have
parent permission slips — available
at all three elementary schools in
Calloway County.
Anyone under the third grade
must be accompanied by an adult.
In the event of rain, each one
should bring an umbrella.
For more information call Mrs.
Shaw at 489-2872.

From the desk of
JEAN CLOAR

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
*FREE Mother's Day card
with $10.00 gift purchase
*FREE gift bag with
$15.00 or more purchase

Remember we ship to
all those absentee mom's.

Special Purchase

• Black 36 X 80 only
• Decorator Grill
• 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
• Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
• Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I V.- thick. 2'' wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded.
heat treated aluminum •-Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder. anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• wraparound "Marine type glazing on glass inserts • Adjustable bottom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly, double screwed • Zinc-hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z-bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed 1199 00

County Extension Agent
for Home Economics

Extension Homemakers Association members in Calloway County
actively seek ways to improve their
communities.
Some of the community projects
that Homemakers have been
involved in recently include Easter
Seal, W.A.T.C.H., Food and Fun
Camp, Need Line and Western
State Hospital.
Extension activities are oriented
around helping people improve
their lives, both as individuals and
as members of their communities.
And Homemakers clubs follow the
same orientation.
In addition, the Extension Homemakers organization often act as
catalysts of interested people to get
community projects started.
The Homemakers Association is
organized into community clubs
usually with between 12 and 15
members. Most clubs meet once a
month.

At each of the meetings one of
the members presents a lesson she
has been taught through Extensionsponsored workshops. Recent
examples include Consumer Health
Quackery, Legal Concerns for
Women, and Water Quality.
People who cannot attend club
meetings regularly can still belong
to the Extension Homemakers
Association as members at large.
Calloway County Homemakers
are celebrating Kentucky Homemakers Week, May 7-13. An open
house for the 75th Anniversary of
Cooperative Extension Service was
held Monday afternoon at the
office in Miller Courthouse Annex.
A dutch treat banquet is planned
tonight.
Persons who want to become
involved in Homemakers should
contact the county extension office,
753-1452.

Sara Jane Cunningham, a three-year student of Murray Montessori
School, points to her artwork on display during the school's recent
Annual Art Show. She is the five-year-old daughter of Anna Margaret
and Allen Cunningham of Murray.

School holds art show
The Murray Montessori School
Annual Art Show recently displayed work representative of several
different mediums at the school on
North 15th Street.
Each Montessori student exhibited work in the art show, the
school's annual spring fund-raiser.
Several children who participated
in after-school enrichment classes
also had work on display.
Art work mediums included
tempra, watercolor, collage, printmaking, sculpture and weaving.
Proceeds from the sale of the artwork will be used to purchase supplies and other necessary items for
the 1989-90 academic year.

All Koret
Sportswear By L-A Directions
Separates By Robert Scott-David Brooks
New Bright & Bold Summer Accessories
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For further information call the
school at 753-8380.
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Just Wight Wore
All Dresses
One Rack Pinky Sportswear

The Montessori method is an
approach to education which
emphasizes the potential of the
young child. Montessori teachers
attempt to devclope this potential
by means of a prepared environment, utilizing special training and
materials.
Children are introduced to language, math, science and the arts.
Murray Montessori takes children from age 2112 through 6 and is
currently enrolling students for the
1989 fall semster. Morning and
afternoon classes are offered.
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Progam at Kenlake on Friday
Kenlake State Resort Park will host The North Marshall Music
Machine on Friday, May 12, at 7 p.m. in Meeting Room C of Kenlake
Hotel. This group of sixth to eighth graders will perform a musical review
of hits from the 50s through the 80s titled "Rock On." As a special tribute
to Moms, this upbeat performance will be free of charge, according to a
spokesperson for Kenlake.

•

Club plans Ladies' Night Out

am*,

Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, May 16, at
5:30 p.m. at the club. A meal will be served about 7 p.m. Reservations
should be made by Monday by calling Venela Sexton, Frances Richey or
Linda Alexander. Members are to note the earlier date for this club event.

-kr

Kindergarten screening planned
4

Kindergarten screening in the Murray Independent School System for
the 1989-90 school year will be Monday, May 15, and Tuesday, May 16,
at Robertson Elementary School. Each child must be screened before
entering kindergarten. Persons may call 753-5022 to make an
appointment.

ailt Alb

Brittany Chapman and Whittany Chapman, twin daughters of Cindy
and Jerry Chapman, observed their third birthdays on Thursday,
April 27. They celebrated with a party on Saturday, April 29, with a
"Big Bird" cake, ice cream and presents. Guests were their grandparents, Ruth and E.G. Chapman and June and Shelton Womack.
Twenty other relatives and friends were at the party.

West View plans open house
West View Nursing Home will. have open house on Sunday, May 14, as
a part of the observance of National Nursing Home Week. The hours will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. Featured will be entertainment, refreshments and
drawings for collector dolls. The public is invited to attend, according to
Carole York, activity director.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Cochran recital to be Tuesay
The Lyndia Cochran Dance and Gymnastics participants will present a
recital on Tuesday, May 16, at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. This is an annual event and there is no admission charge. The
public is invited, Mrs. Cochran said.

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1989
ARIES
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Alt (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A long-shot gamble in business
I3e careful not to abuse credit
doesn't look promising. You're
today and guard against overspendinclined to overspend in the pursuit
ing while pleasure seeking. A new
of pleasure. There may be some
work idea may not be practical. Hold
difficulty in getting your ideas across
off on improtant financial decisions.
now.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
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Pit
A tendency to keep things to
This is a time to check with
yourself now can cause strain with a
lawyers about legalities in connection
partner. Be open with others and
with property interests. Entertaining
don't withdraw into yourself. Guard
out-of-town guests now would put a
against escapist tendencies tonight.
strain on the household.
PISCES
)1110.
GEMINI
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
(May 21 to June 20)
Try not to let involvement in the
Negotiations about financial matproblems of others keep you from
ters get bogged down in red tape
tending to your own interests. Intertoday. Exercise discrimination in
ruptions now can impede your effimaking investments. Deceptive
ciency on the job today.
•
trends today work against your
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
interests.
and ambitious. You usually know
CANCER
how to profit from your artistic
(June 21 to July 22)
potentials and are willing to work
Expenses in connection with social
hard to get to the top. Friends are
life may be more costly than anticihelpful to you in i3tisiness and you're
pated. Strain could exist with a
usually blessed with a good sense of
partner over a money matter. Keep
humor. You have a natural gift for
the lines of communication open
expressing yourself and do well
between you.
communications. Interior design,
LEO
music,acting,and writing are some of
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
the fields likely to bring you fulfillitb
A friend's business proposition
ment.
doesn't make much sense. Your work
output may be inco
tent today.
Concentration may be di1fãcult or you
may be a bit overtired.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You seem to have a lot of unanswered questions in connection with
romance today. Guard against introversion now. Others' problems leave
you little time for yourself.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Getting some difficulties settled at
home seems to be your main priority
for today. Plans in connection with
travel or social life may be subject to
change.

Patients are dismissed

A

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Bruce Bucklew of Murray and Charles Morris of Kirksey from
Western Baptist; Charles Tibbs of Hazel from Lourdes.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals listed on Tuesday
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, May
9, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Gradie baby girl, parents, Karen
and William, P.O. Box 122, Hazel;
Lovins baby girl, parents, Norma
and Ronnie, Rt. 1, Box 168B,
Almo.
Dismissals
Danny Sholu, Rt. 1, Box 389,
Hardin; Mrs. Linda Logsdon and
baby boy, 707 Maple St., Mayfield;
Richard Eldridge, Rt. 1, Box 24,
Almo; Mrs. Mary Younglove, Rt.
1, Box 38, Hardin; William Fen-

nell, Rt. 1, Box 716, Dexter;
Barton Washer, 1610 Olive St.,
Apt. 4, Murray; Thomas Stokes,
1613 Magnolia, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Olga Taylor, Rt. 2, Box 85,
Murray;
Oliver Hood, RL 6, Box 266A,
Murray; Mrs. Mary L. Taylor, P.O.
Box 163, Hazel; Mrs. Anna Kooksey, HC Box 2761D1, New
Concord;
Gillious Raymond Fielder
(expired) 807 South Fourth St.,
Murray.

Art Guild plans yard sale
A special yard sale, "Art and Etc." will be Friday, May 12, from 8
a.m.
to 4 p.m. at the Murray An Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray.
Articles
of all types will be on sale. This is a fund-raising event for the guild,
a
self-supporting non-profit organizations serving artists and aspiring artists
of the community. The guild must raist funds annually to cover activities
and operating costs of its building, the Will Linn House, listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.

Square dance planned Friday
A benefit square dance will be Friday, May 12, from 7 to 10 p.m. at
Kenlake Tennis Center. Arnold Hearon will be the caller for the event,
sponsored by Wal-Mart Associates. The admission will be $3 single and
$5 couple with all proceeds going to the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon to be broadcast out of Cape Girardeau, Mo., June 3-4. The public is invited.

Church yard sale scheduled
Plans are being completed for the special fund-raising yard sale planned
Friday, May 12, and Saturday, May 13, at Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. The public is urged to attend, a church spokesman
said.

Youth Center plans yard sale
Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourth St., Murray, isDoI
plh
t ning
a yard or garage sale on Saturday, May 10, starting St 8 a.m.
ations
are needed from individuals, clubs, businesses, churches, etc. These
should not include clothes. These may be taken to the center on Friday
and Saturday, May 12 and 13, between the hours of 5 to 10 p.m.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, May 16, at 6 p.m. in meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library. Eva Hopkins and Sue Fairless will present a lesson on "Curved Piecing - The Wedding Ring." All interested
persons are invited to attend, according to Mary Ryan, president.

Seniors will meet Friday
The Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will
meet Friday, May 12, at 11:45 a.m. at the church. The luncheon will be a
sandwich buffet with a cost of $1.50 per person. The guest speaker will
be Stephen B. White who will talk about "The Global Carbon Cycle."

Adams named by academy
Lori Rachclle Adams, student at Calloway County Middle School, has
been named an All-American Scholar by the United States Achievement
Academy. She was nominated for this award by Patricia Lassiter, teacher.
She is the daughter of Ronnie and Freida Adams. Her grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams and Mr. and Mrs. George Riddle and the late
Alfred T. Gupton, all of Cunningham.

Optometrists attend Congress
Dr. James W. Courtney, optometrist, whose office is located at 505
Main St., and Dr. James Byrn, optometrist, whose office is located at 106
North Sixth St., recently attended the 1989 Kentucky Optometric Association Annual Spring Congress held April 28 to May 1 at Brown Hotel,
Louisville. The overall theme was "Physical Diagnosis and the Eye." At
the Congress, Dr. Courtney and Dr. Byrn participated in educational programs on "Internal Medicine," "Cardiology," "Rheumatology," "Ophthalmology," "Neurology" and "Radiology." James Courtney, 0.D., has practiced optometry in Murray since 1978 and James Byrn, 0.D., has practiced optometry in Murray since 1958.
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
You may have too much on your
mind to give full attention to career
today. There may be some difficulties
in getting your ideas across now
Progress may be minimal.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Extra expenses could arise in
connection with travel. Do some
comparison shopping before making
up your mind about a purchase. You
may not agree with some advice you
receive now.
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ONE DAY SALE
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HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown-Court Square
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KENLAKE STATE
PARK

Chilled Fresh Fruit
Roast Top Round of Choice Beef• Succulent Roast Pork
Apple Dressing + Old Fashioned Chicken and Dumplings
Golden Fried Shrimp + Garden Vegetables + Soup, Salad Bar
Variety of Salads and Relishes • Cheese Bar + Dessert Table

Adults - $950

Children - '495

Serving 12 Noon until 8:00 p.m.
,4
kiNfeaCY
Hwy 94 East 474-2211

FOR 90 DAYS

Excluding: Trade-Ins, Layaways, Rolex & Gallery Gifts
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Murray
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, May 11
La Leche League will meet at 7
p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, Highway 121
South, New Concord Road.

Thursday, May 11
Circus Skating of Murray. Bill
Wyatt will be host_ For information
call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne
at 753-0224.

Prepared Childbirth Class, Session 11, will be at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

The Singles Organizational Society will skate from 7 to 10 p.m. at

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal

• 4A

The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Education Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information
call Ruth at 753-7645, Carol at
753-2596 or Jim at 492-8733.

Twilight Golf for Men and
Ladies will be at 5:30 p.m at Oaks
Country Club.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
— at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Band banquet will be at 6:30
p.m. in cafeteria of Murray High
— School.

United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have a general
board meeting at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have Parents' Night
Out from 6 to 10 a.m. Dropins will
be accepted. For information call
759-9724 or 753-5809.

BYWs of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Teresa Wicker.

Yard sale will be at Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Bell Choir at 6
p.m. and Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.

Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

$7A95
Reg
$104 95
Full Lifetime Warranty
Hurry!
Sale ends May 31, 1989.

Quaid) Ls the diffevrtice

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray 753-1606
869, 046, 844

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Friday, May 12
Dinner for all Masonic Widows,
sponsored by Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons,
will be at 6:30 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

SUPER SAVINGS ON ALL
SI TRIM'DESIGNER RINGS
Eight Great Styles
et
ty,li,3% One Great Price
e
\-II • Custom
Features Are.
Free On All Sale Rings

Thursday, May 11
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

Diamonds. Cubic Zirconlas and Diamond Panels are available at atastr• charge

Thursday, May 11
Paint Plus will have a free wallpaper clinic at 7 p.m. at the business on East Main Street.
Friday, May 12
Square Dance for Children's
Miracle Network Telethon will be
from 7 to 10 p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. This is sponsored by
Wal-Mart Associates.

SMITT'S
The Only Place For Special
MOMS
HANDBAGS
BILLFOLDS

Li2 claiborne

Friday, May 12
Homeplace-1850 and Stargazing at
8:30 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Senior Adult Fellowship will be
at 11:45 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Murray Art Guild will have an
"Art and Etc." Yaccl Sale from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Guild House,
103 North Sixth St.

Saturday, May 13
way Elementary Just Say No Club,
will, staft at 9:30 a.m. at parking
lot of Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. For information
call 489-2872.
Adult league for men and
women will meet at 6 p.m. at Kirksey Ball Park. For information call
489-2184.
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will sponsor "Political
Winds" starting at 10 a.m. at Hazel
Community Center.

Annual plant and yard sale of
UMW of Coldwater United
Methodist Church will be from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church. On
sale will be baked food, clothes,
etc.

Yard sale will be at Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Strtets.

Kenlake State Resort Park will
present The North Marshall Music
Machine at 7 p.m. in Meeting
Room C, Kenlake Hotel.

Piano students of Joyce Herndon
will present spring recitals at 4:30
and 7 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.

Saturday, May 13
Third annual Walk Against
Drugs, sponsored by North Callo-

The Singles Organizational Soci(Cont'd on page 9)
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Teachers plan studies

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

27-)
Strik

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Honors Day Ceremony for recognition of Murray State University will be at 3:30 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom. A reception will
follow.
Commissioning of ROTC cadets
into the U.S. Army as second
lieutenants will be at 7 p.m. in
Rooms 226-228 of Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at

Members of the Social Studies Department of Calloway County
Middle School met recently to formulate plans for the 1989-90 school
year. Class trips, reinforcement materials and supplementary films
were part of the agenda. Those attending were, from left, seated,
Mary J. Key, sixth grade, Sarah Hill, sixth grade, Betty Lyons,
seventh grade, Mary R. McCuiston, sixth grade, standing, Judy Darnell, sixth grade, Linda Feltner, eighth grade, and Peter O'Rourke,
chairman, seventh and eighth grades.

Remember grandmother on Mother's Day
Grandmothers enjoy their grandchildren
without the responsibility of constant care
and discipline.
However, grandmothers enjoy everything from bottle-feeding to baby-sitting.
Their loving guidance and helpful hands
are much appreciated, especially by working mothers.
Grandmothers, also being mothers, have
special "rights," that are unlike those of
mothers who have not yet achieved their

"senior status" of being a grandmother.
Mother's Day, to the millions of grandmothers in the United States, is also their
special day. It is a day on which they , too,
are to be remembered for all they have
Nine and their continued love, devotion
and concern.
This Mother's Day, don't forget to recognize how great your grandmother is with a
special card or gift. It is sure to brighten
her day.
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Preached by
CABOCHARD
Presents a very SPECIAL VALUE...at only $5.00!
The Finishing Touch Compact
Complete Make up for lips, eyes and cheeks

Dean Crutchfield
Green Plain
Church of Christ
Rt. 2, Hazel, Kentucky
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May 14 through 16
Sunday Morning at 10:00 & 10:45
Each Evening at 7:30
Mon. Fri
Sat. 8
Now,for a limited time, just $5.00 with any CABCCHARD Fragrance Purchase
Valued at peer $18.00, the cornpac:t has
•5 lip coiors •6 eye shadows •3 high fashixi blushes.
Comes ooenplete with mirror, eye pencil, brushes and applicators.
110 So. 5th, Murray, open daily 9:30-5, Fri. until 8:30, Sun, 1-5, 753-6238
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Community...

(Cont'd from page 8)

Saturday, May 13
ety will attend Little River Festival
at Hopkinsville and Orchestra Concert at Kentucky Dam Village. For
information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Saturday, May 13
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Visitor Appreciation Weekend from 9:30 a.m. to
4:15 p.m.; Gas and Steam Engine
Weekend from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
and Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. at Empire Farm; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Visit With the
Eagles at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. and
Coyotes at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Special Population
Fishing Tournament at Duncan
Lake.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Graduation ceremonies at Murray State University will be at 10
a.m. in Racer Arena. A reception
will follow.
The residence halls of Murray
State University will close at 9
a.m. and will open for summer
school on May 31.
The main level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University,
will be closed today through May
31 for redecorating.

k

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a brunch
at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea Party.
Holiday Inn.
Sunday, May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones will
be honored with a reception in
celebration of 50th wedding
anniversary in Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank
from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
Murray High School Music
Department will presnet a spring
concert at 2 p.m. in gym at Murray
High School.

Dealt,

By Abigail
Van Buren

27-Year-Old Male Virgin Is
Striking Out in Dating Game
DEAR ABBY: Are the women in
this country nuts, or am I? We are
constantly being told that all the good
men are either married or gay — as
though single men are at the bottom
of the barrel, or else why would they
be single?
I can't answer for all single men —
only for myself. I'm 27 years old,
considered fairly good-looking, average height and weight,in good physical condition, my hair is thinning a
little — I wear glasses, and yes, I am
shy with a capital "S." Surprise — I
am still a virgin! So what?
I graduated from college at 22 and
have worked as a bartender for the
last few years. I've saved my money
and have been accepted by a good law
school this fall.
During the last few years, I've
been involved with four women. I
guess I screwed up with the first
three by revealing my virgin status.
Two thought I was lying and dumped
me. The third classified me as a
"geek."
I kept silent with the fourth. Unfortunately, once we reached a more
intimate stage, my nervousness ruined everything. I suppose this would
have been OK at 16, but at my age,
she thought something was "wrong"
with me.
Hey,ladies,I'm an intelligent,sincere, sensitive man — a gentleman.
How about a survey, Abby? Is an inexperienced, decent single guy disqualified in the search for a mate?
STRIKING OUT IN FLORIDA
DEAR STRIKING OUT:I don't
need a survey to tell me that
decent women want decent men.
I also know that virtue and virginity don't necessarily go hand
in hand. There are virginal cads
and experienced people with
hearts of gold.
Since by your own admission
you are shy with a capital"S,"get
some counseling to overcome
your shyness, and the rest will
fall into place. There are singles
groups,square dancing,cooking
classes,workout gyms.Get going.
The longest march in the world
starts with one step.

Sunday, May 14
West View Nursing Home will
have open house from 2 to 4 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Visitor Appreciation Weekend from 9:30 a.m. to
4:15 p.m.; Gas and Steam Engine
Weekend from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
and Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. at Empire Farm; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Birds of Prey at
2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Girl suing boy for
not taking to prom
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — A 15-year-old girl is suing
the boy who was supposed to take
her to the high school prom, contending he owes her about $50 for
the shoes, flowers and hairdo she
never got to wear.
Tomontra Mangrum said everything was set for the April 7 formal
and her date stood her up.
"I talked to him on April 2 and
he said he already had his tux and
the tickets," said the Berean
Christian School freshman. "I was
very upset when he didn't show
up.',
"She didn't believe me when I
told her I fractured my ankle," said
Marlon Shadd, a student at Palm
Beach Lakes High School.
Shadd also said he had to go out
of town that night.
Both students appeared Wednesday at the Palm Beach County
Courthouse after Miss Mangrum's
mother filed a court claim demanding that Shadd pay $49.53 — the
cost of the shoes, flowers and the
hairdo. The $280 dress was
returned to the store.
Filing the claim cost $31.75.
Trial was set for July.

or the toy from the store aisle and
tries to find its rightful place on the
shelf, who reorganizes the scrambled
greeting cards in the rack, and who
straightens the twisted garments on
their hangers while shopping.
I do these things by natural compulsion, for the sheer satisfaction of
knowing that I may have lightened
another's daily burdens. So, cheer
up, "Old-Time Salesgirl," there are
still a few considerate old squares on
your side. My bride of 43 years is
PARIS (AP) — Marc Bohan, the
another of this same archaic breed.
FRED LEE MONTGOMERY, couturier who has designed clothes
GLENDALE, ARIZ. for the House of Dior for 28 years,

is leaving as artistic director of the

* **

DEAR ABBY: Thanks for encouraging the members of a high school
reunion planning committee to send
flowers to the parents of the classmates who had passed away.
We lost a dear daughter 37 years
ago,and would have cherished even a
briefnote — signed by PVer classmates
— acknowledging that she was remembered and missed.
DALE AND LEONA PERRY
DEAR DALE AND LEONA:
Please accept my belated and
heartfelt sympathy at the loss of
your beloved daughter. I think
that sending a letter to the parents of a deceased classmate,
signed by all the surviving classmates,is a splendid idea.I hope it
catches on.

***

"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
who feels left out and wants an improved
social life. It's an excellent guide to becoming a better conversationalist and a more
attractive person. To order, send your
name and address, plus check or money
order for $2.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Popularity Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.

three years after the death of
Christian Dior in 1957.
"He has had a long career with
Dior," said company spokesman
Jane Cattani. "He will continue to
work with the house. He will be
creating a new foundation for the
House of Dior."
Ms. Cattani would give no further details concerning Bohan's
replacement or the new foundation,
promising more details Thursday.
The company praised "the talent
and the creativity of Marc Bohan
who has always maintained the
quality of creation and the prestige
of the image of Christian Dior at
its highest level."
After Dior's death, Yves Saint
Laurent took over for two years,
then founded his own fashion
house. Bohan came in, showing his
first collection under the Dior name
in 1960.
Under Bohan, Dior expanded
into luxury ready-to-wear, clothes
for men and children, and sold
licenses for all sorts of accessories
and household goods from belts
and scarves to sheets, with the Dior
label.
Bohan also has designed cos-

SPARTANBURG, S.C. (AP) —
Days after a heart attack interrupted — but didn't stop — her
piano recital, 77-year-old Sarah
Jennings is itching to get out of the
hospital and on with her life.
"She's a pistol," said her pastor, the Rev. Wayne Terry of Saxon Baptist Church. "And plays the
piano exceptionally well."
Ms. Jennings is doing well after
having a pacemaker implanted on
Tuesday, Terry said.
The pianist suffered a heart
attack during a church recital Sunday. She slumped over the keyboard and was lifted onto the floor
by members of the congregation.
'After what seemed like an eternity, but I'd guess it was a minute
or so, she opened her eyes and
said, 'What are you all doing over
me?' She was ready to go on right
then," Terry recalled.
After a nurse checked her pulse
and a rescue squad examined her,
the show did go on. "She said, 'I
don't care if it's okay or not, I'm
going ahead,— the pastor said.
Ms. Jennings played the remaining 13 songs on her program, mostly gospel songs with a classical
twist, and finished to a standing
ovation. The 45-minute program
moved the audience to tears. She

Queen Elizabeth II
will entertain

was then taken to Mary Black
Memonal Hospital.
Ms. Jennings had said before the
recital that it would be her last. She
planned to retire to take care of her
88-year-old sister, Terry said.

She is spending at least some of
her time in the hospital worrying
about her sister.
"She told her family yesterday,
'I need to get out of here and take
care of her,— the pastor said.
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LONDON (AP) — Queen Elizabeth II will entertain President
Bush and former President Reagan
at separate lunches in June, Buckingham Palace announced.
Bush and first lady Barbara Bush
will stop at the palace June 1 following a NATO summit in Brussels and stops in Rome and Bonn.
Reagan and his wife, Nancy, will
have lunch with the queen at the
palace on June 14 during the former president's first overseas trip
since he left office.
Bush and Reagan also will meet
with Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher.

Roller Cover
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tumes for the opera, theater and
cinema.
He twice received the Golden
Thimble, an award given each season to the best haute couture
collection.
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MOTHER'S DAY
• DRESSES

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA
With cheese plus 2 toppings
of your choice
on each pizza

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVEROLET, INC.
641 South, Murray 7332617

;

20%F
FREE GIFT FOR MOM WITH
EACH PURCHASE

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 AM-8:00 PM
Sat. 8:00 AM 5 00 PM

Central Shopping Center 753-960()
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ri. &
II ‘11 lill I %NI
Ikli‘cries 41'M till Clo•itte

Per Section

8 Foot
Landscape Timbers

* *•

DEAR ABBY: I would like to express my sympathy for "Old-Time
Salesgirl," who deplores the lack of
consideration shown by prospective
customers who mistreat garments
they try on, then reject.
A similar attitude toward all
things,even including their own possessions, has become the hallmark of
a much too large proportion of young
adults, and sadly, many of their parents.
This "hooray for me and to heck
with everyone else" attitude disgusts
and infuriates this Victorian respecter
ofothers'rights and property, but my
only recourse is to attempt to compensate for those boors. Yes, I'm the
chump who picks up the box ofcereal
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Woman finishes concert after heart attack

Fashion designer changing

DEAR MR. MONTGOMERY: worldwide fashion company,
How refreshing to learn that Christian Dior
announced
amidst the cactus in Arizona, an
orchid blooms — make that two, Wednesday.
Bohan, 62, joined the company
and greet your good wife for me.

THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1989

FREE GIFT WRAP
2302 KENTUCKY AVE.

PADUCAH, KY.
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Area piano students compete at Murray State University
Moore, Wong, Miller are top performers

Billie Jo Miller

Gordon Wong

Shanna Moore

Students from Marion, Newburgh, Ind., and Carmi, Ill., won
the top awards in the recent Contemporary Music Keyboard Competition at Murray State University.
They are:
— Shanna Moore, 11, a fifthgrade student at Crittenden County
Elementary School, who won the
$25 award in the elementary piano
r4evel.
— Gordon Wong, 12, a seventhgrade student at Castle Junior High
School in Newburgh, Ind., who
won the $25 award in the intermediate piano level.
— Billie Jo Miller, 17, a senior
at Carmi-White County High
School in Carmi, Ill., who won the
$50 award in the advanced piano
level.
Dr. James Sifferman, a member
of the piano faculty at Southeast

Missouri State University in Cape
Girardeau, was the judge for the
competition. Dr. Richard Scott,
associate professor of music at
Murray State, served as
coordinator.
Miss Moore, the daughter of
Ralph and Cynthia Moore, lived in
Saudi Arabia for seven years where
she attended American school. She
is a piano student of Bill Chase of
Marion and has been studying
since the third grade.
Wong is a past winner of Keyboard Education for Youth, Indiana
Music Teachers Association and
American Music Scholarship Association competitions. He has been
studying piano since age 5 with
Carolyn Hutson of Newburgh, Ind.
Miss Miller, who plans to attend
the University of Illinois as a piano
performance major, has been the

pianist for seven musicals presented by her high school and is
now preparing for variety shows
and competitions. She is also a student of Ms. Hutson and has also
studied with Barbara Karger of
Carmi.
Her high school activities
include National Honor Society,
Math Club, Science Club, Photography Club, Drama Club, Thespians, Tri-Hi-Y and student life
editor of the yearbook.
Other students in the competition
included Robyn Dick, Allison
McDaniel and Summer Roberson
of Murray, Chrysti Carol Crick and
Emily Moss of Mayfield, Jennifer
Tucker of Benton, Katie Robin
Heist, Shawn C. Heist, Leslie Beth
Stockton, and Maria White of
Albany and Wendy Wong of Newburgh, Ind.

Folk music, story-telling starts tonight

rein' WEEKLY
rts ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
May 13
Clara M. Eagle Gallery — Through May 31 Main level closed for
redecorating.
May 14
May 15
Art Galleries hours change — The upper level of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery and the Curris Center gallery open 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
only.
May 16
May 17
Murray Art Guild Gallery — open 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Spring Industry and Technology — through May 18. Industrial arts
students from jr. and Sr. high schools in West Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and Tennessee display projects for student recognition and
awards. Judging will be on Wednesday. Projects displayed from 9 a.m. to
noon on Thursday with awards ceremony at noon in the Curris Center
Ballroom. Sponsored by the College of Industry and Technology. For
information contact Jay C. Wood at (502) 762-6910.
Student Art Exhibit — Through May 26. Dual exhibit of graphic
design and ceramic pieces by B.S. degree candidates Kati DuPlantis and
Lori Loftis-Porter on display in the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free.
May IS
National Scouting Museum — Beginning June 1, the National Scouting Museum at MSU will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a
week through Labor Day, Sept. 4. Admission: adults, $4.50; senior citizens, $4; age 6-12, $3.50; under six free. Scouts, MSU faculty and students or groups of six or more admitted for S3 per person. Gateway Park
an additional $1.50. For info call (502) 762-3383.
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center — The museum and archaelogical
site of a prehistoric Mississippi indian village on Highway 51 in Wickliffe
opens for the season March 1. Hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily through
November. Visitors are encouraged to participate in all programs at the
Center, which is owned and operated by MSU. Admission is $3 for
adults; $2.75 for persons 55 and older; $2 for children; under six free.
Group rates are available by appointment.
If you have an art event your want to include please contact Pam Shay
at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,(502) 753-5171.
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From the Great Smoky Mountains of East
Tennessee to the Mississippi River at the west
of the state, folk cultures of the past century and
half are the focus of a weekend of free and
wholesome entertainment today and tomorrow
at The University of Tennessee at Martin.
Sponsored by the UT Martin Department of
English through a grant from the Tennessee Arts
Commission, the two big family evenings will
open tonight at 7:30 with a concert of storytelling, string band music, oldtime ballad singing
and gospel harmonies and bluegrass music in
the Harriet Fulton Performing Arts Theater. Friday's 7:30 p.m. program will feature the history,
lore and music of the Mississippi River.
Performers in Thursday's "From the Family"
tour all learned their songs, instruments, stories
and other folk arts in a close family and corn-

munity context, and they continue to nurture
these traditions in their families today.
Performers on the tour include the Roan
Mountain Hilltoppers, the Fritts Family Band,
and Johnny Ray Hicks. The Roan Mountain
Hilltoppers are members of Carter County's Bir41:. ield family. The band includes active elders,
Who continue to play old-time banjo and fiddle
music in the way they once learned from their
elders. The Fritts Family Band is a popular
bluegrass band that tours throughout the region.
The band is composed of a father, his two sons,
and a family friend. Johnny Ray Hicks is the
last active member of a remarkable Fentress
County family known for generations for its singers and songs. His authentic a cappella ballad
singing in the mountain style is directly inherited from British forebears.

Friday's program will be at 7:30 p.m. in the
Norman Campbell Humanities Auditorium and
will feature the historical editor of the national
magazine "Waterways Journal," James V. Swift
of St. Louis, Mo., whose presentation will center upon the importance of the Mississippi River
to West Tennessee. Slides of famous riverboats
and their exploits will illustrate the color the
river adds to West Tennessee. Joining him on a
panel are the eighty-five -year-old singer and
former cook on the river, Lorene Roper of Fulton, Ky., Emmitt Lewis of Tiptonville, local historian of the Mississippi River and James
DeHart, a marine businessman operating out of
Memphis.
Walter Darrell Haden, coordinator of the two
evening program, will act as moderator and
receive questions from the audience.

Playhouse in the Park summer tickets now on sale
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
summer picnic fare. Dinner will be
has summer season tickets now on served each evening at 7 p.m. on
sale, and the depot promises to be the deck at the depot, and curtain
an incredibly busy place this year. will be at 8 p.m. Ticket prices are
To kick off the season's activi- $10 for adults, $9 for senior citities, "Graveyard Cleaning-Off zens, $8 for students, and $6 for
Day" by Becky Reynolds will tour children under twelve. General
to Frankfort to be presented at the admission tickets to see the show
Theater Kentucky festival on June
without dinner are $5 for adults, $4
3. "Graveyard Cleaning-Off Day" for senior citizens, and $3 for stuwas one of the plays produced as dents and children. Season tickets
part of the theater's West Kentucky do not include dinner for the picnic
Playwrights' Festival in April.
theater.
For the younger members of the
Also on June 3, the Young
Actors' Guild and Children's Young Actors' Guild, June 12-16
Theatre Company will present "The and 19-23 will see the Young PlayGreat Cross-Country Race" at the wrights' Workshop, 9:30 a.m. to
Kenlake State Resort Park 11:30 a.m. daily. Taught by West
Amphitheatre as part of the Jack- Kentucky Playwrights dramaturg
son Purchase Arts and Crafts Festi- and artistic director Becky Reyval. Performances are scheduled for nolds, the workshop is open to stu3 p.m. and 5 p.m. Directed by Liz dents in grades 6-8 in the fall. ParBussey and sponsored by Murray ticipants are encouraged to preCablevision and the Arts and register, and there is a $25 fee.
Entertainment Network, general Scholarships are available; contact
admission to the show is $2, and the Playhouse for details.
For older members of the Young
tickets will be available at the arts
Actor's
Guild and cast members of
and crafts festival.
"A Chorus Line," the Playhouse
Neil Simon's comedy "Fools"
will offer a movement and improcan be seen at the Playhouse June
visation workshop June 18-23 from
8-11 and 15-18. Gene Biby and
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. daily. Workshop
Ruth Perkins direct this "comic
instructors are Karen Balzer and
fable," which is sponsored by the
Liz Bussey, and YAG participants
Business Committee for the Arts.
should be in grads 9-12 in the fall.
And "Fools" introduces a new idea
Again, students are encouraged to
at the community theater, picnic
pre-register and there is a $25 fee
theater catered by Owens' Deli and
with scholarships available.
featuring a menu of traditional
Young Playwrights' Worskshop
members will present selected
works developed in class on June
24 at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray State University. Performance time is 2 p.m. Their work
will also be presented at the Playhouse on June 25 at 2 p.m. General

Marilyn Thornton has ESP
stRV ICE

admission is $2.
Children's Theatre Company
workshops will be June 26-30 from
9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. daily for
children in grades 1-3 in the fall,
and 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. for students in grades 4-5 in the fall.
Executive Director Liz Bussey
teaches these workshops, and scholarships are available to cover the
$25 registration fee. Participants
are again urged to pre-register.
The Fourth of July Gourmet
Cabaret will actually be on July 1
and 2 at 8 p.m. on the deck of the
Playhouse. Directed by Holly
Bloodworth and Pete Lancaster,
and featuring fine desserts from
Murray kitchens, this Gourmet
Cabaret is sponsored by DennisonHunt Sporting Goods and The Hutson Company. Ticket prices are $4
for adults and senior citizens, and
$2 for children under twelve. Season tickets do not include gourmet
cabarets.
"The Great Cross-Country Race"
can be seen again July 6 and 13 at
7:30 p.m. at the Kenlake State
Resort Park Amphitheatre. For
more information, contact the park
office.
Eugene O'Neill's comedy "Ah,
Wilderness!" will play at the Playhouse July 7-9 and 14-16. Performances are at 8 p.m. on the deck.
Directed by Bob Ahlenius and
sponsored by Air Products and
chemicals, general admission tickets for "Ah, Wilderness!" are $5
for adults, $4 senior citizens, and
$3 for students and children.
On July 20 and 27, the theater
will again sponsor tours to the
Kenlake State Park Amphitheatre.
Performances are 7:30 p.m. each

evening.
"This Joint Is Jumpin'," the second Gourmet Cabaret of the summer, will be directed by Bill Phillips, with sponsorship by INTEX
Communications and the Murray
Optimist Club. Both performances
are at 8 p.m. on the Playhouse
deck. Showcasing Murray talent
and cuisine, general admission
tickets are $4 for adults and senior
citizens and $2 for children under
twelve.
"A Chorus Line," the awardwinning musical by Michael Bennett and Marvin Hamlisch, will
close the summer season. Performing July 27-30 and August 3-6 at 8
p.m., this Broadway hit is directed
by Playhouse Executive Director
Liz Bussey. Choreography is by
Karen Balzer and vocal direction is
by Robert DeSimone. "A Chorus
Line" is sponsored by Framers'
Gallery and H.T. Marketing. General admission tickets are $6 for
adults, $5 for senior citizens, and
$4 for students and children.
Season tickets covering the cost
of admission to "Fools," "Ah, Wilderness!," and "A Chorus Line" are
now on sale at the theatre. Prices
are $13 for adults, $10 for senior
citizens, and $7 for students and
children. Season ticket holders are
invited to reserve seats one full
week before the general public, to
see a show for the second time at
only half the general admission
price, to bring a newcomer to the
theater for only half price, and
receive a 10% discount on Playhouse in the Park worskshops. For
more information or to order tickets, come by the office or phone
759-1752.
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QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE--
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8 years experience in City Administration
20 years in Business as Surveyor & Land Use Consultant
13 years directly involved with community service groups

tot

Director of Planning & Engineering
Murray, KY.
Extra Special Person - Marilyn Thornton,Customer Seriice Representative for lAarray Cablevision recently received the -Esr Award."TM
Award is given each quarter recognizing the employee displaying
excellence Ni meek* and performance to our customers," stated
Burnett@ Ferguson,System Msnager.Thornton is a gr..of Kiritsiry
High School,is starting her third yew wkh Murray Cablevisin and is
mtlfied Ni professional customer service skills. As "ESIr winner for
the first quarter, Thornton received a gift certificate, e gift from the
headquarliwo office, and a personaitted Opus. Selection of the ESP
Ad IMOM be follow employees and management of the lAurray

'Moo.Themes,Ni tootvtall to Jos Thornton, ot Caiioway County, and
is.LaJosamo Thornton, and At Hamad. She and hot
has f
huoiand
bah aisadmo el the Giendale Road Church of Christ.

Assistant Director of Public Works
and Utilities -- Murray. KY.

Planning Commission
Board of Zoning Adjustments

MARILYN THORNTON
Customer Servtce Representative

We're Here To Serve You!

•

VOTE

MURRAY CABLEVISION
MURRAY, KY

$3

Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors
Leadership Murray Graduate
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said in
separate announcements that he'll
include money in his 1990 budget
for a hotel and convention center
here and an economic development
institute at Western Kentucky
University.
Wilkinson told more than 100
people gathered under a tent on the
280-acre Hartland Planned Community — the site of the hotel and
convention center — on Wednesday that the state would contribute
$4 million to the $20 million
project.
"I am committed to this project," Wilkinson said. "It's important to the community and you've
worked hard for it."
The city is already building an
18-hole, $3.5 million golf course
near the site, and retail and commercial projects are in the works.
Edward A.. Albright Jr., a representative from Hardin Construction Group — the Atlanta firm that
will build the complex — said the
Hilton Hotel will have eight floors
and 200 rooms
The convention center, Albright
said, will cover between 50,000
and 60,000 square feet and will
include a ballroom that can hold as
many as 1,000 people.
Terrence L. O'Brien, a Hilton
spokesman, said his review of the
hotel site and the Bowling Green
market give him a positive outlook.
"There's a tremendous need in
this market for a first-class facility." he said.
Wilkinson praised Bowling
Green, calling it "a city on the
move" and "one of the bright stars
in Kentucky success stories." In
pledging assistance to the project,
Wilkinson said, "I want you to be
able to say, 'This governor was for
us.' "
Warren County Judge-Executive
Basil Griffin agreed, saying. "We
don't have a wish list, we have a
governor's list."
Griffin and Sloan also
announced they would name the
entrance road to the hotel and convention center "Wilkinson Trace."
Also on Wednesday, Wilkinson
gave his support to the placement
of the Institute for Economic Development on WKU's campus.
The institute is designed to aid
local businesses and help in the
recruitment of new industry.
Wilkinson told more than 100
people at the Wetherby Administration Building that he thought

I
/

the institute would help bolster
Kentucky's economy.
"Two of the subjects dearest to

my heart — education and jobs —
are allied today in a significant
announcement and in a significant
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new project," Wilkinson said, calling the institute a "bold, new innovative concepi"
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1407 Main

Phone 7534682

SALE

Sale Good 5-11 thru 5-17
STORE HOURS:8-7 Mon.-Fri.; 8-8 Sat.

89c

Flour

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew
Diet Mt.

0&
2 Liter

w

Peaches

Cookies
RC, Diet RC, Sundrop.

Diet Rile

cz

$ 79

Charcoal

FlavoRich
Gai $169

Diet Rile

97
2 Pk Cans

hi

Angle Soft Bathroom

Tissue _ _

Pickles
Gclden Wheat

.4 Roil Pkg.

Sparkle Paper

Popsnte *Tome

Mac & Cheese

o corn _.

—

Tombstcle Italian Style Thin Crus.
Asscrted Variety
1Sample ToTbstone Pizza frCfr 1-5

Towels

$1"
S159 Pizza

Coffee

Owen's Best Fan* Pack

Ground Beef

Chuck Roas
139
-

110i

(do)
17'
Model JE45
Compact, .4 Cu. ft oven cavity. 35-minute
timer. Two Power Levels, Low/Defrost and
High. Convenient Cooking Guide on control
panel. Can be hung from kitchen wall
cabinets with optional installation kit.
(Available at extra cost.)
'90-Day
kloney-beck
or Exchange
Option from
GE on 1a1111
purchases.

Owens Famous Pit Baked
1/2 or Whole

Bacon

0

Produce
Fresh Boston Butt
G:cc^Rpe
Modd GSDSSOK
Pots &puss cycle. Energy saver dry option.
10- year full warranty on PermaTufillf tub and
door liner (ask for details).

Bananas
Freo Cr.sp He3C
Lettuce

10-Day Money-bock or Exchange Option
from GE on reteli purchases.

Cauliflower
Broccoli

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV

Grapefruit
Potatoes

-- 4 a$1"

Chinet Dinner

Hurry..
Limited Time
Offer!

SATISFACTION
GUAHANTif
OH YOUR
MONTY RAC /0

PAGE 11

Pork
USDA Grade A Spht Fryer
Fresh Pork

1159
Ham
Turkey Breast
• •
"
Cheese

;-•
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Magrane loses It all comes down to pitching and hitting
no-hitter, but
beats Padres
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The hit that
spoiled Joe Magrane's bid for a nohitter came off a pitch that the St.
Louis Cardinals' left-hander said
had worked for him all night.
Carmelo Martinez hit a lowinside breaking ball into left for a
double with one out in the seventh
inning to drive in the San Diego
Padres' only run in a 3-1 loss to
the Cardinals on Wednesday night.
Magrane, who got off to a shaky
start with three walks in he first
two innings, only to be bailed out
by two double plays, said he
wasn't upset about losing the no-hit
bid.
"I was aware of it going into the
seventh, but I was thinking more
about not letting somebody like
Jack Clark or Tony Gwynn beat me
than I was a no-hitter," he said.
Gwynn reached on an error to
open the seventh and scored on
Martinez' one-out double.
Magrane said that the low-inside
pitch had been his most effective
weapon all night.
"Martinez got the hit on the best
thing I had going for me, I can't be
too upset about that," Magrane
said.
Cardinals Manager Whitey Herzog said Magrane threw over a 100
pitches for the first time this season. Magrane pitched 823 innings,
his longest of the year, and left
after giving up two hits.
"Those first two innings, I
didn't think he had it, but he
settled down," Herzog said of
Magrane.
Magrane was on the disabled list
earlier in the year after an attack of
colitis and he said he dosen't know
how far his recovery has
progressed.
"I don't know where I am, I'm
just trying to do the best I can
every time I go out there,"
Magrane said.
Tom Brunansky hit a two-run
homer to lead the St. Louis offense.
Brunansky hit the first pitch
from Walt Terrell, 3-4, over the
left field wall in the bottom of the
seventh. Burnansky's fourth homer
of the season came after Milt
Thompson had singled.
Magrane, 3-2, had a career-high
eight strikeouts and walked five.
He was helped by four double
plays.
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(Above) Calloway County's Pookie Jones hit a three-run homer in
the bottom of the seventh to lift Calloway past Mayfield in the first
round of the Fourth District baseball tournament.

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

The Calloway County Lady Lakers had trailed the Lady Marshals
of Marshall County High School
long enough, in more ways than
one, before eliminating the defending district champs in the opening
round of the Fourth District Softball Tournament Wednesday at
Murray.
Calloway was then defeated by
Mayfield 9-3 in the championship
game.
In the first game, Calloway
scored four runs in the fourth to
complete a comeback and overcome a one-run deficit they had
faced since Monday, when the
game had been postponed after two
innings due to rain. When the Lady
Lakers went on to post a 7-2 win
over Marshall, it may have helped
end a long chase of another sort,
Calloway coach Rose Elder noted.
"We've known for a long time
that Marshall can be beaten," Elder
said, noting that her Lady Lakers
had handed the Lady Marshals one
of two regular-season losses.
Elder noted that some area
coaches had all but awarded the
regional title to the perennial favorites in Orange, but that the 'Marshall mystique' is fading in the
eyes of the Calloway County girls.
"We've had some tough games in
basketball, too," she said. "With
these girls, Marshall's nothing
new."
She added that Calloway's win
shouldn't be seen as an upset.
"We've got a real good softball
team," Elder said. "We just outplayed them. We had our big
inning and then played with a lot
of confidence, played a real relaxed
game."
Calloway took advantage of two
Marshall errors and an intentional
walk that loaded the bases for
Angie Miller, who stroked a single
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(Left) Greg Lassiter struck out nine Mayfield batters as he
went
distance to pick up the win in Calloway's 6-4 win over Mayfieldthe
in
Fourth District tournament action_Wednesday afternoon at
Marshall
County.

Dramatic home run lifts Lakers into regional tourney
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Pookie Jones stood on third base
during the sixth inning of Calloway
County's first-round Fourth District
contest with Mayfield at Marshall
County, and looked to his teammates in the dugout and said, "I've
never been this happy 0-for-3 in
my life."
The next time Jones- was near
third, he was rounding it after hitting a three-run homer to left in the
bottom of the seventh to give the
Lakers a 6-4 victory. He looked to
his teammates, strung out on the
third base line ready to greet him
and said, "Murray State here we
come."
The "shot heard 'round the
Fourth District" sent the Lakers

into the championship game of the
district tournament and guaranteed
Calloway a berth in the First Region tournament next week at Murray State's Reagan Field. Murray
High School squares off against
Marshall County today at 4 p.m. to
determine Calloway's opponent in
Friday's championship game.
Jones' shot also capped an afternoon where Calloway had rallied
from a 3-0 deficit to tie the game
3-3 going into the seventh, but surrendered a run in the top of the
inning to trail 4-3 entering the bottom of the frame.
"I can't say enough about these
kids," Laker coach Randy McCalIon said. "It's been a team effort all
year long."
The win improved Calloway to
17-7 overall, while Mayfield ended

the year at 11-9. The Cardinals had
entered the tournament winning six
of their last seven contests..
A solid pitching performance
from Greg Lassiter looked as if it
was to be wasted until the Laker
heroics began in the bottom of the
fifth.
Calloway had previously hit into
a double play and had a runner
picked off second while going
down in order through the first four
innings. Meanwhile, Lassiter struck
out nine Cardinals in going the distance to pick up his sixth win, but
Calloway was committing five
errors behind him.
Mayfield's Eric Stinson started
the scoring with a homer to left in
the top of the first. In a twist of
fate, in relief of MHS starter Steven Bruce, Stinson yielded the

game-winning homer to Jones.
Two doubles from William Yarber and two errors by Calloway
fielders allowed Mayfield to score
once in the third and-once in the
fifth to take a 3-0 lead.
Joey Waller led off the bottom
of the fifth with a walk, and was
followed by David Potts who
singled to right. Waller scored on a
Mayfield error, and after a walk to
Travis Turner, Alan Miller bounced
into a force play at the plate.
With one out and Patrick Orr at
the plate, John Ahart tried to score
from third on a passed ball but was
tagged out at the plate.
"I thought he was safe, but I
wasn't in the position to argue,
ninety feet away," McCallon said.
Orr popped up to short to end
the inning.

Lady Lakers take
second in district
By DANIEL T. PARKER
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Staff photos by David Ramey

into left to push Erica Muskgrow
and Cynthia Garland home with the
tying and go-ahead runs. "That was
the key to the whole ballgame,"
Elder later said. "They had a
chance to shut us down again, but
Angie's hit absolutely broke their
backs."
Kim Shelton and Miller scored
on fielders' choices from P.J.
Chadwick and Stefani Barnett to
post the Lady Lakers to a 4-1 lead.
That margin grew in the fifth
when Muskgrow reached on an
infield hit and scored on a misplay
of Garland's long fly. Garland
scored on Shelton's single.
Marshall threatened in the bottom of the fifth as a walk, an error
and an intentional walk loaded the
bases with one out. Amy Lovett
drove in a run with a fielder's
choice, and a grounder to Pam
Bucy at second served as the
escape out for the Lady Lakers.
Barnett shut Marshall down in
order on four pitches in the sixth
inning, and Calloway tacked on an
insurance run in the seventh on
consecutive singles from Bucy,
Muskgrow and Garland. Bucy was
tagged out at the plate trying to
score on Garland's hit, but Muskgrow scored on a sacrifice fly by
Shelton. Barnett allowed an infield
single by Missy Lee in the bottom
of the seventh before recording the
final out.
The Lady Lakers couldn't post
back-to-back wins, however, as
their glovework turned against
them in the championship round
against Mayfield.
Calloway strung together four
hits in the first inning to take a 2-0
lead over Mayfield, and the Lady
Cardinals were quiet until the
fourth and fifth innings.
"Our errors opened the door for
them," Elder said, citing a dropped
third-out fly that paved the way for
three Mayfield runs in the fourth
(C0AI'd OR page 13)

With one out in the bottom of
the sixth, Alan Bazzell singled to
center, followed by an error on a
ball hit by Jones. Waller sliced a
RBI single to right, with Waller
and Jones moving up a base when
Mayfield tried to nail Bazzell at the
plate.
Mayfield then changed pitchers,
and David Potts reached on an
error by the third baseman as Jones
scored. Travis Turner drew another
walk, but Calloway couldn't ptAti
the go-ahead run across.
In the top of the seventh, singles
from Stinson and Kerry Kendall
put two men on for Mayfield. Stinson scored on a wild pitch, while
Kendall was tagged out on a rundown play.
On singled to start the ninth, and
(Cont'd on page 13)

EKU Colonels

contract Pollio

Calloway County's Pam Bucy was tagged out at the plate while trying to score in the seventh
inning, but
the Lady Lakers defeated Marshall 7-2 in district tournament action Wednesday.

America's Cup to be put away
NEW YORK (AP) — The America's Cup is being
returned to the New York Yacht Club, according to a
report published Thursday.
The Appellate Division of the New York State
Supreme Court has ordered the San Diego Yacht
Club to give the trophy back to New York on Friday,
the New York Times said. The State Supreme court,
which oversees the America's Cup deed as a charitable trust, ruled the 158-year-old trophy should be
held by the New York Yacht Club for safekeeping
until a legal battle over the prize can be settled.
The court ruled in March that a race series last
September between Dennis Conner's Stars & Stripes
catamaran and New Zealand's traditional monohull

was invalid. The decision also stated that the San
Diego Yacht Club failed in its responsibiltiy as guardian of the trophy to race fairly.
The America's Cup was on display at the New
York club for more than a century until Australia
skippered by John Bertrand, won the prize in 1983.
Conitr, racing for the San Diego Yacht Club, won
the trophy back four years later off the waters of Fremantle, Australia.
The America's Cup will be stored in a Manhattan
hank vault, Frank Snyder, the New York club's commodore, told the newspaper. "We felt it shouldn't be
on our premises and it shouldn't be viewed by
anyone."

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Mike
Pollio, newly named head basketball coach at Eastern Kentucky,
says he views the opportunity as a
"natural fit" at the Ohio Valley
Conference school.
"The one thing I do best is
reaching people one on one," said
Pollio, who received a five-year
contract worth a reported $50,000
annually. "They need help in
promoting games and drawing
crowds. That's one thing I'm good
at. I see it as a natural fit."
Pollio, whose appointment was
announced Wednesday, succeeds
Max Good, who was fired March
14 after directing the program for
eight seasons. Pollio was expected
today at a news conference for a
personal introduction at the school.
"Eastern is a program that is
really struggling now," said Pollio.
'It's an opportunity to build. I
didn't realize I'd be this excited.
Sometimes you say 'yes' and wonder why you said that, but that's
not the case this time."
Pollio, who will be 46 on Friday,
coached at Virginia Commonwealth the past four years, compiling a 65-57 record at the Sun Belt
Conference school.
He
resigned
his
$125,000-per-year job at VCU after
a 13-15 season that was marred by
the heart-attack death of one of his
players during practice. He was
replaced by Auburn cOach Sonny
Smith.
VCU, however, finished third in
the Sun Belt with a 9-5 record, and
over the past three seasons, the
school had the best record in the
conference. Pollio has been an
assistant athletics director since the
season ended.
"What I missed about coaching
was the enthusiasm and putting
together the team," he said. "I
missed the excitement, the drive,
the goals, getting the team ready
for the season. The last day of the
season always is the first day of the
next season."
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Actions & Reactions
One of the longest names In tennis, at
least...Gabriela Sabatini, the thirdranked player in the world behind Stetti
Graf and Martina Navratdova, leaves
both her rivals in the dust when it come
"The people here in Rome come to s to popularity at the Italian Open
see Gabriela," a tournament officials
said at the $300.000 women's tennis champ
ionship. "And not because she's a
top player, or because she is pretty.
They come because Gabriela Sabatini is
the biggest name in tennis "
In the absence of Graf and Navratilova,
No 1 seed Sabatini is not only the
Italian tournament's overwhelming favori
tators crowded into a previously empty te, she is its major drawing card. Specstadium Wednesday to watch Sabatini
put away Italy's Laura Golarsa in
just over an hour, 6-2, 6-2.
Anxious teen-agers huddled by the hundr
ing for an autograph from the 19-year-old eds near the stadium entrance hopArgentine. Her winning volleys and
driving base-line shots were cheered
One of the components of Sabatini'swarmly by a delighted crowd.
play. Her 5-foot-11 frame and powerf popularity is her aggressive style of
ground than most of her opponents. ul physique enable her to cover more
"I think she's a beautiful girl," said
dium. "I like everything about her. And a security guard at the Foro Italic° statimid when she speaks You know, I what I like best is the way she seems so
took this job last year just to have the
opportunity to see her in person "

Racer track and field/ cross country coach Stan
Narewski poses
with winners at Murray State's recent all-sports
banquet (from left
to right: Lonnie Greene, Narewski, Leigh Gold
en and John
Ackerman.
Fettucine Alfredo — didn't he play for the Rams
backer Lawrence Taylor was acquitted Wednesday of ?New York Giants linedrunken driving charges
stemming from a March arrest on the Garden State Parkw
ay. The justice system works and I'm happy for myself," the eight-time
All-Pro said shortly after he
was found innocent.
Municipal Court Judge John Conte found Taylor innoc
from two doctors, who said the NFL star suffered from ent based on testimony
acute food poisoning on
the night of his arrest.
Authorities alleged Taylor was found sleeping at 3:30
the wheel of his Jeep, which was parked on the shoul a.m. March 24 behind
der of the Parkway. He
was charged with drunken driving despite two blood
alcohol level readings of
.09 percent. Under New Jersey law, .10 percent
is consi
Dr. Alan Lupinacci of West Paterson said Taylor beca dered legally drunk.
ism contained in poorly prepared fettucine Alfredo eaten me sick from an organon a flight from Atlanta
to Newark the day before his arrest.
Taylor said he arrived at Newark International Airpor
t March 23 about 5:30
p.m. and had gone out for dinner of pork chops and gravy
He went to a bowling alley about 9 p.m., returned home before going home.
about 11 p.m. and
argued with his wife.
Maybe THEY had the Fettucine Alfredo, too...CBS
Sports commentators
Pat Summerall and Tom Brookshier drank alcohol in
the broadcast booth during NFL telecasts, according to a new book by Terry
O'Neil, the new executive
producer of NBC Sports who is also the former execut
ive producer of CBS
Sports.
"Alcohol was the lifeblood of the old CBS Sports," he
wrote. "Summerall and
Brookshier regularly drank their way through the 4
p.m. football telecasts. After
all, it was cocktail hour."
He wrote Brookshier spoke "gibberish" and didn't prepa
re for games, and
spoke on broadcasts with "the worst jumble of cliche
broadcasting. ... All this gibberish, of course, was s known to contemporary
filler for an analyst who had
done no homework whatsoever." •
O'Neil, not one to blow his own horn or sell his
book, decribes CBS
Sports as "several hundred light-years" behind the own
other networks when he
arrived.
Brent, you big-dog anchor-monster you...O'Neil the
former CBS Sports
executive producer hired Tuesday by NBC, also calls ,Brent
Musburger "marginally abrasive," an "anchor-monster," and writes that
CBS would be best off
not having Musburger anchor the 1992 Winter Olymp
"Somebody at CBS should be responsible and coura ics.
geous enough to insist
on a 'likability' study of the top anchors in sports.
probably reveal that CBS should pursue ABC's This audience survey would
Al Michaels or NBC's Dick
Enberg, not Musburger, as its lead Olympic personality.
its Games from Jim McKay — kindly, soothing, even After 20 years of taking
years —America is not prepared to invite someone grandfatherly in his later
marginally arbrasive into its
living rooms four hours per night for 16 nights."
The 39-year-old O'Neil says that differences with
according to O'Neil, refers to himself as "The Big Dog" Musburger — whom,
— led to O'Neil's firing
at CBS.
"Given our differing backgrounds, I don't think Musbu
tined to coexist much longer on the same transmission rger and I were descircuit," O'Neil wrote.

(Cont'd from page 12)
ration defensively," Elder said, notinning while infield mistakes in the ing that the fielding fold-down
was
fifth inning allowed the Lady Car- a team effort. "Everybody had
a
dinals to post a six-run rally.
hand in it, either on mental errors
Calloway, meanwhile, gained on throws or on bobbles in the
only one hit after the first inning. field."
"We played eight good innings,"
Despite the loss, Elder feels
Elder said, referring to the five good about the Lady Lakers'
innings of the Marshall game and chances in the regional tournament,
the first three against Mayfield, which will begin Monday afternoon
during which time only one Lady in Murray. "We just have to conCardinal batter over the minimum centrate defensively," she said.
faced Bamett's pitches.
"We're heading into a tough
"Then we just lost our concent- tournament."

GO
cise

SCOREBOARD

-See me fora]]
yourfamily
insurance
needs."

0

Jane Rogers Insurance

Wrong moves cost teams

Compiled From AP Reports
California manager Doug Rader
and the Cincinnati Reds defense
made all the wrong moves
Wednesday.
Rader did what Detroit could not
do: he got Kirk McCaskill out of
the game and gave the Tigers a
chance.
The Tigers, shut out for eight
innings by McCaskill, rallied for
three runs in the ninth against
Bryan Harvey and beat California
3-2 Wednesday night, ending the
Angels' six-game winning streak.
"That's going to happen," Rader said. "(Harvey) is one of the
league's best in relief."
Cincinnati manager Pete Rose
wasn't quite as understanding.
"You've got to catch the ball,
you've got to throw it straight. If
you don't, you won't beat the
Rhode Island Reds," Rose said
after the Reds' three errors in the

sixth inning led to six unearned
runs and an 11-4 loss to the New
York Mets.
Detroit, 10-21 and off to as
worst start since 1953, stopped a
three-game losing streak.
"I don't care how as long as we
won the game," Manager Sparky
Anderson said.
In other games, Toronto also rallied for three runs in the ninth
inning and beat Seattle 3-2, Chicago routed Milwaukee 12-2 and
Kansas City defeated Cleveland
3-2. The Texas at New York, Oakland at Baltimore and Minnesota at
Boston games were rained out.
Elsewhere, it was SL Louis 3,
San Diego 1; San Francisco 4, Chicago 3, and Montreal 10, Houston
1
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh and
Atlanta at Philadelphia were postponed by rain.

(Cont'd from page 12)
Lassiter reached on an error. After
Bazzell popped up to third, Jones
went up to the plate.
After taking a ball, Jones looked
bad swinging on two curve balls,
and then took a fastball inside,
With the count 2-2, Jones saw a
curve break right over the plate.
"It was right down the middle,"
Jones said. "After the first two
(swinging strikes) I told myself
'I've just got to make contact'."
The contact scorched off his bat
and landed on an embankment over
the fence in straightaway left field,
and sent the Lakers into a frenzy.

Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center 753-4751
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Hardware

After preaching defense all year,
McCallon was disappointed that
the Lakers came up short with the
glove for most of the game, but the
Lakers did something else that they
have done a lot this year; come
from behind.
"I can't tell you how many
games we've won coming from
behind," McCallon said.
Coming from behind may not be
the best way to get into the regional tournament, but it did turn out to
be pretty exciting.
"I just wanted to get to Murray
State," Jones said.
And Jones also went 1-for-4.
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100' Extension Cord
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Little Playmate
Ice Chest
Holds nine 12-oz cans and ice
With swing down lid & pushbutton
release Durable plastic exterior
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AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
"We dug ourselves a big hole in
— The Detroit Pistons, like a the
SIATI tails
first half, but our defense
champion prize fighter, soften you broug
ht us back."
up with round after round of body
Detroit outrebounded the Bucks
'a
S
blows and then punch your lights 53-31
•
and Milwaukee, the best
OUL
Like a good neighbor,
foul-shoot
That's how the Pistons swept 82.1 perceing team in history at
State Farm is there.
Boston in the first round of the free throw nt, missed seven of 20
Jon. Poplars
s.
NBA playoffs and that's how they
Slate Farm insurance Compa
"It's unusual for us to miss that
753-9627
nies
beat the Milwaukee Bucks 85-80 ip number
Horne OIticeS BloOminigtan
11,00,5
of
201 S. 6th St.
free
throw
s,"
Harri
s
the first game of their second- said.
.41111h,
"But the big story of the
round series Wednesday night.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
game was rebounding. When it was
Ems C111.41011
The knockout punch has come in all said
BC411011
and
08 Lb O Weak Ikons* Away
done
,
you
can't
give
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16 15 Si, —
New Yort
the fourth quarter of their last three 20 more
6-4 Log 2 9- 6 7- 7
16 16 SOO
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rebounds and expect to
'A 14-4 Won 1
IV 9 10- 8
playoff games, in which the Pistons win."
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16 444
1
6-4
Lost 2
7- 5 81 4 17 452
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2
4-6 Lost 2
have outscored their opponents
98 5- 9
13
17 433
Toronto
74
2-8 Last 5
Ricky Pierce, who came off the
7- 7 6-10
12 21 364
Charon
5
3-7 Won I
71-36.
7-10
S-11
10 21 323
bench to lead the Bucks with 25.
6
2-3-7 Won 1
6- 9 4-12
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The Bucks, who beat the Pistons points, misse
Oakland
W L Pa
d two free throws with
GO LIO &mak Home Away
four out of six games during the 42
22 10 688
California
—
2-7-3 Won 2 12- 4 10- 6
seconds remaining and Detroit
21 12 636
KAMM. C411
1`4,
24-2 Lost I 11- 6 10- 6
regular season, led much of the leading
20 12 625
Texas
2
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81-80, forcing Milwaukee
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Seattle
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9- 610- 6
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Chicago
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Li
6-4 Wort 3
6-10 8- 9
13 18 419
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84 0-44 Won 2
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• • •
"We had them on the ropes and
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East Division
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New York
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—
6-4 Won 2 10- 5 8 8
18 13 561
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said. "This is a good defensive that."
—
0-6-4 Won 2 13- 5
17 15 531
Montreal
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team and shots are at a premium."
18 16 529
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14
5-5 Won 3 12- 4 6-12
Laimbeer
13 17 433
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In
3-7 Lost 1
The Pistons, feeling the effects final six , who scored Detroit's
57
8-10
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6
0-4-6 LoW 2
points, sank four free
7-9 5-11
Weet Division
of an eight-day layoff, were slug- throw
San Francisco
s the rest of the way for the
Pct
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2
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Los Angeles
2
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Pat Riley believes there's a simple
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2-denotes first game was a
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banging. In practice, that would
44 Lost 3
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explanation for the Los Angeles
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have been suicidal," Pistons forWednes
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Lakers' inspired play thus far in
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Toronto 3, Sortie 2
ward John Salley said. "We were
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Chicago 12, Salwaukee 2
the NBA playoffs.
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Texas at New York. pod,, rain
kind of missing it."
Los Angeles at Prhsburgh. pod. rain
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"When you watch the Lakers
New Von, 11. Cincinnati 4
Oakland at allin1710ft. IVO., rain
In the Pistons dressing room at
St Louis 3, San Diego 1
right now, what you see is that they
Detroit 3, Ca/domia 2
halftime, there was a real fear they
San Francisco 1, Chicago 3
Kansas City 3, Cleveland 2
still want to win," he said. "They
Montreal 10. Houston 1
Thursday's Games
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New York at California, 935 pm
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Miwaukee at Oakland, 915 p.m.
Portland to open the playoffs, the
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the Pistons held Milwaukee to 11
second-round, best-of-7 series
points in the fourth period.
against Seattle with a 130-108 rout
"Offensively, rebounding was a
201 South 6th Street
Wednesday night.
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Dramatic home run...

Lady Lakers take...

Need insurance
for your home,
car, life,
boat or RV?
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'A Man for Murray In Every Way"
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Murray Supply
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NASA names
new shuttle
'Endeavour'

Explaining pen -rectal abscesses
abscesses often require surgical
drainage the collections of infection
have to be opened so that pus can
drain out --- and be kept open to prePETER
vent re-infection.
GOTT M D
Ask your doctor to refer you to a
surgeon for advice regarding an operation to solve your problem. Once recurring abscesses are drained, they
seldom cause continuing difficulty
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
For more information, I am sendperi-rectal abscesses. Following a ing you a copy of my Health Report
do-e of antibiotics,everything returns -An Informed Approach to Surgery.*
to normal, but my doctor indicates Other readers who would like a copy
there is a 50 percent chance the prob- should send $1.25 with their name and
lem will occur again. Is this your address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
experience?
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
DEAR READER: Like abscesses the title.
elsewhere in the body, infections near
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffered from
the rectum (pen -rectal) tend to recur
constant cold sores until I tried L-lyThey are helped by antibiotics, how- sine tablets. Since these can be purever, once the drugs have been with- chased without prescription, why
drawn, the infections start up all over aren't
doctors telling their patients
again. In my experience, pert-rectal about
them?

DEAR READER:Cold sores are recurring infections around and in the
mouth, probably caused by herpes viruses and often triggered by stress or
minor injury, such as sunburn of the
lips.
L-lysine is an essential amino acid
one of the substances needed by the
body to build protein In some patients, supplemental doses have been
shown to help prevent or heal cold
sores. The reasons for this are unknown. However, L-lysine frequently
works and can be tried by cold-sore
sufferers because it is safe and inexpensive. Many doctors do recommend
this therapy. However, they usually
prescribe acyclovir, a prescription
anti-viral drug, which has shown
promise in the treatment of patients
with wide-spread, frequent bouts of
cold sores.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I took a home
pregnancy test recently and it was
positive. Then I went to three different doctors for blood tests that were
negative. What should I rely on for
correct results?
DEAR READER: The doctors'
tests.
Home pregnancy test kits are easy
to use but are not as accurate as the
more sophisticated chemical analyses
performed by hospital (or commercial) laboratories. The home tests
will, in most instances, give accurate
readings; however, they are best used
for screening purposes, rather than
definitive diagnosis.
As you have discovered, do-it-yourself pregnancy testing may give false
positive results. The longer a woman
is pregnant, the more accurate the
home test becomes because the tests
measure small amounts of hormone
that increase with time. Blood pregnancy tests performed by trained laboratory professionals are highly predictive of pregnancy, can diagnose
pregnancy within a few days of conception and are not likely to be affected by interfering drugs and chemicals.
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Asst. Calloway County Attorney David Harrington and Calloway
County Sheriff Deputy speaking with the JUST SAY NO Club at
North Elementary School. Also pictured are Cindy Shaw and Renae
Rowland.

...to protect the children of
our community with drug
and alcohol education.
"Let's put the dealers out of business,
prosecute and Make Them Pay!"

Three Murray State University
students from Calloway County
have been selected as student
counselors in the university's 1989

Summer Orientation program for
entering students.
Huong Dinh, Dawn Hale and Jon
Mark Hall will work with incoming

Bias charge challenged
by Merit Scholarships
leading and challenged the bias
charge. She said that while the
NEW YORK — High school boys PSAT is used to determine semifinhave an unfair edge over girls in alists, actual scholarship winners
winning lucrative National Merit are chosen on their academic
Scholarships, a new report claims.
record, leadership potential and
Nearly 63 percent of the 15,000 other personal qualities.
semifinalists competing for this
-In 34 years, we have never
year's 6,000 merit scholarships are based our scholarship decisions
boys, said the report by FairTest, a solely on a test," she said.
Cambridge, Mass.-based research
The College Board sponsors the
group critical of standardized tests. PSAT, taken annually by more
The report said more scholar- than 1 million students, mostly high
ships go to boys because the school juniors. The Educational
National Merit Scholarship Corpo- Testing Service gives the exam.
ration, of Evanston, 111., uses the
Test critics claimed a victory in
standardized Preliminary Scholas- February when a federal judge
tic Aptitude Test as the sole crite- ruled that New York state scholarrion for determining semifinalists.
ship programs discriminated
The non-profit corporation dis- against women because winners
tributes some $24 million in schol- were selected solely on the basis of
arships a year, ranging from $500 SAT scores.
to $8,000 each.
"There's no excuse for National
Critics, including FairTest, con- Merit's continued reliance on a
tend that the PSAT, a multiple
biased test when a federal court
choice exam similar to the Scholas- has ruled that using similar exams
tic Aptitude Test, is biased against to select scholarship winners confemales.
stitutes sex discrimination," said
Thirty-one percent of this year's Cinthia Schuman, FairTest's execusemifinalists are girls, according to tive director.
the state-by-state analysis that
She said it was too soon to
examined the first names of win- confirm FairTest's figures for 1989
ners. The genders of the remaining since scholarship winners won't be
6 percent couldn't be determined announced until later this month.
from their names.
In the "Achievement Program"
In previous surveys, FairTest aimed at awarding 700 merit scholfound 60.1 percent of merit scholars arships to black students, women
were boys in 1987-88, and 61 percent outnumbered male winners by 58-42
were males in 1986-87.
percent, said Roderick. That comMarianne Roderick, the scholar- petition requires information about
ship corporation's executive vice high school coursework, leadership
president, termed the report rnis- qualities and other criteria.
AP Edueatioa Writer

SPECIALS
Mon. & Tue,

WHITEFISH
DINNER
Broiled or Fried

$45°
Wed. & Thurs,

SEAFOOD
FEAST
A Great Buffet
of Seven Seas
Favorites - Includes
Boiled Shrimp
'All You Can Eat'

Fri. & Sat,
Our Fabulous

SEAFOOD
BUFFET
$950
eves)e n sects,

Mothers Love
Living Plants for
Mother's Day

Three Calloway students named MSU counselors

By LEE MITGANG

$6"
,e.-

Interest in "County Forum '89" has caused Larry England, general
manager and instructor at WCSD-TV, to announce the rebroadcasts
of the program and that the students at Calloway County High
School's T.V. station will provide subscribers of Murray Cablevision
with ciNnplete election coverage. "The number of phone calls that I
have received has been overwhelming," England explained. "The forum will be retelevised on both cable systems." The dates and times
are as follows: Murray Cablevision's channel 28, May 18th and 22nd
at 7 p.m. and on Multivision Cable channel 7, May 11, 16, and 22 at 7
p.m. England also said the high school station will begin live election
coverage on May 23rd at 6 p.m. Jamie Futrell, who coordinated
"County Forum '89," said "Our main objective will be to provide the
people with the fastest results, no predictions." Unfortunately, WCSD
does not yet have the facilities to broadcast live on Multivision Cable.
Pictured above are: Jamie Futrell and Larry England discussing
plans for election coverage on May 23rd.

Hwy 641 N.

753-4141

WASHINGTON (AP) —
NASA's newest space shuttle,
being built to replace the destroyed
Challenger, will be called "Endeavour," the name of the flagship
used by 18th century English
explorer lames Cook.
The space agency announced
Wednesday that President Bush had
selected the name Endeavour after
it was the most popular name in a
national name-the-shuttle competition among America's school
children.
Thirty-one of the 1 1 1 state-level
winners in the competition chose
the name Endeavour, although
many of the entries used the
American spelling of Endeavor.
Second most popular among the
state winners, with 12 selections,
was Resolution.
The competition was in two divisions, kindergarten through grade
6, and grades 7 through 12. NASA
selected a winning entry in each
category.
The winning entry for kindergarten through grade 6 was from the
fifth graders of Senatobia Middle
School in Senatobia, Miss.

freshmen and transfer students during the three two-day sessions this
summer.

Miss Dinh, a junior majoring in
biology, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Giao Dinh, 1809 Monroe Ave.
She is a member of Gamma Beta
Phi honor society, Omicron Delta
Kappa leadership society and Order
of Omega greek honorary.
A Student Ambassador, she
serves as vice president of Pre-Med
Club and secretary of Beta Beta
Beta biology honor society. Miss
Dinh is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority and the little
sister organization of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity.
Miss Hale, a senior majoring in
marketing, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Hale of Almo. She
is a member of Order of Omega
greek honor society, Alpha Gamma
Delta social sorority and the little
sister organization of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity.
Hall, a junior majoring in business administration, is the son of
Jane Hall, 2104 Edinborough
Drive, and the late Jim Hall. He is
a member of Alpha Tau Omega
social fraternity and the Marketing
Club.
"The counselors are truly campus leaders," said Paul Radke,
director of school relations and the
Summer Orientation program. Each
candidate is interviewed, then
selected on the basis of personality,
knowledge of academic offerings
and an overall aptitude for
counseling.
The 1989 Summer 0 sessions
are scheduled June 13-14, June
24-25 and July 15-16.

Read the
want ads daily

Hanging Baskets
'Impatiens
•Begonias

•Vinca
.Rose Moss
•Fuchsia
'Ferns
'Ivy Geraniums

Yellow Azalea
Weeping Crabs Pink Dogwood
Weeping Cherry

Treated Deckwood
size
8' 10' 12'
2x4 1.89 2.49 2.85
4x4 3.79 5.88 6.49
Other Sizes Available

'
w

Treated Deckwood
8' 10' 12'
size
5i4x6
2.99 3.79 4.49
2x6 2.79 3.49 4.49

GAF 20 yr. Fiberglass Shingles. Many colo:s.
Cash & Carry.

Other Sizes Available

Mother's Day Special
We Have Perennials, Vinca, Monkey
Grass, Daylilies, Azaleas, Junipers,
Holly & Winter Creeper
Sheet

1 Gallon Container - sr
Register for FREE hanging basket.
Drawing Saturday, May 13th 4 p.m.

21" Bow
Saw

397

urser•
%Id
)‘)
Creative Landscaping

407 N 12th

26" x 96" Galvanized Metal
Roofing

8' Full Size Treated Landscape Timbers.

3/4"x66'
Electrical
Tape

4'xlit'
Treated
Panels.

Treas' Outdoor
Living Sale Is
Going On Now - You
Won't Believe The Savings
Storewide!!

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
4It' Yaw.Campo.* Hcrn• Butidubit Sumo Conlir

Open 7 Doi A Week

753-1725

•

Lattice

71110-11:00 Ilat, SI Ira. 11
Salo Primps **id at Murray Stirs Oily
Other Leistkoss—Beatem aid Lake City

Deluxe 5' Lawn Glider with
weather resistant ready to finish wood. Durable tubular
steel frame with polymer
coating. 506 765/FR64V(0-1)

Poly Hose
Hanger

759-1390
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Nygaard voted president
of League for Nursing
Dr. Nancy Nygaard, chairman of
the Department of Nursing at Murray State University, has been voted president-elect of the Kentucky
League for Nursing (KLN).
Ms. Nygaard will serve a twoyear term as president-elect and
assume the presidency of the organization in 1991.
The KLN is the state constituent
of the National League for Nursing. The NLN is open to all health
professionals and advocates a well
society and accessible and affordable health care. It also serves as

an accrediting agency for nursing
education.
One of the duties of her office
will be representing Kentucky at
the biennial NLN convention in
Seattle, Wash., in June.
A member of the Murray State
faculty since 1984, Ms. Nygaard
holds the faculty rank of assistant
professor. Sshe earned the B.S.N.
degree from Murray State, the
M.S.N. degree from Vanderbilt
University and the Ph.D. degree
from the University of Texas,
Austin.

Dr. Nancy Nygaard

Sides prepare for minimum wage battle
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has left so little doubt
that he will veto minimum-wage
legislation soon to reach his desk
that both sides are preparing to
wage battles on other domestic
legislation.
"If he vetoes it, then he has declared the end of the honeymoon,"
said Rep. Austin Murphy, D-Pa., a
leading proponent of raising the
minimum wage by $1.20 to $4.55
an hour by October 1991. "I regret
to say that, but if that is the case I
think there will be no holding it
back."
The "it" Murphy to which Murphy referred is a flood of
Democrat-sponsored bills dealing
with such issues as parental leave,
child care, mandatory health insurance and others.
"A veto would tell other members there is no reason to say the
president is trying to get along,"
said Murphy. "That would
undoubtably cause the sponsors of
those bills to demand that they
advance."
The House is to vote today on a
bill approved by a House-Senate
conference committee. The Senate
vote is expected next week, to be
followed by a mock signing ceremony at which the Democratic congressional leadership will attack
Bush's position as unfair to the
working poor.
Nevertheless, Bush repeatedly
has promised that the legislation
awaits his first veto.
Those urging the president to
hold fast to that promise also are

quick to bring up the lengthy
Democratic domestic agenda.
"The labor agenda," is the term
used by Chamber of Commerce
lobbyist Frederick J. Krebs.
"This has taken on such symbolism," Krebs said in a telephone
interview. "On legislative issues,
things work much like they do in
an athletic contest — you want
momentum. The implications of the
minimum wage carry over to the
entire labor agenda and also in a
broader context for the Bush administration because they think they
can win this one, and they need a
few wins."
Both sides view the House and
Senate votes as perfunctory, only
gaining importance if Democrats
can substantially cut into the
strength Bush now has to sustain a
veto. But as of Wednesday, sponsors had picked up only a few votes, leading to the intensified postvett, planning.
Bush is being urged to take the
initiative in that fight by venturing
Out of Washington for a veto ceremony in the South or West — in a
community where the administration can make its case that too
large an increase in the minimum
wage will result in major job
losses.
Business and labor are planning
media campaigns through letters
and columns submitted to newspapers and appearances on local television news programs in communities represented by lawmakers considered to be potential swing votes
in an attempted veto override.

Study West's opening lead and
East's play to trick two. Is South's
play to the second trick automatic
or is it time to consider another
option?
East wins the first trick with his
ace and returns the jack. What do
you know about the hand thus far?
If you don't take the time to answer that question, up goes your diamond king and West ruffs. Back
comes a club through dummy's A-Q,
and it's too late to make the game.
The defenders get two diamonds, a
ruff and the king of clubs for one
down.
Consider the play of the diamond
suit at tricks one and two. When
East wins the ace and returns the
jack. West's lead of the seven can be
from only two original holdings: Q9-7 or a singleton seven. (With Q-7
or 9-7, he would have led the top of a
doubleton.) Which holding is more
likely? Surely the singleton seven.
Therefore, South should duck at
trick two. East continues with the
nine, which West ruffs, but the club
return doesn't hurt. Dummy's ace
wins, a fourth diamond is ruffed
high and trqmps fall in one round.
South's low club goes on dummy's
fifth diamond, and the hefenders
are held to only three tricks.

Umar, Sutrick recognized for work
Dr. Farouk Umar and Dr. Kenneth Sutrick have been selected to
receive recognition awards for the
1988-89 by the College of Business

Singer Whitley
will be missed
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Court extends
bid deadline

NEW YORK (AP) — The federal bankruptcy court extended a bidding deadline on Eastern Airlines
South
for
at least one potential suitor, as
1•
a bidder for Eastern's profitable
2*
Northeast shuttle raised its offer for
ANSWER:Three hearts. Raise part- that business.
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton
ner's second suit to promise four
trumps and improved opening-bid R. Lifland extended the Wednesday
deadline for an investor group led
values.
by Joseph Ritchie, a prominent
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO
Box Chicago commodities trader, to
12363, Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addr
essed,
give it more time to receive finanstamped envelope for reply
Copyright 19119 United Feature Syndicate
cial information from Eastern.
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• 14 Year Experience
In Mortuary Profession
• Available 24 Hour A Day

• 40 Hour Basic Training
• 18 Hour Per Year
Continuing Education

The reason I do not have my basic training i- s-no one can take
the course without being a coronor or deputy coronor. If
elected I will take the first course available.
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Umar is president of the Faculty
Senate and is involved in the University Honors Program. He earned
the Ph.D. at Southern Illinois University and is well known for his
expertise in international politics.
Sutrick was honored for a paper
titled "Cognitive Differentiation
Analysis — A Regression Extension of the Reynolds—Sutrick
Model," which was published in
July 1988 in the Multivariate Behavioral Research journal.
A faculty member since 198,,
Sutrick *also won the award for his
published research in 1986-87. He
earned the Ph.D. degree at the University of California at Berkeley.
A six-member committee made
up of a representative from each
department in the College of Business and Public Affairs selected the
recipients.
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and Service Center
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'Ask Us"
"Give Mother A Lasting Gift"
Rhododendron Assorted Colors
Gold 'Thread Cypress
Magnolia Tree

NEW
SALESMAN
HOURS

Porn Pom Jumper
Pyrrnidal Pyrarantha

Gold Tom Thumb Arbolita's
Weeping Cherry - Grafted

Sunburst Locust
Twisted FILbert
Crimson King Maple

Vartgared Hosta
Buck Eyes

Varigored Liriope
(monkey grass)

PLUS

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 AM-8:00 PM
Sat. 8:00 AM-5:00 PM

A Complete Line Of Trees, Evergreens & Bushes

Designing Available

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVEROLET, INC.

"Ask Us"

641 South, Murray 753-2617
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and Public Affairs at Murray State
University.
Umar, a professor of political
science, was chosen as recipient of
the seventh annual Outstanding
Teacher Recognition Award. Sutrick, associate professor of computer
studies, was presented the 1 1 th
annual Outstanding Paper Recognition Award.
Each was presented a $500 cash
award when the announcement of
their selections was made at a luncheon on the campus.
Umar was one of six nominees
for the outstanding teacher honor.
A faculty member since 1970, he is
a former chairman of political science and was recently appointed
director of the master of public
administration program.
A 1987 recipient of a Regents
Award for Teaching Excellence,

Judge bars
lady from seeing
country star

QUALIFICATIONS FOR CORONER'S OFFICE
( ORO \

Dr. Kenneth Sutrick (right) and Dr. Farouk Umar (center) hold plaques on which their names will
be
inscribed as recipients of recognition awards for 1988-89 in the College of Business and Public Affairs
at
Murray State University. Shown with them is Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of the college. Sutrick, an
associate professor of computer studies, was presented the Outstanding Paper Recognition Award, and
Umar, a professor of political science, the Outstanding Teacher Recognition Award. Each was presented a
$500 cash award.

SANDY HOOK, Ky. (AP) —
Country- music singer Keith Whitley was remembered by friends and
family for never losing touch with
his roots after climbing the national
record charts.
Whitley, who died of an alcohol
overdose Tuesday night in Nashville, Tenn., never lost any affection
for his town that has a population
of 640, his friends recalled Tuesday night.
Once, Whitley displayed the
name of the town's high school in
a music video, said Elliott County
Judge-Executive David Blair.
"He was just very fond of his
town," said Blair, who drove
Whitley's mother, Faye, to Nashville when her son was married.
BOBBY WOLFF
"He was always one of the most
GALLATIN, Tenn. (AP) — A
judge who dismissed a charge that enjoyable people to be around,"
Grand Ole Opry star Bill Monroe said Dr. Brown Adkins. "He
NORTH
5-11-A
hit
a woman in the face with a always knew you, no matter what
46K 10 8 7 5
Bible also ordered the woman to kind of crowd he was in."
•3
Adkins, who knew Whitley since
stay away from the entertainer.
•10 8 5 4 2
•A Q
After prosecutors said Wanda the singer was 10, recalled the
Huff had annoyed the 77-year-old country music sensation as a child.
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Grammy Award winner for years, a
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Sumner County judge on Wednes- around behind the garage with his
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day dismissed the misdemeanor brother, Dwight," Adkins said.
J 9763
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assault and battery warrant against "They used a reel-to-reel tape on a
recorder I had and play it on
Monroe.
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Mrs. Huff, 51, obtained a war- WGOH radio."
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Adkins said Whitley and another
•A J 4
rant against Monroe May 1 after an
•K 6 3
incident at his Goodlettsville farm. country music star, Ricky Skaggs,
+82
She said he struck her with a Bible of Blaine, Ky., started in the record
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after she asked him to swear on it industry together.
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that
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woman to stay away from the grayhaired entertainer.
Opening lead: Diamond seven

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"The only difference between a caprice and a lifelong passion is that
the caprice lasts a little longer"
— Oscar Wilde.

The AFL-CIO, which conducted
a nationwide conference call Tuesday to plot strategy, also is working on a radio advertising campaign in hopes of bringing pressure
on lawmakers who now side with
Bush on the expected override
vote.
Proponents of the bill also are
trying to draft another minimum
wage bill for quick consideration
should they lose the veto fight,
which appears likely.
Murphy said such a measure
could take a number of forms,
ranging from a one-year increase,
during which Congress and the
White House could seek a longterm compromise, to a three- or
four-year incremental plan not
unlike the current bill.
That decision would depend
largely on the language in any
Bush veto message.
"If he tells us in that message
that he wants to work it out and
makes a suggestion, I'm sure we
will try to work from that," Murphy said. "If not, then it becomes a
partisan battle and we'll go it
alone."
Without the votes to override a
veto, sponsors of the current bill
are asked increasingly whether they
would eventually accept Bush's
proposal if the alternative was a
ninth consecutive year with the
hourly minimum wage frozen at
$3.35.

For Magistrate
No. 2 On The Ballot

Brittany Beane
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Voters of the 4th District:

Our grandad, Dan Miller, is runningfor Magistrate
. He wishes to continue to provide
you with honest leadership and experience during
the next term. His concern to befair to
all ofCalloway County has made his present term
in office a successful one. Hefeels there
are many things he can accomplish in the up-comi
ng term by using his past experience
and knowlege of the Fiscal Court to achieve the
best possible conditions for the 4th
District and Calloway County.

O*11111.'

JOHNNY
#3 on

MILLER

We encourage you to help RE-ELECT our grandad. Your
vote and support will be greatly appreciated.
raid

for by Friends of the Candidate
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Bases continue to close in Panama
•
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
armed forces are quietly forging
ahead with plans to phase out their
bases along the Panama Canal,
despite threats in Washington of
American military intervention following this week's allegedly
fraudulent election.
"In all this hubbub we are doing
our job," Maj. Kathy Wood, a Pentagon spokeswoman, said Wednesday. The 10,000 or so troops and
the 14,000 dependents, however,
were put on a heightened alert, urging them to "stay close to home"
following violent demonstrations in
downtown Panama City.
Col. Robert Donnelly, deputy
public 'affairs director for the U.S.
Southern Command in Panama,
described the measure as a "precaution," adding: "It's business as
usual as far as the units go."
The American personnel are
based at 10 military installations
along the 50-mile long Panama
Canal, which cuts a swath through
the isthmus to join the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans. Their mission mandated by the 1977 Panama Canal
Treaties is twofold: to protect the
waterway but to prepare to turn
that job over to the Panamanians
on Dec. 31, 1999. A so-called neutrality treaty, however, provides an
open-ended American military presence to guarantee the "permanent
neutrality and operation" of the
canal.

Alleged election fraud by Panama's de facto ruler, Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega, sparked new
waves of internal discontent and
renewed speculation at home the
United States would send in military reinforcements. Some in Congress have suggested outright
intervention to topple Noriega's
regime, although Bush administration sources have described that as
unlikely.
Wood, asked about possible
plans to send added American
troops, said: "I can't speak with
regard to future military activities." But a military source, who
spoke on the condition of anonymity, said: "As I understand it, that is
not being given serious
consideration."
..The United States has rmt recognized Noriega's goverreart,since
last year, shortly after he was
indicted on federal drug trafficking
charges.
American military personnel in
Panama for the past year have been
the targets of harassment, reportedly by Noriega's Defense Forces
troops. On Wednesday, for example, five U.S. military personnel
were detained.
Noriega frequently accpses the
United States of attempting to
renege on turning over the canal
and on getting the/Cops out.
The Pentagon, however, is making plans to move the U.S. South-

em Command, which manages
American military operations south
of Mexico to the tip of South
America. The tropical, whitewashed buildings will be transferred to the Panamanians no later
than the end of the century.
"There's nothing to preclude a
move before then," Wood said.
Seven sites for the Southern
Command have been announced
and a decision could come by the
end of July, the spokeswoman said.
Under consideration are MacDill
Air Force Base near Tampa, Fla.;
Patrick Air Force Base near Cocoa
Beach, Fla,; Fort Polk near Leesville, La,; England Air Force Base
near Baton Rouge, La,; the Naval
Air Station in New Orleans;
Brooks Air Force Base and Fort
Sam Houston, both in San Antonio,
Texas.
American troops have been based in Panama since shortly after the
nation's independence from Colombia in 1903, peaking during
World War II when some 67,000
military personnel were there.
Despite its stated mission to protect
the canal, the U.S. military has
used Panama to garner intelligence
on the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua and the leftist guerrillas
fighting in El Salvador.
When the Panama Canal treaties
went into effect on Oct. 1, 1979,
the American military began turning over its territory and property.

Democrats reject Bush's S&L plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Democrats are rejecting President
Bush's savings and loan bailout bill
in a move that the administration
contends may force him to abandon
his pledge of no new taxes.
In the biggest challenge yet to
Bush's campaign promise to reduce
the federal deficit without new taxes, the House Ways and Means
Committee voted 25-11 Wednesday
to dump the $50 billion S&L bailout costs on the government's
budgets for fiscal 1989, 1990 and
1991. The amounts would not
count against the Gramm-Rudman
deficit limits, according to the plan.
An angry Treasury Secretary
Nicholas Brady called the vote a
"mistake" and said it could lead to
"months of stalemate."
"If adopted, this action could
force us to go back to square one
on both the budget and the savings
and loan plan," he said. "This is
not the way either to lower%interest
rates or solve the savings and loan
crisis."
Two Republicans — Reps. Willis Gradison of Ohio and Raymond
McGrath of New York — joined
all 26 Democrats in rejecting
Bush's off-budget financing
scheme.

The Ways and Means alternative
would swell this year's budget
deficit by $9 billion or $10 billion
and next year's by between S22
billion and $25 billion.'
All the money would go toward
closing or merging some 350 insolvent thrift institutions that have
lost an estimated $100 billion in
federally insured deposits through
poor and often fraudulent lending
practices.
"This is the first step in ending
the period of Ronald Reagan's blue
smoke and mirrors," said the committee's chairman, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill.
Prior to Wednesday's vote,
Brady met for an hour with committee members behind closed
doors, repeating a threat to recommend that Bush veto any S&L plan
that — without a tax increase or
spending cuts elsewhere — would
raise the deficit.
Senate Democrats bowed to a
similar threat last month, rejecting
an alternative proposed by its banking committee chairman, Sen.
Donald Riegle, D-Mich., to put the
entire bailout's cost on this year's
budget.
The Ways and Means Committee
meets again on May 18 to affirm
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Pictured above are the members of the Murray Middle School Sixth Grade Band who will be performing
May 16th at 7 p.m. in the annual Murray Middle School Bands' Spring concert. Admission is free and the
public is invited to attend. The hard working students comprising the Sixth Grade band are: 1st row:
Renee Vernon, Lindsay Branch, Caleb Johnson, Amy Bryan, Sarah Conklin, Laura Roseman, Michael
Boone, Keisa Bennett, Leigh Walker, Dana Blankenship, Sara Van Dyke, and Down Toth. 2nd row: Kasey
Wilson, Crystal Johnson, Tracy Pervine, Whitney Dix, Jeremy Settle, Rachel Cella, Lori Cook, Aaron
Perkins, Brandy Catherson, Jason Rouse, Tara Jones, Ketha Kendall Homes, Mary Maddox, Patricia
Maxwell, and Victoria Kendall. 3rd Row: Amy Chase, Vicki Rowland, Mona Boggess, Matthew Clark,
Guido Bartolucci, Joey Royalty, Shasta Stockwell, Sarah Blaustein, Jeromy Painter, Monica Williams,
Roman Shapla, David Graves, Megan Harrington, Mike Phillips, Elizabeth Harrington, and Gary White.
Back: Richard Robinson, Connie Payne and Amanda Haneline. Also performing are the 7th & 8th Grade
Band, the Percussion Ensemble, the Murray Flute Choir and the Jazz Band.
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Wright's lawyers try to dismiss charges
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Lawyers for House Speaker Jim
Wright sought Wednesday to dismiss the most serious charges
against him as the ethics committee
moved to dig deeper into a Texas
gas investment that yielded huge
profits for Wright last year.
The ethics panel also denied a
motion by the speaker's lawyers to
bar the special outside counsel in
the case, Chicago lawyer Richard
Phelan, from holding private discussions with the committee, but
granted other motions seeking
access to witnesses and documents,
said Stephen D. Susman, a lawyer
for Wright.
Committee chairman Julian
Dixon, D-Calif., strongly defended
Phelan against allegations from
Wright's camp that he has used
faulty and weak reasoning in bringing charges against the speaker.
"That is totally inaccurate, totally wrong and an exercise in bad
judgment by the respondent's attorneys," Dixon told reporters.
At the same time, the Justice
Department said it would undertake
an independent review of Wright's
business and political dealings if
the House exonerates the speaker.
"I expect the department will
take an independent look," David
Runkel, chief spokesman for Attorney General Dick Thornburgh, said

in response to a question at a press
briefing.
He said such a review would
cover matters brought fp by the
House ethics committee and "other
matters that have been raised,"
such as Wright's involvement in a
1985 political fund-raising effort in
Texas.
"We are going to keep an eye on
allegations made about the conduct
of the speaker," Runkel said. But
the spokesman added that "it's
premature to say we are going to
have any investigation."
Asked if the department would
investigate Wright if the House disciplined the speaker, Runkel said:
"The Justice Department has a different function than the House has
and we are keeping tabs on that. It
would be premature to say what
that's going to lead to."
In seeking to dismiss the most
serious allegations against the
speaker — that he used bulk sales
of his book to evade limits on outside earned income and improperly
accepted $145,000 in gifts from a
person with a direct interest in
legislation — the lawyers charged
the ethics committee is trying to
hold Wright to a new, tougher
standard.
The charges amount to "a house
of cards delicately balanced on a
series of unprecedented reinterpre-

Jockey climbs billboard
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
disc jockey for a Lexington radio
station has climbed a billboard and
won't come down until the University of Kentucky comes up with a
new head basketball coach.
"I think it's a way for people to
feel they're a part of what's happening at the university," Robert
Lindsay said Wednesday, lounging
in a La-Z-Boy recliner at the base
of a WVLK-AM billboard on
Nicholasville Road on a 4-footwide plywood platform.
He: stressed that the stunt was
not meant to put pressure on UK.
"We don't want to be negative
in any way, and we certainly aren't
slamming the university or (athletic
director) C.M. Newton," Lindsay
said. "We believe in the program,
and we believe that when all the
dust settles, Kentucky's going to be
a premiere team again."
Lindsay, described by his boss as
a "wild-eyed UK fan," will interview passers-by — from the
ground, incidentally — about what
they'd do in Newton's shoes. The
disc jockey will broadcast live
from the site from 2 to 6 p.m. on
weekdays.

WVLK general manager Ralph
Hacker said the idea came from a
similar stunt last year. A Nashville
disc jockey stayed on top of a billboard until the University of Tennessee football team, which was on
a losing streak, won a game.
"I thought it was kind of cute,"
said Hacker, a longtime commentator on the Kentucky Sports Network, of which WVLK is the flagship station. "People are always
doing promotional programs, and
this kind of thing has never been
done here."
Forty feet in the air, Lindsay's
digs include a pup tent, TV, telephone, refrigerator and microwave
oven. A 20-foot-long, 3-foot-wide
catwalk stands between the recliner
and the tent.
Lindsay was heartened at the
news that he would be equipped
with a safety belt attached to a wire
strung along the platform. "That
makes me feel a lot more
comfortable."
But will even a wild-eyed UK
fan stick it out through the worst
kinds of weather?
"Well, if there were a thunderstorm with lightning, I'd come
down," Lindsay said. "I'm not
going to risk my life or anything."

tations of House rules," they
argued.
The eight-lawyer defense team
did not immediately -challenge
other charges that the speaker failed to report as gifts benefits he
received from Fort Worth, Texas,
developer George Mallick, but signaled that that issue would be contested later.
On the matter of Wright's gas
investment, Dixon said the committee, after a briefing on a series of
interviews conducted last week,
decided that "there were other witnesses who would have to be interviewed" and directed Phelan to
continue investigating.
The investment involves a gas
well in Sabine Lake, near the
Texas-Louisiana line, which
Wright and Mallick bought into for
$9,120 last January. They sold their
interest less than five months later
for a $340,0°0 profit, even though
the well's production had
dwindled.
The ethics panel also generally
discussed a series of other allegations against Wright raised in
recent news stories, but made no
decisions on whether to formally
expand the investigation to include
those, Dixon said.
The New York Times, in its
Thursday editions, reported that
among the transactions that have
come under scrutiny is Wright's
$100,000 investment in a Texas
nursing home company that later
went bankrupt.
Published reports have said
Wright was one of the few investors in Jewell Enterprises to receive
payments from the company before
it failed.
The company's president, T.R.
Jewell, is quoted in Thursday's editions of The Times as saying his
company provided Wright the
money to pay interest on the
$100,000 bank loan Wright used to
buy his stock in 1983. Jewell said
he considered the money a "loan"
and that similar loans were available to a few other stockholders.
Jewell told the Fort Worth, Texas, Star-Telegram, that Wright's
investment had no connection with
any legislation before Congress and
that the company gained nothing
by having the powerful congressman as one of its 28 investors.
"We were regulated by the state;
there isn't anything he could have
done to help us," Jewell told the
Star-Telegram.
Among the areas the panel is
looking into is a 1985 fund-raising
effort for a special congressional
election in Texas in which Wright
took an intense personal interest. In
testimony last week at a federal
fraud trial in Dallas, Wright was
linked to a political action committee which collected allegedly illegal contributions.
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DEAKFAST

- PLATE LINCHES - STEAKS - FISH - SEAFras

'Home Cooking" .1
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ALL SEABROOK WALLPAPER
30%
Addi3

-Can be hung under kitchen wall cabinets.
-Solid-state touch control panel.
-Ten power levels.
-Automatic temperature probe.
-Wood grain outer wrapper.
-Oven (.8 cubic foot) holds 15-pound roast.
-650-watts nominal power output.

8 oz. Rib-Eye
Steak
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Includes choice of potato,
'
tossed salad and Texas toast
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Shrimp Dinner
21-Piece
'Choice of potato, hushpuppies ond
cole sloe.

$350

$495
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its vote formally before the bill
goes to the full House on the following week. But Rostenkowski
said he hopes his panel will not
reopen the issue.
Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.,
an early proponent of including the
S&L bailout's costs in the budget,
said the committee's action Wednesday has breathed new life into a
once-abandoned effort to force
Bush's hand.
"The Democratic caucus is
pretty much on board now that
Ways and Means has said it wants
this on the budget," Schumer said.
"1 think the odds are 70 percent to
80 percent that we'll win on the
House floor."
Both the administration's plan
and the alternative separate the cost
of cleaning up the S&L mess from
the Gramm-Rudman law, which
requires a reduction in the federal
deficit to less than $100 billion for
the next fiscal year beginning in
October.
Bush's proposal gets around the
requirement by borrowing the $50
billion through a new off-budget
government corporation and
including only the $3.5 billion in
interest costs as part of federal
budget for the next three years.
The Ways and Means measure
allows the budget deficit to swell a
total of $50 billion over that time,
but exempts it from the official
Gramm-Rudman target deficits of
$136 billion this year, S100 billion
in 1990 and $64 billion in 1991.
"Everybody knows that it's
already breached," said Rep. Ed
Jenkins, D-Ga., referring to the
$163 billion deficit anticipated this
year and assumptions that interest
rates will fall to 5.5 percent so that
the 1990 target can be met.
While Bush's plan prevented the
cost or solving the S&L crisis from
showing up on the budget, it also
swelled the overall costs to taxpayers because higher interest rates
would have to be paid on the borrowed $50 billion.
The Congressional Budget
Office estimates the savings in
lower interest rates from what the
Ways and Means Committee did at
$671 million over the first five
years, $1.5 billion by the year 2000
and $4.5 billion over 30 years.
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GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray
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Spring Flowers
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Northwood
Storage

20% Off
Storewide
753-9234

in the
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Storage Units
for Rent

MOTHER'S Day Special!
8mm film transferred to
video tape. Only 65 per foot
with this ad! Expires May
14. Call Donna Darnell
Video Producbon Specialties 759-9246.

Northwood Subdivision
641 North
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11'm a believer

5IZES
10x12•6x24.10x24•22x24
753-8251 • 753-44%

You bet I am. My husband oollects
hobbies The basement and garage
looked like a storeroom for a craft shop.
We could have gone into business .. I
had a garage sale instead. I placed a
classified ad in the paper and really got
results I made so much money on the
sale I've started a hobby of my oWr1 .
I'm collecting bottles and jars Watch for
my ad in this week's classified section
The Classifieds
they'll make a
believer out of you.

Lose
And Found
MOTHERS Day Special!
Nothing says 'I love you"
more than a heart-shaped
cake from Pam's Cake Hut
Special order yours today
by calling 759-4492 or stop
in at 410 Main So tell Mom
how much you love her with
one of the finest cakes in
town for only $5 99

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Availabk Tluu Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important than
ever. For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

LOOKING for affordable
health insurance from a
solid 'A Excellent rated
company? Call Bankers
Life & Casualty, 603 South
4th Street, 753-3422 Free
claim service

Silk Flowers
Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Beretta 5216 54mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax. Title .1 License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.

020
Notice

JO-AN'S Varieties on tie
square in downtown Murray has children's name
brand clothing at 40% off!
Ladies' dresses, skirts,
tops and slacks from
20-40% off! Ladies' swim wear /
1
2 price! Children's
swimwear 30% off! Jo-An's
also carries pans, denim
skirts and denim shorts,
Excuisite Form brand bras
in fully and big gal styles,
maternity clothing, dresses. shorts, tops and swim wear 20% offl 753-9569

Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture

753-8691

020
Make

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum. siding,
houses,
campers, etc.
* LOW PRICES *
Coll After 5:30 p.m.

higirray Ledger & Times

Preston Barrett
has sold
Barrett's
Service Center
to
Mitch McNutt
•••••

"free local claims serrke"

customers

for

over the years.

10% PENALTY JUNE 1, 1989

$50.00 PENALTY FOR IMPROPER DISPLAY
OF AUTO STICKERS

r,

CITY AUTO STICKERS ARE REQUIRED OF ITY RESIDENTS FOR EAC
VEHICLE AND FOR NON-RESIDENTS WHO WORK INSIDE THE CITY
J,IMITS,

LICENSE ARE ON SALE IN THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE, MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY,8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. INCLUDING THE NOON HOUR.
HANDICAP PARKING SOUTH OF THE CITY HALL BUILDING - 10
MINUTE PARKING IN FRONT OF THE BUILDING.

I'M SORRY, 51R ..I
.EGR6OT TO BRING YOU
A TABLECLOTH

1

:r

;-

WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail lefor
mabon send stamp to K.S
Enterprises, P 0 Box
EARN MONEY Reading 5157-NW, Hillside, NJ
books! $30,000' year in- 07205
come potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706
FEDERAL Jobs Earn
$19,654 to 72,500 a year
All
occupations
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64

••

F Oak/• Srxhcate frX

STNAD
CORRECTED
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,
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444en
GARFIELD

OFFICE
HELP
NEEDED

ACROSS
1 Hews
6 Urns
11 Storage room
12 Salem's St
14 Defeat
15 Later
17 Behold!
18 Be in debt
19 Vera of
"Psycho"
20 Shoot forth
21 Tin symbol
22 Walking
sticks
23 Arrived
24 Attempted
26 Venetian -27 Walked on
28 Fur-bearing
animal
29 "--- Moon"
31 Spectacles
34 Dry
35 Worries
36 Note of scale
37 Short sleep
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BABYSITTER on Saturday, day and night, and
occassional Sundays
436-5849

...141 •
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1 "A
Thousand
—"
2 Stockings
3 Forerunner
4 of brew

,1

8 Indian
weight
9 For example
abbr
10 Highly
serious
11 Glenn of

letter
5 Tainted
6Ba
7 alrlotgs
War god
5

6

7

8

9

10

12

14

15

13

16

17

20

21
L
...

.

BABYSITTING in my home
this summer, all shifts Ex
penenced Mom Always
well balanced meals and
constructive play Call
Jenny at 762-2557

Respond to:
P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray

HOUSECLEANING in Mur
ray Area References and
transportation furnished
Also teenage girls want
babysitting this summer
full or part-bme Phone af
ter 4p m 436-2920

HELP care for healthy elderly lady Pleasant country home Room, board and
salary Answer to P.O.Box
1040-C, Murray

WILL mow lawns- any size
NEED babysitter to care for reasonable rates Call after
2 children in my home start- 5P M Mon-Fri, anytime
ing June 1st. 753-5974 af- weekends, Wayne 489-2342
ter 6p.m.
NURSING RNs/LPNs
needed in Pans, Tn for
pediatric case in the home.
For more information, call:
SOUTHERN HEALTH
SYSTEMS,
INC,
(901)664-5709. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
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"Fatal
Attraction13 Famed
16 Escaped
19 Koch. to
New York
City
20 Prisons
22 Showed
concern
23 "Head of
the—"
25 "77 Sunset

•

26 Whips
28 Slim
29 Sudden
fright
30 Biblical
mountain
31 — and bear
it
32 Kite
33 Surfeited
35 Disgraces
38 Female
student
39 Ceremony
41 Music as

written
42 Hebrew letter
44 O'Neal 10

46 XVII x III

INSTPUC'

•No lez porton°, 6,5r...cm ,
•OOT Carlehuebon
•Foie or pRel.torTre
If aerldng

•Plao•rnent 11)60*
•FI
,
F.c4,Aid
A•atisb.a

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR- TFUUL E
TRAINING CENTERS
ER*41001.111

AIM
1-800-334-1203

Train to be a Professional
.SECRETARY
•EXECUTIVE SEC.
.WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDY MIES. TRMORNO

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
•ON or A C T Corp
Noel hodeits. Pompom ecn Fl

• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*NM PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
C T TRAVEL SC.,

1-kttitis Pompano Bcr
140
Want
To Buy
5000 FORD tractor or equal
size tractor 759-9404
753-7975
BUYING aluminum cans
505 lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights
COPPER,aluminum,stainless and radiators Top
prices Open weekends
Cash 753-0467

ATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

LSI

rs,

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAILER

SERVICE Station Attendent. Full-time, must know
minor mechanics, uniforms
furnished, insurance after 3
months. Apply to. P0 Box
1369, Murray.
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38 Fabricates
39 Rodent
40 Negative
prefix
41 "The — of
Music"
42 Fork prong
43 International
business
combine
45 Happy
47 Frogs
48 Metal
fastener
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WELL,IF IT'LL MAKE YOU
FEEL SETTER TwIS 5 414
,„ EXIDENSiVII
SAuct

\

BABYSITTER Excellent
care for you child in my
home Everything turn
'shed except formula Call
Kathy, 354-8105

For small office
of
computers

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

HEY! WA/C14
OUT!!

ARE you looking for de
pendable care with some
one who offers lots of love
home cooked meals
snacks experience, refer
elm-es? Call me 437-4678

Friendly
Outgoing
Person

c‘&3

'909

TRUCK Driver needed at
Trees Lumber Do-it Center
If you are hard working and
experienced in handling
heavy equipment, apply in
person by May 15th No
phone calls please.

DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products! THE Purchase District
Be your own boss Work Health Department is reyour own hours, full or part- cruiting qualified applicants
time. Earn up to 50%! Call for Community Health
today 753-0171
Workers I and II. Successful applicants will provide
Home Health Aide/ person
care and homemaker/
housekeeping services in
McCracken, Ballard, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle,
Graves, Marshall and Calloway Counties Positions
will be filled as vacancies
Needed for reception occur, from a register of
center. Male or female. qualified applicants, based
Perfect for retired per- on but not limited to the
county of residence of the
son. Must be depend- applicant, and the location
able and able to start of the vacancy Starting salary based on education and
work immediately.
experience: $4 15 to $436
per hour ($311 25 to $327
Hours are
bi-weekly). Education and
9:30 am-6 pm
experience: High school
Thursday-Sunday. equivalency A full year of
experience in a related
health care field, or a year
Call 753-5720
of education in addition to
or 436-5202
high school equivalency,
(education and/or experience) is required for the
higher hourly rate Additional education and/or experience in an appropriate
health services field may be
substituted for education
and experience on a year
Answer to Previous Puzzle
for-year basis up to a maxi
mum of two years Use of
HIP
BREOD
HEW personal vehicle is required
when traveling, with miADO
R I ATA
AGE
leage reimbursed, in all
SATRAP
EMERGE positions Good fringe benAIDED
POD
efits Application may be
EATS
NOT
NERO picked up at any local
SMOKE
GAM
NOR health department in the
NU
SAGDAD
TA counties listee above, or
ESP
RAU
ROBOT the Mayfield District AdmiSEAT
PAW
DARIO nistrative Office, 320 North
Seventh Street, Mayfield
TOE
BONER
Applications must be postDUTTER
MISLED marked no later than midAE LINED E L 'I night June 2, 1989 EQUAL
RED
SPITE
VAC! OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

I ALWAYS THOUGHT THE
TABLECLOTH WENT UNDER
THE DINNER..

••

DIESEL Truck Mechanic: 2
years experience in diesel
engine overhaukng Experience in Thermal King repair, and experience in air
brake repair Must be 21
years of age This is a
full time position, possible
weeknights and Saturdays
Send resume to P 0 Box
87, Pans, TN 38242

13 DAYS LEFT!!!!

PEANUTS

.S
IL
'C
S
IS

3 STAR Stamping & Fabrication (formerly Dover Tool
& Die) is seeking experienced tool and die makers
and die repairmen Wages
are negotiable. Applications accepted at: Tennessee Department of Employment Security, Stewart
County Courthouse, or
send resume to. Box 300,
Dover, TN 37058

ATTENTION- Hiring! Government jobs - your area
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test,
$17,840 - $69,485 Call
1-602-838-8885 Ext R684

INFORMATION REQUIRED: YEAR. OF THE VEHIC,LF
MAKE OF THE VEHICLE
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER

Help
Wanted

with knowledge

ACT in TV commercials. No
experience All ages Children, teens, young adults,
families, etc. High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information. Charm Studios. (313) 542-8400 Ext.
2614.

100% PENALTY JULY 1, 1989

BUY NOW • AVOID LONG LINES

EOE M/F

their patronage

CITY AUTO STICKERS

Windy Ledger & Times

Accepting applications for Nurses
Aides. 3-11 shift
and 11-7 shift.
$3.50/hour plus 200
per hour shift differential.
Apply at:
West View
Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.

Preston wishes
to thank all his

HOST (Dry) Carpet
Cleaner, the professional
way to dry clean carpet
yourself Rent the easy-touse Host machine at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky. 753-0839.

$35.00 PER VEHICLE

$100 CASH Reward of
foxed for return of medium
size maroon bag taken
from van Contains clothes
and sentimental items Re
turn to Robert at Beg Apple
Cafe No questions asked

060

Help
Wanted

7 Sun

c
p,M4
r,

insurance company
*

American Republic
TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have in
In Murray, they are all
represented by:

common?

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinavill• Fed. Savings Building

THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1989
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2-10
Want
To Buy

Miecellenetsus

WANTED- 5 to 10 acres 5HP GAS powered Craftswest of 641. to build house man air compressor $250
on Prefer some trees
M1 30 caliber assault rifle «
paved road P0 Box 1355, 300 rounds of ammo • 2
Murray
clips $300 759 1070

MOTHER of Bode dress,
mauve'tea length size 10
Long teal taffeta, size 7
Long aqua chiffon, size 14
petite 753-8001

WE buy scrap aluminum, ARROW storage buildings PATIO fan back chair arid
copper, brass and alumi- 10x9 ft building with door table, $20 13 color TV,
num cans Call Balcan Re- 56" wide x 59 height, VGC, $75. Sears chest
cycling @ 753 0338
$22999 10x12 ft building freezer, VGC, $100 Cistwith door 56- wide x 61 ern pump and tank, $75
150
height, $29999 10x9 high Sears 5HP tiller, VGC,
Articles
gable building with door 56 $150 759-1545
For Sale
wide x 60" height, $289 99
PATIO Stones 2-x8-x16Coast to Coast Hardware
red or gray, 695
10HP JOHN Deere push
753-8604
2-x12-x12- red or gray,
blade. $100 firm 759-1753
$1 69 Hexagonal red or
1 SET of 4-Tread FOR Sale 3 storage
sheds gray, $1 69 Bird baths
CONCRETE STEPS like
houses complete small $21 medium $27,
437-4092
electric in every way 3 lots large $45 Coast to Coast
350 V 8 MOTOR. com- for sale with complete Hardware Central Shopplete $300 10- Craftsman hook-ups for mobile ping Center
band saw, $75 753-8056 homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe! WEIGHT bench set Queen
after 5p m
Call for an appointment size mattress, hke new,
$25 Yellow couch and
AZALEAS and shrubs, only 492-8806
chair, $60 Rust color wall$2 99 each Clay pots, FRUIT TREES cherry, a-way lounge chair, $50
large assortment flower, peach, plum, dwarf apple, Zenith stereo, $20 Call
azalea, culinder, bell, box many varieties. ORNA- 753-8034
cornpanas Also concrete MENTAL TREES. crabapplanters and figurines
160
ple, purple leaf plum, redCoast to Coast Hardware, bud, flowering pear, dogHome
753-8604
Fundshirgs
wood, silver maple,
DISPLAY CASES 2-4' plower i ng cherry, cypress, 2 RECLINERS and 1 swive
birch Limited quantities
glass cases with lights
rocker Phone 753-7238 af
Coast to Coast Hardware,
$150 each like new
ter 5p m
753-8604
489-2633
ANTIQUE oak pedestal
table and 6 chairs
759-9404, 753-7975
BOOKCASE WATERBED:
Twin size, used 10 months,
$100 firm. After 5p.m. call
759-9346

DISPATCHER
Liquid Transporters,

Inc.

A Trimac Company
North America's Largest
Transporter of Bulk Commodities

Position:
An excellent position is available immediatly for a tank
truck dispatcher.

Qualifications:
Interested candidate should have qualifications as
follows:
• University graduate with some formal work expenence.
'Effective communications and ability to manage people.
• Familiar with PC operation
• Expenence with hazardous commodoties would be an
assett
We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive
benefit package combined with excellent opportunity for advancement and possible relocation.
Please Send Your
Resume In Confidence to:

DINETTE set $75 3 cushioned bamboo bar stools
$30 759-9752
MAJIC Chef 30" electric
range, $100 Yi bed,
springs and mattress 2
electric heaters. Wood
stove. $75 753-7523
NEW beds, $25 3 piece
sofa tables, $50 per set 2
piece living suites, $150 3
piece Irving room suites,
$285 Much used furniture
Call 753-2922, ask for
Neal Call 753-3423 after
6p m
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table. From
basic to excuisite, any size,
height or shape to fit your
need or fancy. Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142.
165

Liquid Transporters, Inc.

Antiques

Carrol Reynolds
Terminal Manager
Box 407
Calvert City, KY 42029
EOE

ANTIQUE 5 leg oak table
with 4 chairs, $250. Cal
753-8769 after 4p m

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-275.8
GO carts go carts, go carts'
S HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
HOFFCO Li Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25lbs , $22995
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray.
759-9831
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831.
MANURE sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver
753-8372
MANURE - sold by the truck
load or bag Will deliver.
753-8372.

Sewing
Machines

There's A New Place In Town!

LKB Woodcrafts
Quality Handcrafted 8a Painted
Wood Items,
Beautifully Finished
Country Furniture
And Collectibles.

USED Singer Sewing Machine. Fully guaranteed, full
cash price $29.50. For
more information call
Martha Hopper, 474-8015.
190
Farm
Equipment
1958 CASE 800 tractor,
gas burner, PS, 3 point lift,
hydrolic hook-up $1850.
Call 437-4940.

Today's Treasures Tomorrow's Heirlooms.
Wholesale inquiries welcome.
Open Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00

Larry & Kathy Black - Owners
Hwy. 94 E. to 280 (Pottertown Rd.)
Take 280 to 1st road left past 5' curve. Watch for sign.

Come See Us
753-9994

DRIVERS
Major bulk carrier requires drivers for
long-distance hauling. Qualifications:
• 2 years verifiable commercial vehicle driving
experience
• Minimum grade 10 education
• Bondable
• No history of diabetes, heart or back disorders
• Acceptable safety and conduct record
• No more than 2 highway violations in the past
3 years
• No major preventable accident within the last 3
years
Liquid Transports Inc. offers excellent wages,
benefits and opportunity for long-term employment. Applicants who meet these qualifications
are Invited to apply In person to:

Notice
Tobacco Farmers
Model CA
Allis Chalmers
Full equipment
including:
.5' woods belly
mower
-5' bush hog
-Hydraulic Lift

436-2865
2 ROW Holland 3 point
tobacco setter, good Ford
18' disc 435-4301
7000 BUSHEL Grain Bin
Blower and heater, floor
sweepers and grain stirrers, $3,100. After 5p m
527-3601.

EOE

Chief Steve Ladd said the Fire and Rescue
is testing these hydrants in compliance with
ISO regulations and the hopeful outcome to
lower insurance rates on fire protection and
to further their steps toward the completion
of substations to be placed in certain spots
of the county.
The Fire and Rescue is sorry for any
inconvenience caused during this time and
residents are advised to check for rustcolored water before wailing clothes.

1 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment Close to university and hospital, some utilities paid. 753-8756 or
753-4012.

NORTH 7th Street Sunny,
2 bedroom, stove, refrigerator washer/ dryer, gas
heat and water included,
$310/ month 759-4923

1 BEDROOM Apartments•
Furnished, all utilities included 436-2755

NOW renting 1 and 2 bedroom apartments College
Farm Apartments.
753-3530 after 3p.m.

Public Auction

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed &
Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

*

SPALDING Executive golf
clubs and Spalding golf
bag 753-6546, 759-9849

Grand Opening
Friday, May 12th
•
• *--ALL4
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Waal
FOR Sale Spinet Console
Piano Bargain Wanted
Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments
on spinet piano See locally Call 800 327-3345
Ext 102
240

715 12th
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Strawberries
Wallace's U-Pick

Miscellaneous
CHANNEL Catfish Fingerlings $60 per 1,000 and up
Can
deliver
(601)840-0307.
COMPLETE set of Mother
Earth News. 7538248 alter
7p.m.
FIREWOOD for sal.
437-4887

Will Start Picking
Sat., May 13
Picking Hrs: Tsai., Thur. 6, Sat 7 am,-7 p.m.
Mow, Wed, Sr Fri. 430 p.m.-7 p.m.
Slat 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Located: N. Mtli end Poor Feria Rd
Phone:
Price:

753-0195
SO( Qt or 8100 C;ir Picked

4

Ptxbik
Selo

Lots
For Sale

Garage Sale
1509 Dudley

CARPORT
SALE

18 ACRES for sale west of
Murray, good development
property. 753-8147 or
753-1804

Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m.-12p.m.

1103 Vine
8a.m.-5p.m.
Friday Only

Old dishes and books,
2 new lamps, lots of
clothes and misc
items, few large plants

Power mower, metal utility cabinet,
table lamp, clothes,
yard hose, and
misc.

310
Houma
For Rem
3 BEDROOM house nea
university, $375 2 bed
room house near downtown, $325 753-4109

Garage Sale
Thurs.
4p.m. until dark
Fri. 7a.m.-?
house past
Moose Lodge on
16th Street
Jobe ski, some antiques, Fiestaware, furniture, old fishing equipment silver dollars,
clothes. Something for
everyone!

Yard Sale
IMMANUAL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

FIREPLACE, NEW APPLIANCES, 3 bedrooms,
17, + bath, house on Sycamore. Central heat & air.
$440. Discounted rent
available to select tennent
753-8734
THIS spacious home has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, dining room and den.
Rent $500/ month + $500
deposit and 1 year lease
required Call 753-4115 for
more information

*Arts

Baked
Misc •

360
For Rent
Or Lease
ii
FOR Lease: 68 acre o
dark fired tobacco, $600
Days 753-3146 or
492-8987

For Salo
Or Lease
4,000 SQUARE Ft. Build
rig: Ideally located for man
ufacturing, wholesale
supply, fitness center, factory outlet, child day care,
church or rental storage
purposes. Well insulated
and equipped with 4 of-

PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age bulls Only the very top
performers offered for sale.
All bulls health tested and
guaranteed Smith Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
4 22 1 1 .
DAY
(502)235-5182, NIGHT
(502)235-5170

94 East to East Y
Grocery, turn right on
280, go approx. 9
miles to Bonner's
Grocery, 1st road on
left, watch for signs.
Golf clubs, mower, aerator,
Fire King glassware, old
records, baby bed, baby
clothes & shoes, Deacon
bench, many more items

Pizza Hut
Parking Lot
Saturday
May 13
8a.m.-?

INTERESTED in a career
in dog training? Register
now tor summer courses at
the Institute of Canine
Technology & Education
Maior instructor is a professional educator and internabonaly know dog trainer
(502)436-2858
NANNY Goat Free to good
home Children's pet
753-7187
POINTER Bird Dog Pupa 7
weeks old, $60 mech, liver
and white 435-4294

1003 Westgate
(Gatesborough)

Selling Fostoria crystal
plates, cups and saucers; 5 gallon aquarium; clothes; National
Geographic; and other
goodies.

3 BEDROOM Brick Large
living room with fireplace,
den, utility, all carpeted,
mini-blinds, outbuilding, 1
2/10 acres on 94 West, 4Y,
miles from Murray.
$46,500 759-1987.

1546 Oxford

Friday Only
8a.m.-12:30p.m
Clothes (men's,
women's, children's),
shoes, accessories,
toys, etc.

3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000. Call 753-1203.

YARD
SALE

3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot. Price
negotiable. Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476

Fri. & Sat.
8a.m.-3p.m.
1 2 1 By-pass
beside Vacation

3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths,
many extras, very desirable
location, close to campus,
exceptional condition, reasonably priced 753-8248
after 7p m

Station
Grill, appliances,
aquarium, ladies' &
children's clothes,
trunk, pressure canner.

Rest
Estate

ATV parts, acx
tires 8 servici
brands! Keith's
Tractor, Industrial
ray 759-9831.

BRAND new 198/
Rrva Razz. Les:
mile, bright red.

Jii
Pali for

ENGLIS.

*Gourmet
*Nolen
'Fruit Coeur
*Decorah',

For RAT N
Cali us al
Di:
WE DELIVI

The offic

NICE 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home on a secluded 5
acres with 2 garden spots,
fruit trees, catfish pond,
several outbuildings and a
32x24'a fully equipped
kennel. Priced at $58,500
Contact Roberts Realty
753-1651.

the indi
any othe
therefore
that your
ienced, f

NICE brick house and stock
barn, 1 mile west of Midway . 753-8383 or
753-9712.

VOTE
RON
CHRISTOPHER
Calloway County
Attorney
NI Get The lob Done!

Electrical equipment, garden tiller
and much more.

PVA • PVA

Motorcycl

1982 HONDA CE
torn, new exha
back tire $91
753-1023

BY Owner. 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr. Appointment only. 474-2342.

Please

2 miles on
641 South
Saturday
May 13th

4 • PVA

SPLIT Level Br
Under construct
Benton subdrvisi
rooms, 2',4 ba
room, unfinishec
age, beautiful w
David Fielder,
der, 527-1705

d30

KOPPERUD Realty otters
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes.
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous,competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you.

and misc.
753-1819

SECLUDED 3
ranch, 10 min
LSI_ Boat rarr
central AC/ hei
east of Hardin c
Must sell'
354-9190

3 BEDROOM 2 bath cedar
home in-town, $30,000
753-0659

GARAGE
SALE

Friday &
Saturday
8a.m.-?
North 16th St.
Northwind
Trailer Park

TV, dryer, bedroom
suite, couch, kitchen
tables & chairs, console stereo, clothes

NICE older ho
by owner at 1
bedrooms, gas
rooms, recent
Asking $60s,
Call 759-1454
ter 4 30p m

COME see the
most innovative Ii
laris ATVsl Keith':
Tractor, Industrial
ray. 759-9831

FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments,
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203

Moving Sale
Fri & Sat
8a.m.-5p.m.
811 Hurt St.

450

53 ACRES 8 miles from
Murray, 4 miles from Kentucky Lake on Cherry Corner Road. $35.,000.
753-3625, 436-2843,
759-1016.

Fri & Sat
8a.m.-5p.m.

BIG
YARD
SALE

AKC Miniature Dashchund
Puppy: Red, female, $125.
(901)247-3727

LOT for Sale: East 94 near
Brown's Grocery Store,
57%x160, septic in
Assessed at $1,500, quick
sale $1,200. Florence
Hochholzer, 159 Richard
Ave. Neenah, WI 54956

Farms
For Sale

BIG
Community
Yard Sale

Lots of everything!
Cancelled if rain

Building Site

Garage Sale

Furniture, clothes,
appliances, misc.

AKC male Austrian Terrie
puppy Call 489-2246

HIMELAYAN kittens, 8
weeks old Registered
male Poodle, white
753-0747 after 3p m

Upright freezer, side-byside refrigerator, 2 bicycles, clothes, misc., house
hold items, toys, much,
much more

Multi-Party
Yard Sale

REGISTERED Rambouillet Sheep 7 ewes,6 lambs,
best offer over $750.
753-4106

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Jack Covey,
Owner/ Groomer Graduate State Certified Central
Academy of Dog Grooming Registered Member
National Dog Groomers
Association of America,
Inc Clean, new, modern
facility. The ultimate for
your pet's grooming needs
Where every pet is aVIP
(Very Important Pet)

Crafts•

Goods•

Fri 10a.m.-5p.m.
Sat 8a.m.-5p.m.

REGISTERED Polled
Hereford Bulls Ready for
service and younger.
(901)247-5487 Rex Robinson, Puryear, Tn.

AKC Registered Pekinese
puppies, females $125,
males $100. AKC Registered Yorkshire Terriers
$175. (901)642-2394.
Cash only Paris.

&

Yard Sale

fices, 2 restrooms, adequate parking, all city utilities
and room for expansion.
Priced for quick sale. Offers
appreciated. Call
(502)759-9439 after 5p.m.

Livestock
& Supplies

Friday
8a.m.-1p.m.
2117 & 2106
Brookhaven
753-0800

15th & Main

Fri. May 12
Sat. May 13

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County Look down on Benton's lights! Deer arid wild
turkey No building
$62,500 Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864

5 acres, mostly
wooded, 9.0 miles
from Murray, $7,500
436-2884
After 5.00

Multi-Family
Yard Sale

4th

3711

Sat.,May 13th,1989 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield take 121 to 1836 south 3 miles to auction.
From Murray take 94 West to Lynn Grove.
Watch for auction signs.
Solid cherry bedroom suite - 4 other bedroom
suites - odd beds & vanities - twin beds - night
stand - chest - vanities and carpet from Fern
Terrace - 5 or 6 couches & chairs - 3 hideabeds,
recliners - odd chairs - nice coffee & end tables table lamps - floor lamp - T.V. - stereo - maple
hutch - table & chairs - breakfast sets - frost free
ref. - auto. washer & dryer - knee hole desk & chair
- straight chairs - cedar wardrobe - old kitchen
cabinet - nice old piano - nice old library table - old
rockers - old dressers - showcase - small kitchen
appliances - 10 or 12 old quilts - aluminum
windows - pots & pans - 62 pieces of Royal
Jackson fine china by Vogue Ceramic Industries other old glass & china - electric heaters & fans upholstery material - line trimmers - like new push
mower - 10 h.p. riding mower - lawn & garden
tools - lawn chairs - nice all electric hospital bed hyd, hoist for bed patient - wheel chair - S-10
pickup, long bed, short wide topper - 18' boat,
motor & trailer - old Runabout on good trailer complete bathroom set - 8 h.p. rear tine tiller - 5
h.p. tiller - bicycles - misc. items. This is only a
partial listing.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available. For more information
and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

2011

220

The Calloway County Fire and Rescue
will be testing Fire hydrants throughout the
county May 1 through May 15. These fire
hydrants are located in the Water Districts
outside the city limits.

1 BEDROOM apartment
near university, $160/
month. No pets 489-2244.

Apwtments
For Rent

2 BEDROOM Trailer: In city
imits, prefer couples, APARTMENT For Rent'
adults, no pets. 753-9866. Central heat and air, appliances, quiet area, ideal
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished for retired or single person,
or unfurnished. Some new $3120/ month. 753-8096 or
furniture, natural gas- 753-2633
electric, air conditioned.
NICE 2 Bedroom Duplex:
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Heat and air, washer/ dryer
TRAILER for rent Dill's hook-up, low utilities. Days
Trailer Court. 759-1577
753-1953, Nights
753-0870.
300
NICE 2 Bedroom ApartRusin's*
ment: partially furnished,
Rentals
deposit and lease, no pets,
BUILDING lust off college adults, intersection of 444 &
campus Call 753-2967
121 436-5401.

Sports

NICE energy efficient 2
bedroom duplex apartment
on dead end street in North
wood Central heat 8 air,
carpeted appliances furnished No pets Lease and
deposit required Call
753-7185
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus Also
Houses For Rent near campus. Nice, quiet locations,
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
bedroom. 753-0606 nights,
753-6111 dais

320

2 BEDROOM,brick duplex,
Westwood Dr., extra nice,
$300/ month. 759-4979,
753-8859.

Mobile
Homes For Rant

Liquid Transporters, Inc.
Highway 95
Calvert City, KY 42029
A Trimac Company

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870

1982 2 BEDROOM, 2 bath 2 BEDROOM Furnished
mobile home and lot, lo- Apartment: '4 mile
from
cated near the lake, new campus, water paid,$1751
well, $19,500 436-5358 af- person, $185 2 people.
ter 5p m
Available now. No pets. No
NICE 3 bedroom, 2 bath children 753-5980.
Builtmore with central h/a, 2 BEDROOM apartments
appliances, underpinning, for rent Embassy
Apartutility pole, good condition. ments. 753-3530
after
759-4118 or 474-8087.
3p.m.
280

Publk
Sale

Apartments
For Rant

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment: partial utilities
SHARP Copiers & FAX Ma- paid, no pets 753-9741
chines. For sales, service,
supplies or rental call 1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
1-800-248-4319.
753-4109
270
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment •4 mile from
Homes For We
campus, water paid,$175 1
1974 12x55 MOBILE person, $185
2 people.
Home, $2,850 delivered Available now. No pets.
No
759-9404, 753-7975
children. 753-5980.
1981 MOBILE Home: 1 BEDROOM
apartment
12x60, total electric. near downtown Murray
(502)382-2491.
753-4109

180

4110

120
Business
Rentals

KEN
Prope
Ad
P

Paid Far By Candidate

01
4
111 1"--Ar
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%VA %A

wi i•AcAtior.11
al
a
11'4
-4
Amvets Post #45
Friday & Saturday
May 12 & 13
Featuring at the piano

Linda Gail Lewis from Memphis
(Jerry Lee Lewis's Sister)
Plus the Gene Woods Band from Paducah

Show Time 8:30 .m.
PVA

Admission $3.00

PVA - PVA - PVA - PVA

PVA - PVA - -o

ELECT

4

BOB

NANNEY

4

Location: From HI
FOR SIGNS!
Reason: Mr. and N
Lowery Auction C
Two Bedroom Wes
Garage attached to h
well and new pumt
Couple or Young
Terms On Real Eat.
within 30 days.
Hide-a-bed Couch with Antenna - 3 pie,
& Pitcher - Wood 1
Electnc Apartment
Bottles - Portable El
Craftsman Skill Sam
Reversible Drills - C
Tools and flu - W,
Mower, 30 in. Cut, 1
Diggers - Rakes - Bir
Ornaments - Sprayi
Terms On Househ

Calloway County
Property Valuation
Administrator (PVA)

4

Dependable * Fair & Honest

Best Qualified Candidate

#1 on the Ballot
Paid for by Candidate.
VAd

'VAd-- VAd - VAd

VAd • VAd

VAd

VAd

VAd -

Tom Jones and Jo
527-8027, 527-7224

THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1909

CLASSIFIEDS
.160

470
Homes
For Sale

390

NICE older home for sale
by owner at 1106 Main 6
bedrooms, gas heat, large
rooms, recently painted
Asking $60s, negotiable
Call 759-1454 anytime after 4.30p.m

Auto
Services
IMPORT Auto Salvage
New & used parts, MonSat 8a m 5p m 474 2325

SPLIT Level Brick Home:
Under construction in nice
Benton subdivision. 3 bedrooms, 2',5 baths, utility
room, unfinished den, garage, beautiful wooded lot.
David Fielder, home builder, 527-1705

350 CHEVY motor, run
fling 318 Dodge motor
345 International motor.
400 Chevy transmission.
350 Chevy transmission
350 Olds Pontiac Buick
transmission. 1972 Chevy
'I. pick-up body. 1967
Chevy pick-up body. Will
trade The Chevy Shop,
753-4184.
190
Used
Cars

MokirtyCAM
1982 HONDA CB-7§0 custom, new exhaust, new
back tire. $900, firm.
753-1023.

1977 LINCOLN Continental Town Car. See at
Boone's Laundry on 641
North 753-3192

4o0

SECLUDED 3 bedroom
ranch, 10 minutes from
LBL: Boat ramp access,
central AC/ heat 4 miles
east of Hardin off Hwy 80.
Must sell! $31,500.
354-9190.

470

1977 THUNDERBIRD
good shape, can be seen at
1303 Storey Call after
5p m 753-6538
1979 TOYOTA Corolla,
$200 Call after 4p m
435-4428

Auto
Parts

1968 FORD 2-door, automatic, V-8, good shape.
Call after 5p.m. 753-5279.

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all 1970 4-DOOR Stationwabrands! Keith's Lawn & gon: Rebuilt engine, good
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur- work vehicle, $550 or best
ray 759-9831.
offer. Call 753-0010 between 13a.m. and 7p.m.
BRAND new 1988 Yamaha
Riva Razz. Less than 1 1975 GRAND Torino:
mile, bright red. 753-5907. 2-door, cold air, good tires,
runs great, $750. Custom
COME see the world's
bed cover for SWB Chevy
most innovative line of Po- Pick-u
p, asking $150. 14'
laris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Runabout with 35HP EvinTractor, Industrial Rd., Murrude, tilt trailer, $850. Call
ray. 759-9831.
436-5389 or 436-2238_

Please Elect

Jim Kelly
County Judge
Executive

1979 TRANS AM Excellent condition, 69,000
miles, $5,000 Call after
6p m 753-7976
1980 DELTA Royale All
options, new tires, wires,
V-8, high mileage, serviced
garage kept, $2,000
437-4577 or 437-4723.
1981 BUICK Riviera
Loaded, less than 20,000
miles on motor and transmission and front drive unit.
$3,200 or best offer. 1977
Chevy 4WD 3/. ton
4-speed, steel flatbed with
gooseneck ball, $1,300
759-1070.
1982 REGAL: 2-door, V-6,
loaded, $3,300. 489-2334

1983 GRAND Prix LJ:
Gray, 1-tops, loaded,
51,XXX firm. Call 753-3985
after 6p.m.

1984 CAMARO: Loaded,
55,000 actual miles, V-8,
$6,000. 436-5388 after
5P-m1984 CHRYSLER LAZER:
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB. 753-4993 after
4p.m.

ENGLISH FARMS INC.
POPCORN PLUS

The office of P.V.A. affects
the individual more than
any other public office. It is
therefore, most important
that your P.V.A. be experienced, fair and honest.

ELECT

KENNETH C.
IMES
Property Valuation
Administrator
Paid for by Candidate

RARE 1965 Dodge Dart
GT: 2-door, slant 6, PS,
18,000 miles, 753-8361
Can be seen at 207
Woodlawn.

Now it's

Dan ?-800-32
Taylor
TOO Free

5-32:

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Ix.
Pads, TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Veti.cles
001-642-3900
Hwy. 70 W. — Paris

1977 DATSUN Pick-up,
automatic 474-2325

MURRA
515 S 12

753-4961

1987 HONDA Accord LXI
2-door, 5-speed, 1 owner,
low miles, very sharp Call
after 6p.m 489-2737
1989 FIREBIRD T-tops,
loaded, extended warranty
759-1605
1984 MUSTANG GT Red,
T-tops all the goodies,
want $6,750 firm
436-5534
195

1984 HONDA Accord LX:
4-door, very low mileage,
$5,650. 753-6149 or
753-4437.

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
'83 Plymouth Reliant
'82 Dodge Aries
'82 Ford Future
'80 Buick Skylark
'80 Mercury Capri
'78 Camaro Z-28
78 AMC Pacer
'78 Olds Cutlass
'76 Olds Cutlass
'75 Ford Pinto
'71 Dodge Dart

Call Samm

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Phone
Murray, KY 753-4961
1985 MONTE Carlo' V-8,
power windows, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM stereo cassette,
new tires, very sharp
435-4144.
1986 GRAND Am SE: Fully
loaded, burgundy, gray velour interior, multi-port V-6,
43,000 actual miles, excellent condition. 759-1543 or
753-0509.

AUCTION

HOUSEHOLD GOODS (Absolute)
Hide-a -bed Couch - 2 Chairs - 1 Wood Rocker - Lamps
- Occasional Tables - Scanner
with Antenna - 3 piece Bedroom Suite - Bunk Beds • Night
Stand - Stereo - McCoy Bowl
& Pitcher - Wood Table & 4 Chairs - Frost Free GE
Refngerator (Nice) - Hot Point
Electnc Apartment Size Stove - Vacuum Cleaner - Pictures
- What-nots - Old Whiskey
Bottles - Portable Electnc Heaters - Lawn Chain - Router
- Craftsman 8 in. Table Saw Craftsman Skill Saw - Craftsman Sander - Jig Saw - Tool
& Die Set - 4 Hand Saws.
Reversible Drills - C Chimps - Glue Clamps - 2 Electnc
Motors • CB - Rivet Gun - Planer Tools and Bits - Wet-Dry Vacuum - Weed Eater Montgomery Ward Riding Lawn
Mower, 30 in. Cut, 8 H.P. - True Test Garden Tiller Picks • Shovel - Axe • Post Hole
Diggers - Rakes - Bicycle - Wheels - Air Tank - Air Conditi
oner _ Wishing Well - Wood
Ornaments - Sprayer - 2 Aluminum Ladders...AN
D MUCH MORE!!
Terms On Household Goods: Cash Day of Sale,
or check with proper ID
SALE CONDUCTED BY •

Lowery Auction Co.
Route 7, Benton, Kentucky 42025
and
Jones and Roes Realty
Benton, Kentucky 42025
Sanford Lowery, Auctioneer
Tom Jones and Joelette Ross, Brokers
527-8027, 527-7224 or 437-4726
-Not Responsible In Case Of Accidents

1988 JEEP Comanche 2
wheel drive, 4-speed, A/C,
AM cassette 753-3734, after 5p m 436-2672

510

1978 CHEVROELT van
$2,000 436-2777
1982 FORD Window Van
Tinted glass, extra long, 8
passenger seating, excellent for camping, $4,800.
247-8316.

Spring Special

Campers
1975 BRAVO 35', 5th
wheel, loaded 753-0906
1976 STARCRAFT 21' self
contained tandem travel
trailer, fully equipped, excellent condition, $3,975.
753-8019
33' TERRY Manor Camper
Trailer: Air, AM/FM cassette, full bath, awning,
sleeps 6, extra nice. Call
474-2226
9' TRUCK Camper Cab
over sleeper, new Jacks,
$350 753-8623 after 6p m

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8,dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

STARCRAFT Pop-up
Camper: sleeps 6, $1,200.
753-8306 after 5p m.
520

618-524-2533 or 524-2141

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SAT. - MAY 20 - 1P.M.
PARIS TENNESSEE
R.H. HICKMAN REALTY CO., INC HAS BEEN
COMMISSIONED TO SELL THIS PROPERTY AT
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
PROPERTY OF EZRA AND LEAH HOSTETLER

7
PRIME REAL ESTATE
`\;.
t., °.
1- COMPLETE IAIRY UNIT ANI CROPS 0
IICELIBIT IMPROVEMENTS
This property is one of the best dairy farmsin this area,
with
some of the finest facilities to be found anywhere. The farm
has some of the most highly productive soils, produci
ng
very KO yields of corn, wheat, alfalfa and other
crops
grown in this area. The property is level to gently rolling
with
a good warm natured Memphis silt loam soil. The farm
has
been well maintained with stnct soil conservation practic
es
carried out to retain and improve the fertility of the soil
You
really have to see to appreciate.
IMPROVEMENTS
• A 50 ft. x 20 ft. milking parlor, like new, with glazed
tile
inside and outside maintenance free. Double herringbone Bou-matic milking systems,and with an 800 gallon
stainless milk cooling tank with Mueller, fully automat
ic
washing system.
• A 60 ft. x 40 It. heifer barn and hay storage, excelle
nt
condition.
• 1 -Madison silo 20ft. x60 ft. with Bottom Unloade
r,sealed
for haylege, or other ruffage.
• 1 -Stave Silo 20 ft. x 60 ft. with top unloader
for corn
silage, or other folage.
• A free stall barn,54 ft. x 90 ft. like new,a 60 stall capacit
y.
• A metal tool shed 150 ft. x 48 ft., excellent condition,
also
an insulated shop area that is 30 ft. x48 ft This building
is
almost new.
• There is 25,000 bushel grain storage,3-3500 bushel
bins
- 1-2500 bushel bin - 1-1,200 bushel bin. Extra good
storage.
2-3500 Bushel Grain Bins Will Be sold Sale
Note: Day
To Be Removed From The
Farm.

There is an Extra nice brick home with 4-bedrooms,
a
double enclosed garage,central heat and air, large den,
living room. 2-full baths, 2000 sq ft of heated
area.

BO ACRES IF EXCEUDIT WIEAT

Saturday, May 13, 1989 10:00 A.M.
Location: From Hardin, Kentucky take Highway 80 West,
go 2 miles and WATCH
FOR SIGNS!
Reason: Mr. and Mrs. Howard Free have moved to
Benton and have commissioned
Lowery Auction Co., to sell their house and content
s.
REAL ESTATE
House will sell around 11:00 am.
Two Bedroom Western Cedar House with new roof on
one-half acre lot with 16x20
Garage attached to house. Four nice out-buildings. Lots
of nice shade trees and a real good
well and new pump. Nice Landscaping...This would
be an ideal place for a Retired
Couple or Young Married Couple. Close to Kentuc
ky Lake.
Terms On Real Estate: 10% down Day of Sale. Balanc
e due with possession of deed
within 30 days.

1978 CHEVY Bonanza
4x4 ANVFM cassette, 40
watt booster, long wheel
base, 4 lift kit, A/C, tilt
wheel, 33x12'h X15 LT
mudders $3,400 or will
consider trade for another
truck 474-8855 after 6p m
1988 DODGE 150 LE 4x4
SWB, loaded, sharp,
13,XXX miles Call anytime
436-2647

Vans

1984 300-ZX, 1 owner, red
with grey interior, new paint
and tires $7200, firm
759-1811.

1984 FORD Tempo GLautomatic, air, 2 door,
60,000 miles. Call after
5P.M 753-5279.

WE DELIVER LOCALLY OR SHIP UPS!!

1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE
Loaded, 52,000 miles,
white with gray, extra nice
489-2869

1974 FORD Pick-up
71,000 miles priced nght
Can be seen- Outland
Schoolhouse Rd , 1 mile off
280

TOYOTA

This excellent wheat crop wit go with the farm The
wheat
crop was fertilized this spring.

40 ACRES IF EXCELLENT ALFALFA

The alfalfa was sprayed this spring. This arop will go with
the
farm.

FREE VINCI MOM AT 12 NOON
FARM IS LOCATED 4 MILES NORTH OF PARIS,
TENNESSEE AND 20 MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, JUST 2 MILES WEST OF HWY.641 IN
THE WHITLOCK COMMUNITY. MAKE TURN AT
AUCTION SIGN ON HWY.641 AND FOLLOW AUCTION ARROWS TO SALE SITE.

ROT AT ALICTION-Y111 SET TIE PRICE
SEE AUC11IN SIGNSANNOUNCEME PITS MADE SALE DAY, TAKE
PRECEDENCE
OVER ALA. ADVERTISING.

TERMS: 20% DOWN SALE DAY, BALANCE WITHIN 30
DAYS ON REAL ESTATE. PERSONAL PROPERTY CASH OR CHECK WITH PROPER I.D. DAY OF SALE.
FOR DETAILS CONTACT
7-,
_ - :•.1.1

1.,:a ...._
Era NORTH MGM.AND AV:
- l'
1illa0Kol, Matsui soon
•
PHONE: 101-e1et008

...-JACK
MURPHFIEE
724 SOUTH
FIRST ST,
MILAN, TN
PHONE: 901IOW
E46-3341
ammo

DAVID
NELSON
724 SOUTH
FIRST ST.
MILAN, TN
PHONE: 901Mall •41111
ell AM mum
686-1341

530

Services
Offered

1968 CHEVY School Bus
474-2325

Rent A Car
From Us At

1985 BUICK Century Limited 66,000 miles, loaded,
$5,500 or best offer. May
be seen at 1109 Chestnut
(Carquest) Or call 753-8311
days or 753-2926 nights.

530

Used
Trucks

1984 250-R: Good condition, $600. Call after 6p.m.
753-7976,

Paid for by Vkkle Travis, Treasurer.

For URAT MOTHER'S DAY GIFT IDEAS
is
Call us at 753-0921 or stop by
Dixieland Center

500
Used
Cars

1984 Z-28 T tops loaded
with all options, gray,
37,000 actual miles
$7,650 753-9414

1982 Z-28 Loaded, sharp
759 1084

1984 CORVETTE: Red
with red interior, loaded,
350, automatic, Bose cassette, $12,900. 759-1187

*Gourmet Popcorns *Nuts 'Mustards
*Natural Fruit Butters 'Preserves
'Fruit Conserves 'Creamy Homemade Fudges
'Decorative Tim 'Custom-made Baskets

190
Used
Cars

1976 MERCURY, $300 or
best offer 489-2431

MUST Sell! 1988 Honda
Elite 50ES scooter, locking
storage compartment
753-0874

Miirray Ledger 8r Times

190
Used
Cars

Motorcycles

PAGE 19

Boats
& Motors
14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator. Trailer with
custom cover. 354-8586.
16' MONARCH Boat: 50
Johnson, trolling motor,
depth finder, new battery,
drive-on trailer, $1,250
436-2326.

ATKINS Painting Free es
timates with over 20 years
experience Call 437 4221
after 5p m
B & B Small Engine Repair
7a m -5p m weekdays
Pick-up and delivery
492-8419 or 492-8670
BOGARD Paving For all
your sealing paving, hauling Free estimates
753-0659

r/

1983 HYDRASPORT Bass
Boat X270: 150HP Mercury, tournament rigged,
boat has very few hours.
(502)965-3433 after 4p.m
1986 STRATOS: 179V,
1988 Johnson GT 150, fully
loaded, $10,500.
554-2354.
22' VENTURE Sailboat:
Trailer, 3 sails and 6 HP
Evinrude, good condition.
Call 474-2308 after 5p.m.
BUY FACTORY DIRECT
AND SAVEIII Lightweight,
super insulated, SCAMP
fiberglass travel trailers,
13', 16' & 19' 5th wheels
Call
toll
free
1-800-346-4962 for free
brochure
JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision
Johnson motors Excellent
service with experienced
mechanics. Hoagland Marine, Aurora, KY 42048
across from Sue & Char
lie s,
Phone
502 474 2209
530
Services
Offered
A 1 TREE Service Your
pro service with 35 years
experience Topping re
moval, stump removal
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, des
poise's, ranges, ovens, re
frigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes arid models G E
factory trained. The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783,
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years expert
ence Parts and service.
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753 4872 or
436-5848

fiervIcos
Offered

MOODY Mower Repair S1RESS Roofing Free
esb
Pick-up and delivery, all mates Guaranteed
work
work guaranteed
15 years experience
753-5668
437-4752
NEW homes butt, decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction 436-2617

TELEPHONE wiring- lacks
installed- phones moved residence and businessexperienced. Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

TREE Service Cut or trim
ROCKY COLSON Home before property damage
12 years experience
BREAKING and discing Repair Roofing, siding,
753-8550 after 5p m
paintin
g,
plumbi
gardens and yard landng, conscaping Bush hogging, crete Free estimates Call VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
leveling driveways and 474-2307 or 753-6973.
Service Center, cleaning
buildings flower beds.
servicing $15, most repairs
436-5430 or 753-0659.
435 all brands 3rd Street
LAWN Mowing Seirvice 10 Almo,
753-0530
CONCRETE driveways, years experience Any type
slabs and blockwork Tip- of lawn care 436-2744 or WET BASEMENT/ We
ton 759-9731
436-5211
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranDUANE & Tracy Hauling SEWING Machine Repair
Service We will load, haul All makes and models, teed Call or write Morgan
and pay dumping fees Will home and industry. Call Construction Company
go anywhere Call anytime Kenneth Barnhill, Route 2 Box 409-A,Paducah, KY 42001 or call
753-0820
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
1-442-7026
Stella, Ky
ELECTRICIAN: Quality
work at a price you can SHEETROCK finishing, WILL do hauling, gravel
mulch, slabs sawdust,
afford. 24 hour service. No new or repair 436-2811
driveway white rock Call
charge service call. Ruafter 6p m 753-0467
nyon Electric Service
SHOLAR Plumbing &
759-9682.
WILL do plumbing installaElectric For your everyday
tion & repairs All guaran
HAULING, yard work, tree plumbing and electrical
teed Free estimates
removal, roofing, painting, needs call us at 474-2366
Phone 492-8899 or
or
437-4
mowing, concrete work
113
753-1308
Free estimates 753-5981
SURE
WAY
Tree Serviceor 759-1683
Topping, pruning, tree reFAMILY Lawn Care: Now in moval Aerial bucket truck
Free
it's 2nd year! Specializing in Fully insured for your proColumn
lawn maintenance, includ- tection Stump remova
l FREE To Good Home Fulling hedges and shrubbery. with no lawn damage Free
blooded Cavelier Spanie
Also hauling. Now serving estimates No obligations
puppy,8 months old male
county and city. 10% off for 753-5484
753-2381
Senior Citizens. Call now
for dependable service.
Free estimates 492-8838
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
CUSTOM KITCHEN MINUS
needs
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-5895 or 436-2642

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8. see our showroom

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate_

1978 17' SKI Runabout:
HAMILTON Cultured
Walk-through windshield,
life jackets, skis, dual marble and tile 643 Old
crank, tilt power, 115HP Benton Rd 753-9400
Mercury outboard. Runs HANDYMAN: carpentry,
good, all in good condition
masonry, painting, electriCall Steve Lamb at cal. Quality work for a good
(502)753-2541 or price. 753-8372.
753-8204 after 5p.m
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high heating
Wayne Darnell
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Marine Repair
Buy, Sell, Trade!
Used boats, motors,
trailers and salvage
parts. Over 20 years
experience. All wor
guaranteed.
1 Mile from
Murray on
Hwy 94 East
753-0079

530
Services
Offered

LAWN mowing and trimming, large or small,
435-4447 or 436-2331.
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial.
Air conditioning. Sales and
service. Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203
LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835,

PLEASE ELECT

REX CAMP
Calloway County Jailer
May 23, 1989
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated
Paid tor by the candidate

GENE STEELY
BACKHOE SERVICE
* Septic Tank Installation
& Repair
* Water and Sewer Line
* Ditching

753-6156

jitir6,

A ir

Saturday, May 13, 1989 • 10:00 a.m. •
Puryear, TN.
Location: From red light, go 1/4 mile north
on Highway 641; Sale on left.
Mr.Gore is selling his house on Hwy.641 and
has commissioned LAMB &
TAYLOR AUCTION SERVICE to sell his
entire inventors at public
auction.
PARTIAL LISTING
CARS & TRUCKS
1983 LTD 4 Door, 1982 LTD 4 Door, 1982 LTD
Station Wagon, 1981 LTD 4
Door, 1981 Escort - Rebuilt Engine, 1981 Chevy
Pickup - New Paint. 1983
Fairmont 4 Door - Wrecked, 1982 Chev. Chevet
te 4 Door, 1969 Dodge D300
Wrecker - In Good Condition, 1977 Inter-nationa
l 1700 V-8 - 5x2 10 Ft. Gravel,
1977 International 1600- No Bed V-8 4x2,
1970 Dodge D 500 V-8 361 - 4x2
Long Wheel Base. 1969 Dodge 300 Wrecker,
1973 C65 Gravel Truck - 427
Engine - 5x2 Dual Tractor - 14' Roger Bed, 1968
Dodge 1 Ton D 300 6 Cyl.4
Speed. 1970 Step Van Chev., School Bus Campe
r, 1974 Ford V-8 School Bus,
1972 GMC Log Truck - 6 Cyl. With Side Logge
r - Good Cond., 1974 Garbage
Packer Rear Load 350 V-8 4x2. 1974 Ford
1 Ton F350 - V-8 Automatic - All
Purpose Bed - Nice, 1982 Lincoln Town
Car (vandalized).
25 ton LowBoy• 10 pieces of metal(1/8"x
trx20')•8'x14'refrigerated box bed
• 1 - 14 ft. utility trailer tandon (nice)• 1 - 12
ft. utility trailer tancknn (nice)* 1
backhoe trailer 14' 2 axle • construction storag
e wagon • electric power plant
Kawkesha• electric tow motor 12 volt * 2- A-f
rame electric hoist(1)1/2 HP 3
phase(1)1 HP single phase•200 E Honda 3
wheeler •4 Wisconsin 4" pump*
electric power plant 45 KW • 371 Detroi
t diesel • 3 Kw power plant 10 HP
Briggs• 1 - 4000 lbs. motor lift(new)• 1-40
ton hydraulic press (like new)•
office furniture desk & chairs•restaurant booth
*sling & hook-up for towing•
1 boat trailer• New Recap radial truck tires
- 900 x 20- 10.00 x 20- lix 25,5
11x24.5 - wheels for trucks • table saw
5 HP•Terrain King mower 5 ft. 3 pt.
hitch• 1 lot oak lumber (dried)* 1 lot cherry
lumber(dry)•schooldesks•junk
batteries • several used air condit
ioners • MANY items not listed
Auctioneer's Note: This is only a partial listing
, come and be prepared to spend
the day.
All Items may be viewed and vehicles
test driven
THURSDAY, MAY 11TH & FRIDAY,
MAY 12TH.
Terms & Conditions - Cash or Check with
proper I.D. Complete settlement da!,
of sale.
Announcements day of sale take precedence
over previously printed material.
For More Information Contact
Rex Gore (901)247-3390
-Not Responsible For Accidents
•Refreshments Available

LANIll &

kl LOR AUCTION SEM ICE

Lk. & Bonded In KY & TN FIRM #1445
"SATISFACTION IS OUR CRY"
JOE PAT LAMB 502/4924527

DOUG TAYLOR 901/247-3734
6
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Group wants technology task force

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Euple Butler
Mrs. Euple Butler, 69, of RL 1,
Almo, died today at 4:55 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Floyd Butler,

survives.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Raymond Fielder
Services for Raymond Fielder
will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Tom Cary will
officiate. Betty Poole will be pianist for congregational singing.
Pallbearers will be James A.
Fielder, Bobby Knight, Steve
Knight, Dale Fielder, Jim Pat Wilson and Robert Rowland.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the funeral home.
Mr. Fielder, 91, of 807 South
Fourth St., Murray, died Tuesday

at 11:20 p.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Dewey McCuiston Fielder, and two sons, Charles
Dyer Fielder and James Chester
Fielder, preceded him in death.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Alice Knight, 318 South 15th
St., Murray, and Mrs. Novella Martin and husband, Max, Venice, Fla.;
one son, Robert Fielder and wife,
Ruedean, Leroy, Mich.; 10 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Lou Jennie Crouch
Final rites for Mrs. Lou Jennie
Crouch were today at 10 a.m. at
Salem Baptist Church. ,The Rev.
Buron Richerson and the Rev.
Jackson Foster officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Hamp Erwin,
Fred Pogue, Dan Miller, Hilton
Williams, Freddy Windsor and

Donald Crawford, active; James
Windsor, Charles Windsor, Glen
Windsor, David Thomason, Max
Brandon and H. Glenn Doran,
honorary.
Burial was in Salem Cemetery
with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Crouch, 89, Lynn Grove,
died Monday at. West View Nursing Home.

Clarence C. Coy
Clarence C. Coy, 86, of 416
South Ninth St., Murray, died
today at 9:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Independence United
Methodist Church.
Born Feb. 14, 1903, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Bud Coy and Bertha Moore
Coy. One daughter, Patricia Gale
Coy, preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Esther Wofford Coy, to whom he
was married on Sept. 15, 1923; one

daughter, Mrs. Edna Cunningham
and husband, Glen N., Rt. 2, Murray; two sons, Howard Coy and
wife, Wanda, and Kenneth Coy and
wife, Wilma, Rt. 1, Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Julie Moody and husband, Gobel, Rt. 8, Murray, and
Mrs. Lona Phelps, Murray; one
brother, Leon Coy and wife,
Roberta, Granite City, Ill.; nine
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will have charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES
Building Up The Body Of
Christ
Ephesians 4:1-16
In Ephesians 4 Paul indicated that
the "heavenly calling" demands
"heavenly conduct." He taught that
duties are based upon doctrines, and
belief is expressed in life.
The Plea For Christlikeness
Ephesians 4:1-10
It is the will of God for all Christians
to walk worthily of the high, heavenly
041, and holy calling with humility, gentle:
ness, patience, forbearance and spiritual unity. Involved in this appeal for
walking worthily are seven unities
expressed in verses four to six: one
body -- the church, one Spirit -- the
Holy Spirit, one hope -- of resurrection and sharing in glory, one Lord -Jesus Christ, one faith -- in Christ the
all-sufficient Saviour, one baptism -dramatizing the death, burial and
resurrection of Christ, and one God -the Father or every Christian, Who is
sufficient for all his needs.
Christ's numerous gifts are bestowments of grace and are never measured by our merits. His gifts are not
just for our personal enjoyment or the(
glory of man, but are to equip us to
win the lost to Christ, to edify the
believers, and to glorify the Lord
Whom we serve. Every child of God
has a definite work to do for Him.
the Plan For Christlikeness
Ephesians 4:11-12
Among Christ's gifts to His churches are: apostles -- these who are
called separated, endowed, ordained
and sent forth as ambassadors for
Christ, prophets -- men who have had
a peculiar insight into the will of God
and have received a definite commission to speak for Him, evangelists -itinerant preachers who go into regions where the gospel has not been
proclaimed and preach it and introduce them to Christ and then establish
churches, and pastors and teachers to
have oversight of the churches and
give spiritual instruction and gui- dance. Believers are to be instructed,
indoctrinated, equipped and trianecl
for Christian service in order that the
body of Christ may be enlarged, built
up and strengthened.
The Purpose Of Christlikeness
Ephesians 4:13-16
While it is obvious that the ideal set
forth in verse 13 will not be realized
fully until we enter the presence of our
Lord in glory, too much stress cannot
be laid on the fact that every child of
God has a definite work to do for Him
on earth. Have you discovered what
the Lord wants you to do? Are you
doing it? If you have not discovered
what He wants you to do, then do so.
and upOn doing so,strive to do it to the
very best of your ability. It is important that each of God's children shall

grow into spiritual maturity and be
established in the truth, so as to avoid
being disturbed or swayed by any
false teachers. Hearing the truth and
speaking it in love are means by which
this may be accomplished.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A coalition aimed at improving the quality of science, math and technology
education today recommended
President Bush form a White
House task force on those subjects
to develop a national policy.
Tbe non-profit Triangle Coalition for Science and Technology
Education also said the federal
government should spend an extra
$304 million in fiscal 1990, rising
to $465 million in 1993, to promote elementary science, math and
technology
education
improvements.
The proposed presidential task
force would develop a national policy, coordinate federal programs
and plan a White House conference
on "Science, Mathematics and
Technology Education for the year
2000."
"We have made a special effort
to emphasize programs that do not
require significant new funds,"
said the report released by the coalition of 80 business, labor, science
and education groups. "However,
the -very magnitude of the challenge the nation faces will call for
some new programs and new
resources."
The action plan, designed to help
Congress and the president develop
a national policy on science education, states that "increased investments in elementary education
must be the nation's number one
priority."

Judge stops
Pirate's Cove
auction sale
BENTON, Ky. — The auction of
1.6 acres of the Pirate's Cove
Recreational Complex near Aurora
was canceled Tuesday by Judge
David Buckingham.
The public auction had been
ordered to settle a lawsuit filed last
year by Citizens Bank and Trust
Co. Buckingham ruled in April that
Pirate's Cove was in default of a
$96,000 mortgage the bank held on
the property.
Master Commissioner Anna
Brien said the sale was postponed
on a motion by Fletcher Schrock,
the bank's attorney.
She said no date has been set to
reschedule the sale.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-0.55
I.B.M.
109% -Y2
Previous Close
2,374.45
Ingersoll Rand
39% +%
Air Products
41% +%
Jerrico
FP/1 B 17'A A
A.T.C.-Class A
46%B 461/2 A
Kmart
37% +%
AT&T
33l2 Kroger
11% unc
Bell South
45% +
McDonalds
56% +%
Briggs & Stratton
27% unc
JCPenney
57% -%
Chrysler
23% +%
Penwalt
128% -%
CSX Corp
32% +'/s
Quaker Oats
56% +%
Dean Foods
30% -%
Sears
44% -%
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 10% A
Texaco
53% -%
Exxon
42% unc
Time Inc.
118-%
Ford
46% +%
UST
23% -1/2
General Motors
39% unc
Wal-Mart
35% +%
Goodrich
55% +1
/
4
Woolworth
50% +%
Goodyear
50%
C.E.F. Yield
9.10
BETTY BOSTON
COURTSOU ARE
PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

MURRAY. KY.

american
ri-'11 lantern

30%

Hog market

The Triangle proposals are a
follow-up to an earlier report that
called for a sharply focused science
education strategy.
The group is affiliated with the
National Science Teachers Association. Organizations represented by
its officers include the National
Education Association, the Ameri-

Jackson:job
is not for him
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jesse
Jackson on Wednesday dismissed a
poll showing him the easy leader if
he runs for mayor of Washington,
D.C., and insisted he has "no
plans" to seek the job. But Jackson
didn't slam the door on a mayoral
race in 1990.
He repeated his pledge not to
challenge the embattled incumbent,
Marion Barry, but refused to say
what he would do if Barry decides
not to seek a fourth term.
"I need not deal in the hypothetical," Jackson said. "I take this
process of public service seriously,
and I take it one day at a time."

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP
105 N. 16th St.
(Two blocks south of)
old location.

753-1953
"Looking Forward To
Seeing You."
A,

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
Keep The Greia GM Feehnr

Federal-State Market News Ser*ice May
11, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 Busing Stations
Receipts: Act 735, Est. 500 Barrows & Gills
1.50 higher, Sows steady-1.00 lower.
.S41.50-42.00
US 1-2 220-250 lbs.
.S39.50-41.50
US 1-2 200-220 lbs.
.541.00-41.50
US 2-3 220-250 lbs.
540.00-41.00
US 3-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
.S29.00-30.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 100-400
.S28.00-29.50
US 1-3 400-500 lbs
..S29.00-33.00
US 1-3 500 and up.
527.00-28.00
US 2-3 300-500 lb.
Boars $24-29

can Federation of Teachers, E.I. Du
Pont, Amoco Corp., the United
Auto Workers Union, the Acoustical Society of America, General
Electric Co., the Edison Electric
Institute, the American Chemical
Society and various universities
and state education groups.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

!!'

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

5490;

***********
1985 CHEVY C"
\DO
a-•

P.W.
., Cruise
Sten$(1), Aux. Tanks

A MESSAGE
from
RONNIE JACKSON
PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
CANDIDATE
TO THE VOTERS IN THE MAY 23rd
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, CALLOWAY COUNTY:

The Property Valuation Administrators Office is responsible
for the local funding of all local agencies, school districts,
county government and City of Murray.
I will endeavor to provide timely reports to avoid delays in
the tax collection process to avoid hardships to those tax
recipients.
I will endeavor to maintain equitable values ofall property
in all sections of our county to the best of my ability.

off

I will maintain confidential treatment of those records that,
are of a confidential nature.

Sale
Exterior Lighting

Good Exterior Lighting
Is Also Good Security Lighting
OLESALE

Specifically, it suggests that the
government start a $50 million
grant program to help elementary
schools pay for new science equipment and earmark another $50 million to encourage innovative
approaches to science teaching.
The group would also give the
National Science Foundation an
extra S50 million to expand its inservice and pre-service training
programs for elementary teachers.
Other recommendations would
require less money or none at all.
Among them:
—Revamp the science curriculum to tailor it to students of different ages, interests and backgrounds, a project that should be
led by the National Science
Foundation.
—Increase federal support for
graduate training in the sciences
and engineering, with special support to women and minorities.
—Give clear instructions to
schools receiving money under federal school improvement programs,
totaling more than $1 billion a
year, that their first priority must
be science, math and technology
education activities.
—Reserve 5 percent of the nearly $9 billion the federal government spends on student loans,
grants and scholarships for special
programs aimed at attracting and
retaining math, science and technology teachers at all academic
levels.
—Establish new federal incentives to encourage better teacher
training.
—Implement more stringent
state requirements for science
teachers.
—Offer salary incentives for
excellence in science and math
teaching and strengthened continuing education requirements in the
science area for elementary and
secondary teachers.

I will be a PVA who will listen to you, respond to your
request, and represent you and this office in an honorable
way.
The office requires a working and dedicated servant.I want
to be that person. I will be a full-time PVA.
I askfor your vote and influence on May 23rd. You will be
glad you did.

LECTRIC
Thanks,
Ronnie Jackson

2061.Main

SUPPLY

753-8194

Paid for by Ronnie Jackson for PVA,
Donna Jackson, Treasurer.

